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Cloudy, Snow
Flurries, Much
Colder Tonight
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Thousands Hail Pope in India
Two Feet of Snow
In Parts of Maine

PORTLAND, Maine (AP> Men and snow removal equipment in northern and eastern
Maine labored today to clear
highways of heavy drifted snow
that stranded hundreds of travelers in a chaotic white nightmare.
The snow Tuesday skipped
past most of the Atlantic Coast
but smacked sections of Maine.
Driven by winds which some-

times reached 60 miles an hour, across the northern half of the
the snow piled in drifts up to nation from the Rockies to the
western slopes of the Apeight feet.
palachians.
At least two persons died
Freezing
weather
again
Tuesday in the blizzard which
heaped nearly two feet of snow nipped areas deep in the Southon Eastport and heavy amounts land, with the mercury dropon other areas of Hancock, ping to 24 in Macon , Ga., and
and
Aroostook 29 in Tallahassee, Fla., MontWashington
gomery, Ark., and Albany, Ga.
counties.
The below zero belt covered
Snow and cold prevailed northern Midwest areas with 11
below at Grand Forks, N.D.,
one of the lower readings.

...film *. yufcisN * j . : . uawn baker, above, 18, Tuesday
Roses in Pasa\TM chosen ^ueen erthe Toin^am«nt of
dena, Calif., to reign over the New Year's Day parade and
Rose Bowl game. She has light brown hair, green eyes, is
6 foot 4 inches and weighs 112 pounds. Her home is in Monrovia, Calif. (AP Photofax)

State Highway,
Tax Department
Budgets Offered
ST. PAUL (AP)—Two state
department heads appointed by
former Republican Gov. Elmer
L. Andersen presented their
1965-66 budget requests Tuesday
at hearings before DFL Gov.
Karl Rolvaag.
Despite a previous series of
feuds with both, James C. Marshall, highway commissioner,
and Holland Hatfield , heading
the tax department, made their
money requests smoothly and
without incident.
Marshall explained that the
over-all highway request was
lower than the present one because the state would be some
$14 million shy of matching
available federal funds the next
two years.
Could this money be found
somewhere, he pointed out that
the rosd building program could
be hiked to $28 million. He explained that the funds could
come from another one-cent
boost In the gasoline tax. And
still an added cent would be
needed to carry out work he
claimed would be essential on
other than interstate highways.
The Minnesota gasoline tax
was raised from five cents a
gallon to six by the 1963 LegisMarshall's proposal
lature.
would make it eight cents a
gallon . The entire Highway Department budget Is financed from
gasoline tax receipts , automobile license fees and federal
grants,
Most of the budget , covering
the maintenance and construction program, is not subject to
legislative control .
Only parts subject to legislative control are those providing
money for Highwny Department
administration , the highway
safety program nnd plant and
equipment.
The total requested here la
$31 .fl million , compared with

$20.2 million appropriated by
the 1963 Legislature.
Mar shall said there is no provision in the budget request, but
the department will ask the
legislature to approve a formula
for expanding the Highway Patrol on the basis of such factors
aa vehicle miles traveled, total
mileage of surfaced highway
and fatal accidents .
Ear! Larimar , acting safety
director , said this would require
the addition of 46 patrolmen
each year through 1972, with 92
of them added in the next two
years. Larimar said it costs
around $12,000 a year to keep a
patrolman on the job. Present
strength of the patrol is 378 men.
Marshall also said he Is prepared to recommend to the legislature that the state make a
test of helicopters for use in
traffic control especially on
interstate highways. He said he
would propose that helicopters
be rented for the test.
The Tax Department requests
for an $11.1 million appropriation is $2.3 million higher than
appropriations for the current
two years , Hatfield said much
of Ihe money would cover the
cost of 71 new employes, many
of the m in the income tax audit
and collection sections.
He said that for each additional dollar the Tax Department is granted , it can show $5
in added collections.

Taylor Seeks
New Ways to
Help Viet Nam

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Ambassador Maxwell D. Taylor,
armed with fresh order? from
President Johnson, will fly back
to South Viet Nam shortly to
work out new plans for intensifying tha war against Communist guerrillas.
Presumably, prospective new
military actions could include
air strikes against the CommuThe temperature in Maine nist supply lines that run from
was in the low teens in north- North to South Viet Nam
ern sections.
through the mountainous junAt least two deaths, both In gles of Laos.
Maine, have been attributed to
the storm. A 72-year-old Stod- A White House statement redard , Maine, woman died ap- porting on the conference Johnparently of exhaustion, after son held Tuesday with Taylor
struggling through foot-deep and other top policy advisers
drifts. Near Presque Isle, withheld details on prospective
Maine, Elmer K. Stackhouse, a
snowplow operator, was found actions.
Significantly, however, the
dead as the storm abated.
statement emphasized Red use
Hundreds of Maine motorists of the supply lines through Laos
were stranded Monday night as and said there is evidence of
the swirling snow piled ever increasing support to the Viet
deeper on highways. About 100
Cong rebels from Communist
persons crammed into a service
station at Machias. At Presque North Viet Nam. The statement
Isle every hotel, motel or room- also said that Taylor would
ing house space was taken by "consult urgently" with the
travelers blocked by the storm. South Viet Nam government on
what should be done to improve
Sections of U.S. 1 were the war effort.
clogged by snow or by traffic
jams of up to 50 cars and Against the background of
mounting expectation of decitrucks.
Off Nova Scotia, near Halifax, sions on whether the war should
the 3,800-ton Liberian freighter be broadened beyond the bounFury was driven aground by daries of South Viet Nam, the
winds estimated as high as 90 White House statement summarized military, political and
m.p.h. and high waves.
The Fury, with 18 men economic conditions in the counaboard, was tossed about so vig- try and said:
orously that she lost several
"The meeting reviewed the
lifeboats and both anchors.
accumulating evidence of conRescue
ships
struggled tinuing and increased1 North
through tbe storm-tossed seas to Vietnamese support of the Viet
reach the disabled craft.
Cong and of North Vietnamese
Another craft, the fishing ves- forces in, and passing through,
sel, the Friars, out of New Bed- the territory of Laos in violation
ford, Mass., was buffeted by the of the Geneva accords of 1962.
high seas some 90 miles south"The President Instructed
east of Nantucket Island, off the Ambassador Taylor to consult
Massachusetts coast. A Coast urgently with the South VietGuard rescue ship reached her namese government as to measside and stood by to help as the
ures that should be taken to imFriars struggled toward port.
Snow covers outside Maine prove the situation in all its asranged up to 18 inches in sec- pects.
"The President reaffirmed
tions of the Great Lakes and
amounts measured nearly a foot the basic U.S. policy of providin eastern Montana. Snow con- ing all possible and useful astinued during the night and sistance to the South Vietnamearly morning in much of the ese people and government in
their struggle to defeat the exMidwest.
Subzero readings were re- ternally supported insurgency
ported in parts of the D akotas, and aggression being conducted
Minnesota, Montana , and Michi against them. "
gan.

Goodfellows Fund
GOODFELLOWS FUND
Previously listed
$588
In memory of Frank
A. Hamemiek and
Mrs. Mary English . . 10
Anonymous
1
The Violettea
2
The Future Teachers of
America Club, W.H.S. 25
Total To Dote

$626

200,000 Pack
Bombay Park
To See Pontiff

WEATHER
FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY Variable cloudiness t h r o u g h
Thursday with a few snow flurries. Colder tonight, continued
cold Thursday. Low tonight 15
below to 5 above, high Thursday 5-18.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. today :
Maximum, 21; minimum, U;
noon, 21; precipitation, .3 inch
snow.

BOMBAY, India (AP) — A
gigantic, fervent sea of humanity surged around Pope Paul VI
as he arrived today, saying
"we come as a pilgrim, a pilgrim of peace of joy and love."
After the longest mission ever
undertaken by a pontiff, the
Pope for Vk hours, over a distance of 13 miles was encompassed by hundreds of thouands. They pressed against his
car and at times seemed almost to spill over it. Police estimated there were 100,000 at
the airport and more than one
million along the way.

POPE WELCOMED IN BOMBAY . . . "
Pope Paul VI shakes hands with India Prime
Minister Lai Bahadur Shastri as the pontiff
arrived in Bombay today. Behind them are

India's vice president, Zakir Hussain, left,
and Cardinal Gracias of Bombay. Man at
right is not identified. (AP Photofax via cable
/
from Bombay )

Goldwater to Meet
With Ike and Nixon

BY JACK BELL
But he indicated he is willing to
WASHINGTON (AP ) - Sen. cooperate with the former presiBarry Goldwater said today he dent and the former vice presiplans to meet soon with Gen. dent''in trying to bring peace
Dwight D. Eisenhower and among the bickering factions of
Richard M. Nixon for a "gener- the Republican party.
al discussion" of the Republican Goldwater said the meeting
party's iuture course.
originally had been scheduled
The defeated GOP presiden- for next Thursday at Eisential nominee said in an inter- hower's office at Gettysburg,
view on his return to Washing- Pa., but had to be delayed beton from Phoenix, Ariz., that he cause of Nixon's trip to Japan.
doesn't know where the summit He added/however, he hopes it
conference discussion will lead. can be fitted into the schedules

Rusk Meeting
With Gromyk o

UNITED
NATIONS, N.Y.
(AP) — Secretary of State Dean
Rusk scheduled a second meeting with Soviet Foreign Minister
Andrei A. Gromyko today in an
effort to win Soviet agreement
to help pay for peace-keeping
operations of the United Nations.
A last-minute accord Tuesday
postponing a showdown at the
General Assembly opened the
way for basic financial negotiations starting at a luncheon
meeting of Gromyko and Rusk
at the headquarters of the Soviet U.N. mission.
V. S. courccs expected other
East-West issues would come up
also, including disarmament,
trade and a U.S. -Soviet consular
agreement.
The U.N. money issue had top
priority. At their first meeting

i Monday, Rusk and Gromyko
skirmished over procedure in
what was termed an inconclusive session.
U.S. diplomats contended th.e
United States gained more than
it lost in Tuesday's compromise
under which the General Assembly is going ahead "with routine debate. Voting on important
matters was put off to allow
time for the backstage financial
talks.
At Issue is the Soviet Union's
refusal to pay her U.N. assessments for the Congo and Middle
East peace-keeping operations,
which she says were illegal , and
U.N,
application
of
the
Charter's Article 19. Article 19
says members falling two years
behind in their dues — and that
now includes the U.S.S.R. —
shall lose their Genera] Assembly vote.

Goldwater made it clear he
would encourage the formation
of the kind of advisory ,council
suggested by some GOP governors and other party leaders to
bring all factions into the formation of future party policy.
'1J tried to get Milton Eisenhower's group to continue its
work," he said. "I thought they
were making some headway. "
Eisenhower, brother of the
former president and head of
Johns Hopkins University, is
chairman of the Republican
Critical Issues Council. The
council, a panel of leading Republicans, issued GOP policy
statements through special task
forces during the recent presidential campaip.
Goldwater remained adamant
in his opposition to the replacement of Republican National
Chairman Dean Burch, his personal choice for the job after the
San Francisco nominating convention.
"They are not going to throw
Burch out," he said. "They
don't have the votes."
This opposition by the presidential nominee to any replacement of the national chairman
at this time was concurred in by
congressional Republican leaders who think it is too early to
take such drastic action.
Goldwater said he regards
himself now as "a free man,'!
able to speak out on issues oi
paramount interest to the nation. He indicated he no longer
feels any of the restraints he
implied had been placed on him
a*j a presidential candidate in
dealing with international issues.
Goldwater indicated his criticism rtiay center on President
Johnson's course in the South
Viet Nam hostilities.
"We're in war there and it's
time that the American people
found out just ho>V deeply we
are involved ," he said. "I pointed that out in the campaign and
I am going to speak out on It
some more. "

Christmas Coming
So Christmas is coming
again — when you buy
things for other people you
can 't afford for yourself
. . . Lea Crane informs us
he 's against nudity in movies. He prefers to go fully
dressed . . . This N. Y.
father told his son, "When
I was a boy , we asked our
dads for pennies. " His kid
said, "So all right , gimme
2,000 pennies" . . . What
would home be without a
mother? Dirty !
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of all three principals before bis
return to Arizona next week.

STRATEGY IN THE CABINET ROOM . . . President
Johnson talks , in the cabinet room at the White House with
Defense Secretary Robert McNamara at the end of a two and
a half hour conference on the conduct of the anti-Communist

war in South Viet Nnm. Also in attendance are Secretary of
Slate Dean Rusk , left , nnd Maxwell Taylor , right , tho United
States Ambassador to South Viet Nam. (AP Photofax)

Ca^ph

(For more laughs see
Earl Wilson on Page 4.)

It was an enormous reception, in the view of veteran observers, surpassing any in recent Indian history.
AH around, covering the fields
and hills and running forward
like a stampede, the vast landscape of humanity sought to
keep abreast of the motorcade.
The pontiff , 67, riding in an
open white Lincoln convertible ,
alternately smiled and looked
about in wonderment, waving
almost - continuously and occasionally pressing a dark
hand stretched to him.
Security guards on either side
pushed and shouted to hold back
the crush that often slowed the
car to a crawl.
Pope Paul called his trip here
a "journey of peace and love"
and of "friendship and brotherliness."
"All men are brothers under
the fatherhood of divinity," he
said on his arrival.
There was no single incident,
although police had been
prepared for hostile acts from
fanatical Hindu sects opposed to
the papal visit to attend the 38th
International Eucharistic Congress.
Wearing a white skull cap, a
red silk stole and a red brocade
cape at the end of the 4 ,000-mile
journey, Pope Paul walked
down a 40-foot red carpet
spread from the ramp of the
plane.
Waiting to greet him were
Prime Minister Lai Bahadur
Shastri, a Hindu who was said
at first to have opposed the
Pope's visit to Hindu India ; and
Vice President Zakir Hussain, a
Moslem .
"We rejoice in the honor of
meeting you," the Pope said in
his address to Shastri and Hussain.
After praising India .for its
efforts for world peace, tho
Pope added :
"We come as a pilgrim, a pilgrim of peace, of joy and love.
We greet all the Indian people,
every man, woman and child.
And we extend our greeting to
all the nations of Asia, to every
nations in the world. "
While there were nearly 100,000 Indians at the airport, many
barefoot and wearing the dhoti
or robe of their impoverished
land, only about 8 ,000 were permitted to enter the airport.
Many of these were Indian
Catholics.

La Crosse Pilot,
Woman Lost in
Crash Into Lake

CHICAGO M — Coastfiuardsmen resumed their search for
two persons aboard a twin-engine airplane which plunged into Lake Michigan T u e s d a y
shortly after takeoff.
A spokesman for the company which owns the plane , Styline, Inc., an awning manufacturer In Fontana , Wis., said tho
pilot was Robert Anderson , 38,
of La Crosse , Wis. Anderson
was thought to bo accompanied
by a woman , whose identity
was not learned.
A tugboat repen ted seeing
the Comanche airplane drop
into tho lake and sink Wt miles
from Meigs Field, where It had
taken off moments before. Tho
plane was reportedly en route
to Torre Haute , Ind.

Shop Ton ight-Winona Stores Open Until 9 p.m.
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GOLD LEAVES . . . Marine Maj. Francis P. Curalskay,
center, gets the gold oak leaves of his new rank pinned on
by his M,ife, the former Miss LaVonne Beeman, Winona, and
Cpl. Robert E. Collier. The colonel is director of the administrative division at Marine Corps headquarttn, Washington, D.C. Maj Cumiskey heads the division 's classified
files branch. Mrs. Cumiskey is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Beeman , 678 Dacota St. The couple married in 1846,
when Maj Cumiskey was assigned to the Winona arasi as a
recruiter.
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CANTON. Minn. (Special) Pfc. Warren A. Busse is back
at Ft. Plies , El Paso, Tex., after participating in Exercise
Goldfire I, near Ft. Leonard
Mo. Busee is in the 50th Sig.
Dat , Hq. 6th MsJ.-Bn. (Hawk) ,
7lst Arty . He and his truck and
trailer, weighing 24.000 pounds,
wfere air-lifted to Walnut Ridge,
Ark. The truck houses communication equipment which he
and his crew set up and maintain- Last May he took his truck
to Needles, Calif., joining in
Exercise Pesert Strike , the largest massing of military per.
sonnel and equipment since
World War II. This exercise
took almost six weeks and had
100.000 men from all departments of the armed forces,
Busse , son of Mr. and Mrs.
George D. Busse, Is a graduate of Carton High School.
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A.l.C. RICHARD A. KVLAS- '
IVEG. son of Frank Kulasiveg, !
1108 E..5th St., has graduated
from the tra ining course for
U.S. Air Force technical in- 1
structors at Sheppard AFB, !
Tex. Airman Kulasiveg , a grad- ;
*~
uate of W7 inona Senior High 8S ^H^pipSM^iy^l^
Cal^T^
r ^31 il 99
School, is remaini ng at Sheppard for duty in the 3774th In- ,
KELLOr.G. Minn. (S pecial ) structor Squadron.
— Capt. Charles J. Stamschror ,
son of Mrs . Agnes Stamschror ,
returned last week to Home- 12 British Nuclear
stead AFB , Fla., after a 15-day Scientists Dropped
leave here. He now in en route
lo Europe for a .I month tour
LONDON (API - Prime Min nf duty with the Tactical Air ister Harold Wilson has disCommand. He flies the F-100 air- closed that 12 British nuclear
plane. While home , dipt. Stam- scientists and government offi •chror at tended the Minnesota- cials have been removed from
Wisconsin football game 1 at their jobs for security reasons
Madison , Wis., the firs t Minne- since 1050.
sota game he had seen since enWilson told the House of Com~"
^" ^HKB VBNSBS^S^BS -eta? ace
tering service. Capt. Stam- mons Tuesday the men were iwJ
schror played cenlcr on the removed becaus e they were for^^^^^^^^^^^Jr ^^^Lt*^^^^^B]^F4PIBBBI
Minnesota team whil e attending eign-born , had relatives behind flLmn
the university.
the Iron Curtain , or for bot h
8*0*1
reasons.
•
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IIOrsTO.N. Minn. ( Spec ia H -New address : Pvt. Claude 11,
Benson , HA 17KR27M , Medical South Afric a Bans
Det. , US. Army Hospital , Ft . Satchmo
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JOHANNESBUR G , South AfWABASH \. Minn. - .lames rica ( API
The South African
S. Wildes , son of Mrs. Stanley government has refined an enWildes , lias been commissioned try visa lo American trump eter
f'
'
a second lieutenant in the I! S l.ouis i Salchnio ) ArmKtron ^ .
Air Force upon gradual inn fro m
The .South Africa Press AssoOffic er Train in g School U)TS l ciatio n reported today that tbe
at Lackla nd AFH , Tex. I.t government gave no reason for
Wildes , selected lor "(ITS the refusal . Presum abl y the
through competit ive examina- visa was with held because Armtion , is hein g asttigntd lo an strong is n Negr o.
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Wildes
Burkholder
MABEL. Minn. (Special) —!
A.3.C. Ronald G. Burkholder,
'
son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
wlt ^''"
Burkhplder, who entered the Bl
S^'^ '
^araa-T^t
Air Force in September, has
completed basic training at
Lackland AFB , Tex. He has
:
been transferred to Sheppard j
* 0«»»EVE: R8y0n
'
[
AFB, Tex., where he is training H r \ V^^M
S:
- Ki*ArN I T r.»t.TRIM:
Bl
At
in jet mechanics.
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^ f v s ! i »•lAssorted colors
S. Sgt. Robert Vogel , Grand HSI V^^ iBHfe
k
Washabl i
Forljs N. D., spent fast weekend j B I'V '^L
'*« **iflH •
here with his parent*, Mr. and !
Mrs. Henry Vogel Sr.
!;
Army M. Sgt. Gaylord E.
Schultz , son of Earl W. Schultz , j
Arcadia. Rt. 3, was assigned to i
the 205th Military Police Com- 1
pany at Ft. Leavenworth , Kan.
Sgt . Schultz is performing the
duties of first sergeant in the
company. He entered tba Army
in 1945 and was stationed in
Korea before his assignment at
Ft. Leavenworth. His wife , An- 1
neliese, lives in Leavenworth , '
i
Kan.
Daniel Abts , »on of Mr. and
Mrs. George Abts , left for sixmonths of military training at ;
Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo.
j
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Air Training Command unit at BB
James Connally AFB, Tex., for BB
navigator training. A graduate ! BH
of St. Felix High School , the
lieutenant received his B.A. de- ;
gree from Mankato ' State ColSB
lege.
HB
•
Jafcakt
feWert
PEPIN. Wis. — Two Pepin
men are being assigned to Ellsworth AFB, S.D., for training
and duty following completion
of their initial US. Air Force
basic military training at Lacklaud AFB, Tex. Airman Arnold
A. Seifert , son of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Seifert, Pepin Rt. 1, will
be trained as a utilities specialist: Airman Lloyd M. Jahnke ,
eon of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd E.
Jahnke, Pepin Rt. 1, will receive training as a construction
specialist . They are 1964 graduates ef Pepin High School .
Duane Powers is home on a
SO-day leave from the U.S.
Navy, visiting his patents, Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Powers.
•
ARCADIA , Wis. - New address: Pvt. Lynn J. Thompson ,
RA 17683878, Student Co. Uniform , USA SESCS, 3rd Bn., Ft.
Gordon , <Ja.
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Students — Teachers
Book Collectors
3RD ANNUAL

BOOK FAIR
Thousand) •( Booki
C»lltdorl lt»m» - Hlitory - Fiction - Text i _ Rtftrenct l
— R»ligion — Ptraign Book* , . . Btain or build vour
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library !
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UP IN OTHER CITIES

FBI Report Indicates
Cr ime Declines Here

Crime in Winona declined
during the first nine months of
1964, cpmpared with last year,
according to figures released
Tuesday by city police.
At the same time, other cities
of Winona 's class across the nation registered dramatic increases in all categories of
crime.
FBI FIGURES for the first
nine months of 1964 reveal a 19
percent increase In all crimes
in cities of 10,000 to 25,000 population. Winona shows an 8 percent decrease for the same period.
(It should be noted that the
Winona police did not compile
figures on aggravated assaults
in the city. These figures could
raise or lower the city's over-

Masons Elect
New Master

George M. Robertson Jr.
George M. Robertson Jr, was
elected master of Winona lodge
18, AF&AM, at the annual
meeting of the organisation at
the Masonic Temple Tuesday
evening.
He will take office Dec. IS
when officers will be installed
for 1965. He succeeds Merrill
Peterson.
Others elected to offices in
the lodge were: Howard Keller, senior warden; Albert Paffrath, junior warden; Merrill
Holland, secretary, and Lyle
Morcomb, treasurer. Holland
and Morcomb were re-elections.
Serving as tellers for the voting were past members Harry
Johnson, Dr. William E. Green
and A. C. Brightman.

St. Mary 's Staff
Member Gets
Grant for Study

H. Patrick Costello, chairman
of the English department at St,
Mary 's College, has been
awarded a Danforth Foundation
teacher grant for advanced
study.
The grant , one of 56 awarded to college faculty members
throughout the
'country , is for
a year of graduate study at a
u n I v e r s ity of the recipient's choosing.
Costello, 852
3«th Ave. , Goodview , is a native of Chicago.
He r e c e i ved his bacheCostello
lor 's d e g r e e
from St. Mary 's and his master
of arts degree from Loyola University , Chicago. He has done
further graduate work at the
University of Minnesota.
Costello's grant is for $6 , 000,
plus fees and tuition and is, in
some circumstances , renewable. He has -indicated he probably would spend the year
study at Loyola.

Injured Durand
Man Reported
In Good Condition
DURAND , Wis. - A 23-yearold Durand man injured early
Sunday in a one-car accident is
in good condition at St. Mary 's
Hospital , Rochester.
Robert Pichler, son of Julius
Pichlor , received faciul laccraratlons when his car struck a
bridge on Dunn County Trunk
T three miles northwest of Enu
Guile .
He was taken to St. Benedict's Hospital , Durand, and
transferred to Rochester the
same day.
County traffic officers , notified of the accident about &:30
a.m., reported Pichler was going east when his car ran off
the left side of the road for 122
feet and struck a bridge railing.
He was alone. His 1958 sedan
was reported a total loss.

all crime average . Aggravated
assault is one of the crimes included in the FBI report and
was up 22 percent for cities of
Winona's size.)
While c o m p a r a b l e cities
across the country saw a 25 percent increase in murder and a
34 percent increase in forcible
rape, Winona had no s u c h
crimes in either 1063 or 1964.
WINONA DID have ' a 60 percent increase in burglaries (40
during the first nine months of
1*964, compared with 25 for the
same period in 1963). At the
same time, comparable cities
experienced an 18 percent increase.
However, while larceny ( $50
and over) was increasing 23
percent elsewhere , it declined

Icy Walks Bother
Carriers in City

Ha^e you been complaining of slippery streets while
driving your car recently?
Winona mail carriers have
been plagued by icy conditions,
too, but these conditions exist
where you can do something
about it — on your front walk
and steps,
C. L. Wood, assistant postmaster here, said many postmen are finding it difficult to
deliver mail because too many
Winonans are failing to put
sand or salt on walks leading
to mail boxes and on steps.
He renewed his plea that postal patrons cooperate w i t h
postmen by keeping walks and
steps clear.

Driver Guilty
Of Speeding

A 25-year-old Winonan was
found guilty of speeding in a
municipal court trial this morning.
He is Eugene E. Stanek , 14
Lenox St., who was arrested
Nov. 1 by city police.
Testifying was the arresting
officer, Sylvester Rotering. Under questioning by James Soderberg, city prosecutor, Officer
Rotering said he was parked
on 3rd Street, just east of Mankato Avenue, at 11:55 p.m. Nov.
1 when he saw a car going
north on Mankato and turn on
3rd at a high rate of speed.
Officer Rotering said he
clocked the car at 38 miles an
hour from St. Charles to Laird
Streets. It was very foggy and
•visibility was poor, Rotering
said.
- Stanek took the stand and
testified for himself. He said he
was . going 30 miles an hour on
3rd according to his speedometer. It was foggy, he said,
and his wife wanted to know
why the policeman was stopping him.
Stanek said he later checked
out his speedometer with his
brother and when Stanek' s
speedometer read 30 miles an
hour, his brother's read between 36 and 17 miles an hour
Municipal Judge John McGill
found Stanek guilty as charged
and fined him $25. The fine was
satisfied from bail.

31 percent here (34 this year,
49 last).
Larceny under $50 in loss also declined 13 percent in Winona (142 in 1963, 123 this year).
Figures for other cities of Winona's size were not included in
the FBI study.
Winona does show a 33 percent increase in auto thefts
(8 this year, 6 last); but the
national figures show a 19 percent average increase in all cities of Winona's size.
There were 222 crimes in Winona in the four categories mentioned above during the first
nine months of 1963. This year
there have been only 205.
THE FBI compiled its averages on fhe basis of figures
from 916 cities in the 10,000 to
25,000 population range. Winona
was not one of the municipalities submitting figures.
The report shows crime up in
every category for these cities,
and the same is true of the national totals. By region , the
north central states show the
smallest overall crime increase
(12 percent) while the South
had the largest (20 percent).
Surprisingly, cities with 50,000
population and under led the
increase with roughly 20 percent more crime overall than
for the first nine months of 1963.
Cities with more than a million
inhabitants showed the smallest
increase, 6 percent.

Girl's Ankle
Fractured

FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. - A
Winona girl received a fractured ankle when a car went out
of control on a sharp curve on
Buffalo County YY a mile south
of Fountain City at 1:20 a.m.
today.
Patricia Joy McDonough, 23,
561 W. Wabasha St., received
the fracture. Driver was Mary
Jane Scholmeier, 27, Fountain
City, who slammed on the
brakes to avoid going off the
curve. The 1956 car -went at a
slant down a three-comer piece
of land between the County
Trunk and old Highway 35 and
struck the passenger side of
a tractor parked there with a
trailer.
Charles Pehler. Fountain City
policeman, said 128 feet of skid
marks were left by the car.
Extensive damage was done to
both car and tractor. .
The girls were takea to Community Memorial Hospital, Winona, by Colby ambulance.
Miscs Scholmeier received head
bruises
The semi was a National Can
Retinning Co. vehicle, Fayetteville, Tenn. The home near the
drivew ay is occupied by new
residents.
MONDOVI EQUITY
MONDOVI , Wis. - A meeting
of the board of directors of
Mondovi Co-op Equity Association to decide on rebuilding will
be held Thursday at 2 p.m., D.
L. Solholt , general manager,
said this morning. Fire destroyed the co-op mill , elevator, machinery and commercial feed
Nov. 20 with a loss estimated
at $200 ,000.

Carnival
Monarch
Changes
Watkins Plans
Open House
For Families

Watkins Products, Inc., will
hold a special open house for
the families and friends of its'
employes Friday, company officials said today.
Planned by a committee headed by Mrs. Marie Aitken, beauty department manager , the
open house will give families a
chance to see and get an explanation of company activities.
Factory and office will operate
as normally as possible.
Starting at 8 a.m., tours are
planned every 15 minutes until
10 a.m. Tours will begin again
at 1 p.m. and continue until 3
p.m. Because of the length of
time for a tour, the last will
start no later than 10 in the
morning and 3 in the afternoon.
Tours will include the office ,
factory, printing plant and data processing departments.
Regular tour guides will conduct the tours. In each department a member will provide a
capsule description of the work
there. At the end of the tour,
refreshments will be served and
each tourist will receive a gift.

Convertible Tips
Near Lake City

WABASHA , Minn. ( Special)—
No injuries resulted from an
accident on an icy highway
near Lake City Tuesday night
but there was $600 damage to
the car drive nby Richard L.
Marsh.
Accompanied by John E.
Morrow, Marsh was driving
his convertible down a hill on
a township road four miles
south of Lake City . When it
began to slide, the driver
braked the car. It veered left ,
and hit the bank, rolling over
on its top. No charges were
filed.
Marsh and Morrow are both
18 and from River Falls. The
accident occurred at 9:45 p.m.

Wabasha Board
Member Resigns

WABASHA, Minn. CSpecial)—
The resignation of Howard
Holmgren from the park board
was received by the Wabasha
City Council Tuesday night.
Mayor Gilbert Graner presided
again following hospitalization.
Holmgren, Northern States
Power Co, representative here,
has been transferred to Lake
City. No appointment was made
to succeed him. George Gillmore and E. G. Koopman are
the other board members.
A taxi license was granted
effective immediately, to Gerald
Grieve. Wabasha has been without taxi service since Nov . 15.
The council was informed that
conversion of the city hall and
street barn heating system from
stoker coal to gas has been completed by Wallace Pfeilsticker
at a cost of $1,360.
Vacating a street leading
from the municipal marina area
to the river was passed or
second reading.

Banker Named
To Head 1965
Winter Event
i

A 42-year-old bank vice president, Kermit Bergland, was introduced Tuesday night as Jack
Frost XV, monarch of the 1965
Winter Carnival.
The announcement was made
at the annual dinner of the sponsoring Winona Activity Group at
the Oaks. Twin Frosties for
the event and the coming year
will be Robert C. Olson, 34,
Prince of the Gopher Realm,
and William Wieczorek, 35,
Prince of the Badger Realm.
The three were introduced by
J. Peder Boysen, master of
ceremonies.
THE NEW royalty succeeds
Arnold Stenehjem, Jack Frost
XIV, Robert Kelly, Gopher
Frosty, and Richard Darby,
Badger Frosty. Past rulers of
the Winter Carnival were honored at special tables and introduced individually. A moment
of silence was kept for the first
two Jack Frosts, the late Charles A. Choate and Roy T. Patneaude. Included in the long
string of introductions was the
Winter Carnival widows' corps,
the wives of present and past
royalty, universally commended
for bearing up bravely while
their husbands were absent in
line of duty.
Bergland's acceptance speech
was brief. He said:
"I hope I can fill the shoes
of the bald-headed insurance
man ( Stenehjem). He has a
lot of friends and he has done a
terrific job."
The new Jack Frost was formally inducted into the realm
of King Boreas Rex XXVIII,
Russell M. Johnson, reigning
head of the St. Paul Winter
Carnival. Johnson and his
prime minister, William Huot,
conferred on Bergland the title
of "Count of Currency and Considerable Collateral." Johnson
said St. Paul would be represented at the Winona carnival,
despite the fact that both cities
have their carnivals scheduled
for the same week.
BERGLAND , a strapping 6foot-2, is vice president of the
First National Bank. He was
born in Clearbrook , Minn., and
is a veteran of three years of
World War II Air Corps service,
in the course of which he flew
B-17 bombers with the 8th Air
Force in England. He was graduated in 1947 from the business
school of the University of Minnesota.
He married the former Mary
Frances Black, Williston, N.D.,
in 1948. He managed Montgomery Ward stores in Miles
City, Mont., and Cheyenne,
Wyo., and a finance company in
Aberdeen, S.D. He lived in
Faribault from 1958 to 1962,
where he was vice president of
the Security National Bank.
The family moved to Winona
in 1962, Bergland and his wife
live at 359 W. 4th St. with their
children, Rolf , 14, Jon , 12, Arne,
9 , and Christina. 4.
He is a member of Central
Lutheran Church , Elks, YMCA ,
Exchange Club, Arlington Club,
Winona Country Club and the
Chamber of Commerce transportation committee, of which he is
chairman.
WIECZOREK. the Badger

Cold Coming Back for Week

Cold tonight and the rest of
the week .
That's the weatherman 's word
for Winona and vicinity as
cloudy conditions which brought
light snow to the area moved
out and being followed by a cold
front.
^
VARIABLE c I o u d i n e n N
through Thursday with 'a few
snow flurries tonight is the prediction with the temperature
slated to drop to a 15-bclow-to-5above-range in Southeastern
Minnesota and Western Wisconsin.
Continued cold Is predicted
(or Thursday with the high 5
lo 18 above. Friday, too . will
be cold with no precipitation
likely.
Even the extended forecast ,
through Monday, saw colder
than normal weather for the
area. Temperatures 6 to 10 degrees below normal daytime
highs of 19-32 and nighttime
lows of 10-15 were forecast. A
slight warmup was indicated for
Sunday and Monday.
Precipitation , averaging about
.10 of an inch (melted) is seen,
occurring as snow mostly about
Monday.
THE WINONA temperature,
which rose to 21 during a light
snow Tuesday afternoon, dropped to 11 overnight and was 21
at noon today.
A year ago today fhe high was
29 and the low 12 with nearly
two inches of snow foiling during the day. All-time high for
Sec. it was 59 in 1962 and the
m for the day was —10 In

1940 and 1886. Mean for the past Below zero weather continued ing of —11 , Duluth —2 , St. Cloud
24 hours was 16 with the nor- to dog some Upper Midwest —i and Fargo, N. D., —13.
mal for this time of the year communities with International At Rochester the low was 7
26.
Falls reporting a morning read- after a Tuesday high of 18 and
La Crosse posted figures of 12
and 20 for the same times.
THE HIGHWAY patrols of
Minnesota and Wisconsin reported that Tuesday 's snowfall
had left highways slippery and
snow-packed wi<h driving conditions hazardous.
Roads in the northern half of
the states were in good winter
driving condition but irt the
south where the snow fell, conditions were slippery.
Winona sanding crews were
busy at intersections. Sidewalks
remained slippery where ice
from recent snowfalls still clung
to the walks.
All of WISCONSIN had a
fresh cover of snow today.
Madison , Beloit , Lone Rock ,
Green , Bay, Wausau and Burlington recorded two inches of
new snow in the 24-hour period
ending; at daybreak today. Racine had l'i inches, Milwaukee
1.2 , and Eau Claire , Park Falls
and Superior one.
The snow begun in the northwestern aren Tuesday morning
nnd spread southeastward during the day.
The mercury took a nosedive
in the north during the night as
skies cleared , hitting five below
zero nt Superior. Park Falls
and Eau Claire reported two below and Wnusnu zero.
Beloit reached the high of 26
Tuesd.iy.
DEVILS LAKE . N. n„ «ct the
30-DAV FORECAST MAP . . . These maps, based national low of 15 below early
on those ol the Weather Bdreau, show predictions of tem- today, compared with the high
perature and precipitation for December' (AP Photofax)
of 76 Tuesday at Yuma, Ariz.

WINTER CARNIVAL ROYALTY . . .
Kermit Bergland, center, dons cap and robes
as Jack Frost XV, flanked by Robert t. OlFrosty, is a graduate of Cotter
High School, the University of
Minnesota and Winona State
College. He is a Korean War
veteran. He lives with his
wife, Mary, their daughter,
Ann Marie, 2, and son, John,
two months, at 718 Main St. He
is electric sales representative
for the Winona division of
Northern States Power Co.
OLSON, the Gopher Frosty, is
a Minneapolis native who moved here in 1962 to become local
manager of the Northwest Bell
Telephone Co. He lives with his
wife, Marjorie, and their children, Wendy, 7, Tpm, 5, and
Paul , 3, at 207 Washington St.
Extending the official welcome was Mayor R. K. Ellings,
who said the past year-had
brought both "bad news and
good news" to the city. The bad
news was the Swift & Co. shutdown announcement, made last
month. Despite rumors, the
mayor maintained, the Chamber
of Commerce, City Council and
civic leaders "did what they
could" to try to keep the plant
open here.
The city has had an upturn in
building, the mayor noted, and
will "have a Holiday Inn next
year." Joshed by a wag in
the audience about "secret
meetings," Mayor Ellings said
he would openly declare his intent to file for another term
beginning next year.
MILTON KNUTSON, general
chairman of the Winter Carnival, reviewed plans for the
29th annual event. Several
new features are being added ,
he said, including a queen
coronation pageant and the
award of a fouiMlay trip to
'«;#!""P;" '

THIS IS SERIOUS . . . Boreas Rex XXVIII, king of the
St. Paul Winter Carnival, center, cautions a new subject
not to smile as he is inducted into the realm. Dubbed "Count
of Currency and Considerable Collateral" is Kermit Bergland, right, Winona's Jack Frost XV. At left is William Huot,
prime minister of Boreas' empire. (Daily News photo)
Chicago to some individual
button purchaser.
Also introduced were Miss
Donna Stead, Miss Snowflake of
1964,
and Miss Marilyn
Schwanke, princess of the Badger Realm. Miss Rose Marie
Abts, princess of the Gopher
Realm, was not present.
Stenehjem, in the final
speech of his reign, promised
not to "sit back on my laurels
and watch others do the work. "
As a "transplant from Caledonia," he said, he felt honored
that Winonans would select a
non-native for the position.
Dinner music was furnished
by the Fred Heyer group.
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WHITEHALL CUB SCOUTS
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
—Awards were presented at a
meeting of Cub Scout Pack . 78
Monday night to Jim Woycbiik,,
Craig Clipper, John Shepherd,
Randy and Greg Jurowski, Leslie Berg, Todd Risberg, John
Maldonado, Freddie Thompson,Andrew Johnson, Mike Cantrell, Mike Burkhart, Donny
Nelson, Daniel Fenney and
Bruce Larson. Cub Scout genius awards, presented for th«
father-son project, went to
Craig Clipper, Terry Ball, Jack
Speerstra, Jay, Mark and Todd
Risberg, Leslie Berg and Donny Reck.
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son, left, Prince of the Gopher Realm, and
William Wieczorek , Prince of the Badger
Realm. (Daily News photo)
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THIS IS PROGRESSITS MEANING : BETTER SERVICE FOR YOU
•Today 's mighty diesels—some 700 of them—
are a dramatic demonstration of the progress which
has taken place on the Burlington since the days
of the little wood-burners of the 1800's and the
huge steam locomotives of just 20 years ago.
Wherever you buy or sell...whatever you produce
or consume...whenever you travel through the
heartland of America—the modern Burlington is
equipped to serve you better. The powerful trains
you see are just one factor in this service, which
is constantly improved with better methods
and equipment to do every part of our
big transportation job.
Progress on the Burlington is continuing...
to give you even better , more efficient
transportation service.

Chicago , Burlington & Quincy RnilromL
SBffli

E« B. Malay, Agent
¦ ¦
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By Jimmie HaHo

1 They'll Do It Every Time
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By EARL 1HL80M
NSW YORK — Texas has its tall tales . . . but so doe« New
York . . . and you pick them up in the most unexpected
places . . .
It was the big-game season in Colorado. Some hunters sat
around a eampflre at night. A man named Leiber from California spokeabittutas follows:
"There was this photographer named Charlie who lived in
a New York apartment building.
"These New York photographers are often eccentrics, you
know, individualists. Charlie
liked the daylight for hit work,
and he was, as they say around
Broadway, 'an eariy-bedder.'
"In this same apartment
building was a playboy, a kind
of celebrity-buff , who hauled
Public support for Good- himself out of bed about 3 p.m.,
view's new municipal liquor ii he could make it , and gave
store was indicated by the 25 parties till 8 a.m.
to 30 persona attending a pub- "The playboy had well-to-do
lic hearing on the matter parents in the middlewest who
had their own bank. T h e y
Tuesday night.
wouldn't let him come home.
The hearing was conducted He was instant trouble. He was
to explain the proposal to be known around, and behind h i s
put before village voters in the back , as Nutty Phil. A typical
Dec. S election. The question day's work for him was signing
to be decided then will be whe- a few checks.
ther to pledge liquor store rev- "Charlie t h • Photographer
nue to pay off the bond issue was always screaming at Nutty
needed to build a new store.
Phil to quiet down up there in
THE 13-YEAR bond Issue will the penthouse.
" 'THE REST of as want to
be in the amount of $65,000. sleep!'
Payments will be $5,000 a year, him. " Charlie would blast at
plus semi-annual interest. With "Nutty Phil would
3.75 percent interest, the first by this time. He'd callbethestoned
year's payment will be $7,440, and the combo out on the girls
terand payments thereafter will race and they'd play louder and
range in diminishing amounts dance faster.
between $7,000 and $6,000.
"Charlie got Nutty Phil on the
Present to explain the pro- house phone and yelled at him,
posal—along with Mayor Rex 'You moron, don't you know
A. Johnson and village trust- your guests just come to drink
ees—were Wayne Smith of W- your booze and eat your food?'
Smith Architectural & Engin- " 'I'll fix you for that crack!'
eering Services, architect for Nutty Phil told him.
tbe store, and Philip Cheno- "And so one day Charlie the
weth of Ehlers-Mann & Asso- Photographer got a note from
ciates, Inc., Minneapolis bond- playboy Phil saying, 'I am
evicting you one month from toing consultants.
Johnson explained that some day. I bought the building to
liquors store revenue probably get rid of you.'
will be available for other uses "Charlie got Nutty Phil on
even if it is to be the only the house phone.
source from which the new " 'YOU DIDN'T evict me—
store bond issue will be paid I was moving out anyway,'
off. The revenue for the first Charlie told him. 'I began packten months ot this year, for ex- ing when a real estate man
ample, has been around $9,000, said, "Charlie, there's some
rich idiot wants to buy this
the mayor said.
building from you and will pay
LIQUOR STORE revenue is twice what it's worth." I said,
currently not committed for<any "Add another $100,000 to it bevillage expenses. Next year's cause he was such a nuisance."
final payment on the municip- When you agreed to that, I sold.
al building already has been " 'Sweet dreams,' said-Chardrawn against the liquor fund, lie. "
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH : The
Johnson said.
In the past, the liquor store sentimental Barry Sisters yearn
revenue has been applied to for an old-fashioned Christmas
other village funds and to bond . . .with all those swinging office parties.
Issues.
If the plan is approved by WISH I'D SAID THAT: "If
village voters Dec. 8, the sale they really want people to
of bonds for construction of a smoke fewer cigarettes, they
new store will be conducted should packa ge them in catsup
soon thereafter — probably bottles" - Chuck Harriett.
EARL'S PEARLS: "What we
Dec. 22.
have in America now is a 1%
party system " (Larry Gore).
SKIPPED NO GENERATIONS REMEMBERED QUOTES:
KINSLEY, Kan. (Jt) — Chil- "Francoise was such a dumb
dren come in pairs for families blonde she thought rhubarb was
descended from Mrs. Katie a French street"—Joey Adams.
Scbinstock, 78, herself one of "Heredity" says Peter Caloritriplets.
mis, Washington , D.C., "is what
Mrs. Schinstock has twin makes the mother and father of
daughters, twin grandaughtcrs teen-agers wonder a little about
and twin great-grandsons among each other" . . . That's earl,
brother.
her 20 descendants.

Support Indicated
For Goodview's
Bond Proposal

Voice of the Outdoors

Winning Duck Stamp Design
These three c a n v a s b a c k
drakes will grace a stamp that
approximately 1,500,000 duck
hunters will carry in their
wallets next fall. It is the winning design for the 1965-66 migratory bird hunting stamp.
Each year , the Bureau of
Sport Fishing and Wildlife
holds a contest for wildlife
artists. They are asked to
submit black and white
drawings. This year, 85
a r t i s t s representing 29
states, submitted drawings.
The list was led by Minnesota artists with nine submitting 18 drawings. Minnesotans have won half a
dozen of the 16 stamp contests held since the plan
was put in operation .

day may surpass the predicted
bag of 85,000.

SEE IT NOW • IN COLOR

The Wisconsin Conservation
Department reports that the
deer kill in Wisconsin\s nineday hunting season ended Sun-
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Open water fishing for
walleyes below the dams
came to a standstill over
the weekend. There was on-
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ly one boat close to the
rollers Sunday and none below the Winona or Alma
dams.

Department spokesman Jim
Taylor said that with final figures from more than 3O0 reg- Muskrat trappers were havistration stations untallied , the ing their troubles. It was tough
kill stood at 74,896.
going in the sloughs and the
water sets were cold to make
"The total should easily despite the rubber gloves.
¦
reach the 85,000 mark ,"
Taylor said. A kill of 65,000
Last year, U.S. schools acwas registered in the 1963 quired
56,246 new classrooms.
deer season.

Ice Fishing
With the break in the zero
weather Tuesday, the number
of winter fishermen on the ice
showed a marked increase.
Most of the regular fishing
sloughs have from three to six
inches of ice and are considered by winter fishermen as perfectly safe. Nice crappies were
being caught out of Blackbird
This year 's contest winner Slough, which is being reached
was Ron Jenkins of Carlisle, by boat.
Pa., with Minnesota's wellGood sunfish spots are
known outdoor artist Leslie
Kouba, Minneapolis, runner up. producing nice keepers as
Kouba won with his scaup is usually the case with the
drawing a couple of years ago. opening of ice fishing. HowThe government pays no prize ever, up to Tuesday, the
fishermen were largely the
money.
cold weather type — dressed
to take it.
The new stamp will be
Issued by the Post Office
A few fishermen on Lake WiDepartment and put or sale
nona
at the foot of Hamilton
July 1, 1965. It sells for $3.
street
were catching fair size
Every duck hunter over 16
Francis Teske, local
years of age must have one crappies.
,
warden
however,
does not conon his state hunting license
sider the lake too safe. There
to take waterfowl.
are a lot of soft spots in the
ice.
Wisconsin Deer Results
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How Students
Avoid Learn ing

N.Y. Short ,
Short Story
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NASON ON EDUCATION
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TEACHERS ARE concerned
with the control of a roomful of
students. Their thoughts are
centered on presentation of new
ideas. They have little opportunity to investigate the thought
processes by which each student arrives at his answer.
Although correct learning procedures are a teacher's first
concern, he should learn to recognize the pupil's false moves
and bring him quickly back to
true learning.
"Most children in school fail,"
is John Holt's opening sentence
in his book, "How Children
Fail, " just published by Pitman
Publishing Corporation. If by
this he means that most children fail to live up to their potential, 1 thoroughly agree . The
tremendous capacity for learning exhibited by all children
during the first two or three
years of their life is evidence
of a potential which few achieve.
John Holt started investigating the thought processes of
failing students early in 1958 ,
compiling a day-to-day record
of his discoveries. While his
colleague taught, Holt observed
and was able to concentrate his
attention on the actions of individual students.
PARENTS AND educators
should eventually learn how
some children maintain their
zest for learning while others
lose it. Teachers should recognize pupils in their own classes
who have substituted strategy
for true learning and, perhaps,
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By L. J. NASON. ED. D.
U. of Southern California
"John James, come in the
house this minute!" called the
mother in a determined voice.
"I've gotta go now, " said John
to his playmates. "When she
calls me John James in that
tone of voice, I had better pay
attention."
Just as John knew when his
mother had reached the limit
of her patience, so children
learn how to succeed in class
without really trying to learn.
The teacher's voice , the look
In his eye, even the movement of his hands are often a
signal to the student whether
an answer is "yes" or "no". But
a sudden change of tone may be
a signal they had -better pay
attention.
Often, although the answer
given is correct , the pupil's
thinking in arriving at the answer is faulty. Giving an answer
the teacher wants, rather than
understanding, frequently becomes the aim of the pupil.
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other situations of which they
have not been previously aware.
When these children try to
give the appearance of understanding - regardless of the
lack of it — they are being
"forced" right at the start into
a lack of integrity in their thinking. This is basically dishonest.
The children do not realize they
are being dishonest when they
aim to please the teacher and
satisfy the situation of the moment but , left to continue in this
way, this dishonesty becomes a
way of life .
What goes on in the mind of
a pupil is the essence of education.

Santa, Reindeer
Planning Visits
To St. Charles
ST. CHARLES , Minn. (SpeciaD-Santa's sleigh and reindeer will be on Whitewater
Street in St. Charles 'every
evening from Dec. 14 to 2.1 by
arrangement of the Chamber
of Commerce.
Two of St. Nick's elves will
put in surprise appearances
from time to time, especially
on the two days when free movies are scheduled for the children: Dec. 16 at 7:30 p.m. and
Dec. 19, 1:30. The elves will
distribute Christmas sweets to
the children. Stores will be
open evenings from Dec. 11 to
23.
The chamber's television advertising of the community in
conjunction with several local
business sponsors received approval and will be continued.
A letter from Superintendent
Waino Kontola of Whitewater
State Park asked if the chamber would investigate the sanitary disposal problems rising
from increased volume of persons using the trailer camping
facilities and help cope with
the problem next season. A
group will be named from the
chamber to see how St. Charles
businessmen can help.
LA CRESCENT APPEAL
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Specialcial) — Mrs. Dallas Ames,
chairman of the Little Red
Stocking Appeal, announced
that a total of $294.09 was collected this year in La Crescent.
She expressed special thanks
to Mrs. Myron Waldow, cochairman, and all the block
workers.
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Preston High Band
Concert Thursday
PRESTON, Minn. (Special)The senior band of Preston High
School will give Its annual
Christmas concert Thursday at
ft p.m. in the auditorium.
The program will include a
selected group of holiday numbers featuring the woodwind
quintet and a merimbasolo.
Donald Trembley is the band
director. An offering will be received
¦
ATTACKED BY SEA COWS
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) The virtually indestructable water hyacinth, beautiful but canal-clogging and fish destroying,
ie being attacked by a new
method. On a trial basis, Manatees — or sea cows — were
filaced in streams to eat the
ast-growing plants. These blubbery water beasts , natives of
Florida but mostly chased away
by civilization, eat about 100
pounds of the plants per day.
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Single Copy - 10c Dally, 15c Sunday
Delivered by Carrlar—Par weak 50 cente
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By mall strictly In advance) paper atop.
ed on expiration date.
in Fillmore, Houston, Olmstad, Winona]
and
Wabaiha, Buffalo, Jackton, Pepin
¦
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.
1 year
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All other eubscrlptlorw
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I year
... $15.00 3 monlh»

4 montha

t».00 \ month

Luteflsk & Lafia

DINNER
Family Style

THURS., DEC. 3
Sarvina Start* 5:10 P.M.
Raurvatlons Apprtciatttf
Phone 3150

STEAK SHOP

DANCE

Fri. — No Young Pteplac
Dane*
Pl.-More will ba clotad this
Friday
Sat. — Babe Wagnar
Sun. — Jolly Polka Band
For Reservation!
call .AT-25244
Rochettar'a Pla-Mor Ballroom
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SPECIAL CHILDREN'S MATINEE;

WALT DISNEY'S

LOToMORROWi-U

"TRUTH ABOUT MOTHER GOOSE"
AND "TH1 SNOW QUEEN"
•
SATURDAY, DEC. 5 , AT 1:15-3:00
All SEATS 7$<\
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SHOP AND SAVE EACH WEEK »T SI WEST THIRD STREET IN DOWNTOWN WIN0NI

SOMETHING TO LIVE BY'

the man that had been advised
to start the day with a smile?
"Look in the mirror," he was
told, "and smile at yourself and
affix in your mind a hap;.-y
thought so that the first person
you meet will respond to your
smiling face and good attitude. "
So, he tried it. He got up, looked in the mirror, smiled at himself , affixed happy thoughts in
his mind, and before long, was
walking down the street with
a smile on his face. The first
men he met was a big buzzer
who caught him by the collar
and said , "Hey , Buster, who
are you laughin' at?"
Well , sir, I doubt that this was
a normal reaction , and I suspect for the most part one
would do well to smile at one's
self in the mirror, affix happy
thoughts in his mind, and be
prepared to answer a greeting,
be it, "How are you?" or just
plain , "How," with a penetrating response that radiates life
itself. It will do you wonders,
and most likely, will make the
other person glad he or she
spoke.
1 Bill Merrill's "Something to
Live By" may be heard daily
over KWNO at 6:50 a.m.

Best Answer to
How Are You?'

By BILL MERRILL
Chances are someone will
greet you or has greeted you
today wjth the words , "How are
you?" which seems to really
mean, "What kind of a mood
are you in?"
Few of us that circulate outside of our homes, get through
a normal day without someone
saying, "How are you?" And
often, before you have a chance
to give them a run-down on
your health in answer to the
question, they have walked on
down the street, Indicating that
t h e y really
weren't interested in a rundown of your
health.
"I n s i ncere," you say.
No, not necessarily. T h e s e
well • meaning
souls are truly
interested in greeting
Merrill
you, and expect
to find you in good health, allowing that you will have ample

m
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time to answer their question
with one word, "Fine."
I have noticed that so routine
is this procedure, that often one
answers "Fine" when he has
just barely gotten back on his
feet following a lingering illness, leaving him as weak as
a cat.
Now in essence, it seems to
me that the inquiry actually is
a test of your attitude, rather
than a concern for your health.
If your reply is one that
bounces back with joy and enthusiasm for life itself , it Indicates your general attitude is
good. If you're a grunter — you
know, someone says, "Hello
there, how are you?" and then
you grunt, "Mornin'," or a
short "Hi," it probably indicates you're.in a bad mood and
it's just as well if the party
does pass on down the street
and cease his questionings.
Perhaps it would do one good
to take a good look at his mood
before he leaves the bouse and
see if it's worth taking into the
public.
DID YOU hear the story ol
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La Crescent Inn
Osseo District Schools
Adds Ballroom
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Spe.
cial)—A grand opening will be
held soon in the addition to
Crescent Inn. This includes a
new ballroom with a floor 28 by
44 feet. The opening dance was
Thanksgiving night.
Virgil and Marge Miller, proprietors, started construction in
early October. It is built of
concrete block, with acoustical
tile and ceiling and birch paneling. The area has & movable
band platform which can be
switched for party and band
size.
The Millers plan to add equipment and facilities for private
parties and dances. The basement will be finished and made
available for club activities and
public meetings.

Beavers can work under water sawing poles with their
teeth without getting water in
their mouths. The lips are so
designed that they close in
back of the long, front incisor
teeth.

• _t

Close Early Dec. 10
for Tree Selection

OSSEO, Wis. < Special) Schools in the Osseo district
will close early Dec."~TD to allow teachers time to select
Christmas trees for the buildings and individual rooms
from the school forest. Dismissal times will be 2:45 p.m. at
Caswell School and 3 p.m. in
all other schools of the system.
Christmas programs will be
presented at Foster School Dec.

14 at 8:15 p.m. ; Caswell , King's
Valley and North Branch, Dec.
15 at 8:15 , and Osseo grade
school, Dec. 21 at 8 p.m.
The high school Christmas
concert will be Dec. 16 at 8
p.m. School will be dismissed
Dec. 22 at 3:45 p.m. for
Christmas vacation.
¦
OSSEO SENDS CLOTHING
OSSEO, Wis. ( Special) — Approximately 35 bags of usable
clothing were gathered a n d
shipped to needy c lildren in the
Appalachian Mountain area this
fall in a project sponsored by
Osseo High School .
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For ,the movie fans, May 's
has cameras priced from
$19 95 and up.

• JEasy Chairs
AIL IN EXCELLENT CONDITION AND
EXCELLENT VALUES

"Open Me First" Gifts Gift Wrapped Free.

WINONA ARMORY — Salt Starts 9 a.m.

V & S HARDWARE
S76 E. 4th St. Phone 4007

POOL TABLE
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7-foot outfit includes
two 48" cuet >
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Table folds

in handsome
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Modern style sofa and chair ira durabla, easily cleaned nylon frleie.
Comfortabl* foam seat cushront ar* reversible to distribute soil and wear.
Choose from today 's most popular colon — beige, tu rquolsa or brown.
Style up your home now and 0et your pool table outfit for fun and
relaxation,
one amazJn«,ly low

Pool Table Outfit Included FREE!
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3 PIECE WALNUT TRIPLE
DRESSER SUITE
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When You PURCHASE Any

—. • Sofa Alone
° Be
• 2-Piece Living Room Suite
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Spacious tri ple dresser with tilting
chest
of drawers and fu ll size bookcase bed. Plasticized walnut finish resisls mars and stains.
Drawers are cente-r guided for easy opening
nti c,oiin flAttractive , accenting brass trim.
°
Get yoiir combination outfit while this outstandj ng offer |a>(t _
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KELLY FURNITURE CO.

Next to Winona National
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As Pictured

LAST 3 DAYS
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Hurry to Kelly's Now
& Get Your FREE POOL TABLE
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Professionally Proportioned

Dress Up Your
and
a Free Gift the Whole Family Will Enj oy — ._
A 7-Foot Professionally Proportioned Pool Table
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If you like slide* best see
the complete selection ef
slide cameras.

, DEC. 3-4-5

DADD BROS.
RVIDD STORE
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THIS YEAR GIVE A GIFT THAT CAN
BE ENJOYED ALL YEAR AROUND

• Over Bed Tables

$118.88
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• 10O Hospital Beds
• Bedside Cabinets
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KODAK GIFTS SAY:

Items for Sole at Pink Lady

Kelly FUrnitUre HaS a
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Phone 5171

Kalamazoo Happy
With Downtown Mall
PROM TIME TO TIME there Is talk

•bout a downtown mall area where streets
are closed to traffic and become open only
to pedestrians. Most malls feature parks
and other attractive facilities to bring
shoppers into the district .
One of the most publicized mall projects is located in Kalamazoo . Mich., a city
of some 90,000. The mall has been underway there since 1959, starting out with two
downtown blocks and later adding a third.
The Kalamazoo Chamber of Commerce
has issued a statement about its experience with the mall, and it should he of
general interest here:
1. The pedestrian traffic on the threeblock mall area has increased 30 percent
according to police department estimates
and sample traffic counts.
2. Downtown parking lot patronage has
increased approximately 14 percent.
3. Cars stay slightly longer in parking
lots than previously;
4. Sample surveys indicate a 7 percent
to 12 percent increase in number oi outof-town customers using downtown store
charge accounts.
5. Rental rates have increased in some
sectors of the downtown, especially near
or on the mall.
6. The number of vacant first floor
stores in the heart of downtown has decreased from 8 to 0.
7. People tend to walk more slowly on
the mall than on adjacent and similar
streets and 37 percent of the people walking on the mall will cross from one side
to the other at least once while going one
block.
8. Stores on both sides of the mall are
now 100 percent locations.
9. Twenty of the 58 stores on the mall
have done some remodeling of their store
fronts, two have done extensive remodeling. Three million dollars worth of building permits were issued between May ' 1,
1959 and July 31, 1960 in the mall area.
There are drawings and plans amounting
to $5 ,000,000 to be added to the Central
Business District area.
10. Gross sales for all the downtown
stores show that for one year after the
mall was completed, downtown sales increased 12 percent. Sales both on and off
the mall have increased by greater percentages than the county and national averages. The mall stores showed a somewhat higher increase, however. The increase is significant since the year of 1958
was a very good one retailwise for the Kalamazoo area. The retail sales record in
Kalamazoo County for 1958 shows a figure
of $228 ,000,000; and in 1960, an all time record of $259,000 ,000.
11. The Chamber of Commerce had
more industrial and commercial inquires
in one year than in all of its history of 54
years prior to 1959. Soon the Chamber will
be ready to announce some sizable investments in the Kalamazoo area. Recently the Chamber predicted a half billion
dollars would be spent in the next decade
on new building.
In summary, we have discussed the
$45 ,000 to purchase a plan , $60,000 to construct a first step of the pedestrian mall ,
and $25 ,000 to add one block , giving a
grand total of $130 ,000. This sounds like a
lot of money but it is offset by one of the
most valuable things known to mankind —
publicity.
THE CHAMBER office has received
clippings from newspapers, magazines . TV
and radio scripts totaling well over 50,000
column inches of advertising. This publicity has been valued at over 20 million dollars. The mall has paid for itself many
times over, but we intend to continue with
our expansion program , our publicity telling of service , products, attractive landscapes, Ihe freedom of individuals to move
•bout our pedestrian mall , and provide
more parking and ease of movement of
traffic around tho downtown area.
¦

Two Royal Air Force climbers conquer
the sheer face of Mawenzi . an African
mountain. 11 was a great feat , all right , but
one thought keeps intruding: Isn 't climbing up a rock wall kind cf a slow way to
get into Ihe wild blue yonder "
¦

Carriage blocks have been ordered removed from tho streets in the District of
Columbia . There are just no limits to progress in the nation 's capit al.
For yon who fonr my name the son of rlghttousnrtu shall rise, with healing In Its wings
You shall go forth leaping like calves from
still. Mnlnchl 4.2.
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TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS

Labor to Ask
Repeal of 14B

"Let 's Handle It The American Way, Andrei
¦—B y Slipping It To The Bottom."

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — Union labor is about to
demand a reward for its political support. It
paid out millions of dollars during the recent
campaign to elect a majority in the forthcoming session of Congress. It now wants the elected members to deliver.
The new demand is that the existing labor
law be amended so as to bring about compulsory unionization throughout the United States.
With all the talk about equal rights for citizens and "equal opportunity " in employment,
it is significant that , within a few weeks after
, the
• presidential and .congressional s ejection
labor unions announce as ttie!P * n*umber one
priority " the repeal of section 14B of the national labor relations act passed by Congress
in 1947. Under this provision , a number of
states have hitherto adopted laws forbidding
any worker from being forced to become a
membeR of a labor organization and being
threatened with the loss of his job if he doesn't
join.
SIGNIFICANT , too. is the announcement hy
the labor organizations that they think they now
have enough votes in Congress to get repeal
of this section of the law. A top spokesman of
the AFL-CIO says:
"We have done some nose counting and we
feel we have a reasonable chance to repeal
section 14B in this Congress. We know pretty
well where we stand on this issue. "
The compromise in the 1947 act — which
permits the states to determine whether or not
they will accept compulsory unionization — provides that unless a state takes action, the federal law applies. Under this discreti onary provision, at least 20 states have formally declared that the right of a person to decide for himself whether or not he will join any organization or group is an individual liberty that should
not be taken away from any citizen. These
states have enacted what are often called "right
to work " laws. Such statutes have been denounced as anti-union , but the basic principle is
just as valid as the doctrines now being preached in respect to equal rights for citizens along
ethnic or religious or racial lines.
ORIGINALLY, under the Wagner act. many
unions required what was called a "closed
shop. " This meant that no employer could hire
anybody who was not a member of the union.
This was modified in the Taft-Hartley act of
1947 to permit the "union shop." This provides
that the employer may hire whomever he
pleases, but that within 30 or 60 days after the
worker has been on the job, the employe must
either join the union or be dismissed.
The argument is speciously advanced that
the employer does not have to agree to a demand for the "union shop, " but the fact remains that, unless he does agree, he will be put
out of business through continuous strikes and
boycotts. Employes now are trained not to cross
picket lines even though their own union may
not have any dispute with the employer. The
growth of the union monopoly has been so extensive that employers now recognize it is hopeless for them to hold out against any clause
in a contract which requires compulsory unionization.
The idea that a citizen may maintain his
own point of view and join or refuse to join
any organizations in which he may believe or
not believe has been upheld by the Supreme
Court as "freedom of association. " But when
it comes to labor unions, the court has ruled
that agreements between the employer and the
union are voluntary . This isn 't realistic , but it
has enough legal support to permit the system
of compulsory unionization to flourish.
THE PRINCIPAL argument advanced for the
"union shop" is that , since the law establishes
the right of the majority of the employes to
choose a union to act as bargaining agent in
relation to wages and working conditions, all
the workers should contribute toward the expense. Many workers have agreed to pay their
share of such expenses , but not to become members of a labor organization , and such an arrangement is permitted in what is called an
"agency shop. "
But even these qualifications and restrictions which have been devised do not overcome the objection that a man. in order to
keep a job, must actually become a member
of or support an organization in whose principles he does not believe.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago .. . 1954

Henry Moras , was re-elected president of the
"Winona Athletic Club , Inc. Daniel S. Sndowski
was named vice president succeeding Lester
llolz. "
Thomas H. Carden , freshman at St. Mary 's
College from Chicago , won the third annual St.
Ambrose oratorical contest .

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1939

The Juujor High grade school band will compete in the district contest nt Chatfield.
A nativity play, ''The Shepherds Altar , " will
be given by students of Winona Senior High
School for the Christmas program
The stamp plan for distribution of surplus
commodities has received the unanimous approval of retail grocers and meal dealers of
Winona County.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1914

Announcement is made thnt all the property
of the Winona Gns Light & Coke Co ,, which
has been controlled for some lime hy the American Public Utilities Co. of Grand Rapids ,
Mich , has been transferred to the WisconsinMinnesota Light k Power Co
Henry Hess , local grocer , is li .uk Irom a
tri p to Henson where he attended the annual
com and alfalfa show

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1 889

John Hurmeister Jr. was elected master
workman at the annual election of officers of
Freiindschaft Uxige N O . Wl , AOUW
Five hundred tons of st eel rails have been
received by the Green Hay ro:id (or repairing
Ihe tracks
A committee is considering ways anil means
for affordin g fire protection to the ends of tho
city and also of formulating rules lor tbe regulation of firemen.

One Hundred Years Ago ... 1864

The law offic e of Messrs Sargrnnt. Franklin
A Keyes has been remox od lo (be rooms over
the Winoiiii County Hank
Ward Newman h.is en^wd in the auclion
business .

ROBERT C. RUARK

Waging War
On A limony

NEW YORK — Come next July when the so-called aex
amendment — which was appended at the deadline by tha
House to the Civil Rights Act last June - goes into effect ,
I'm going to swing into action. I think I shall write my
Congressman to do something about alimony as it is now
construed. I want a rider on this new law , which originally
was intended to ban consideration of race, color, religion and
national origin in hiring, firing, promoting, assigning, pensioning or retiring employees. "Sex" was tacked on
as a last-minute rider.
The sex rider now assures womanhood of that
lifelong dream — complete
and utter equality. There
Letter Writer Airs
are no goab too remote , no
"Long Time Gripe"
no
task
steep,
heights too
To the Editor :
too Herculean for the little — I started to write
Speaking of space sge, one
"woman ," but make that
might think of rockets,
read "equal" — to achieve.
planes and missiles, but I'm
She may no longer comthinking of quite another
plain of the cold shoulder in
space age of which we have
the want ads, or of the sexgood reason to call span of
based shorts in the payage. Many people have
check department. Her comthe same question
asked
pulsory retired age is even
¦which still goes unanswerto
65.
stepped up from 62
ed. Why at 30, you just get
She has the vote, and, as
under the deadline for a job,
recently noted, full access
but at 35 you are told you
to the physical pants. Mum
are too old for work . What
has got it made, and I
do they consider young then ,
couldn't be happier .
when you are in the cradle?
So I should like to see
This has been a long time
some basic revisions in the
gripe of mine and after ten
divorce laws , in which the
years I aim to knock this
disenchanted bride would
theory Into a cocked hat
have equal opportunity to
prove 4hat any place
and
pay alimony and render the
of employment that chooses
household goods unto the
to use the age limit method
sundered spouse. Give me
are
the most misjguided
none of this business about
people walking the face of
the poor frail thing, unable
the earth.
to fend for herself and her
Back in 1952, at the age
chickbiddies. She has equal
of 47, my husband wrote in
job opportunity, equal finanto a company for a job.
cial status. Let her go to
After a week's delay withwork.
out a word from them he
ALIMONY has always
wrote again and yet again.
been the female's ace in the
Less th an a week later a
hole, when she was once
company man called on
construed as, excuse the exhim, signed him on and aftpression, "the weaker sex."
er just one week of training
She might have a temper
he was running his own
like a vixen, a tongue like
route. It wasn 't until then
a spitting cobra, and a prothat he found out why they
Eensity for throwing beer
hesitated to contact him , for
ottles at her husband.
you see they too had an
But Ma was a member of
age barrier which was 45
the privileged weaker sex, '
years, but they figured that
and most of the time when
anyone so determined for a
the severance reaches the
chance at a job as he was,
courts, unless Pa can prove
what with his repeated corthat she habitually came at
respondence, deserved at
him with an ax, the judge
least a chance.
chops Father off at the hip
He started out at a weekpockets. Since Father now
ly salary plus commission,
has to support a family and
so if he really wanted to
himself, he is accruing no
make money, it was up to
benefits from the family,
him . Here they had a man
and must set up completely
with no experience at meetnew quarters for himself .
ing the public and absolutely
New quarters consist of
no salesmanship of any kind
ash trays , sheets, pillow
and at the age of 47 they
slips, curtains, rugs, knives,
were still willing to give him
forks, cups, saucers, dishes,
a chance.
bowls, g l a s s e s , divans,
After two hard years with
chairs, TV — TV's neceslong hours of Work, he desary, because he doesn't
veloped a bad ulcer and was
have enough dough left to
advised by his doctor to
go out — blankets, cooking
give this job up. After a
utensils and any odd bits of
year and three months, he
decor that make a house a
was contacted by the comhome.
pany to please come back ,
for by this time they had
HE SHOPS for hit own
already had three ;ounger
food, and generally cooks it.
men who had come and
He washes up after , and
gone because they couldn't
makes his own pad. He
make the grade . After two
sweeps and vacuums and
weeks of constant contact
collects the laundry if he
from the company to please
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come back , he relented and
shirts and socks himself.
against doctor 's orders reThe poor bum has been
turned.
deprived of all the creature
He now has been with the
comforts he paid for in the
company
oven ten years and
first place, and is also besince becoming a distinreft of the services for
guished franchised dealer,
which a wife signs on.
has had five successful auWhere he once drank Scotch
dits , big bonuses and
he settles for beer . There is
awards too numerous to
nobody to mend his socks
mention. Places of employ,
or fix his breakfast. A rement using this age limit ,
cently severed husband may
know but fail to realize , that
be one of the loneliest men
a good man is hard to find
in the world because he may
and you'll never find him if
be too old — and in any
you don't try him.
case too broke — to play the
chicks.
Limit on ages answer but
He is supporting two
one question in my books.
households, and receiving
Why are married women
small benefit from either.
working? Why not ? SomeA new law Is out , decontrolone has to be the bread winling house rents which cost
ner if her husband finds
$250 a month or more — but
himself suddenly old at 35.
does not decontrol if the
Mrs. Harry Bauer Sr .
dwelling is occupied by
775 E. Front St.
four or more. Papa 's got
the shaft again .
., "
If , by living off peanut
butter and rat cheese , he
has managed to squirrel up
enough for a small vacation , here comes the clobber
again. It casts about 40 per__ ^_______m_\\ \ \ \ _\ ___________
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Space Committee Men
Enjoy Junket to Pacific
By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - Lameduck Rep. William K. Van
Pelt , R-Wis ., has received
a "going away " present
from the House space committee — a junket to the Far
East, accompanied by his
wife .
To keep them company,
Chairman George Miller , DCalif., went along, plus three
other committee colleagues,
filus some top brass—namey Lt . Gen . L. I . Davis of
the Air Force, Edmond C.
Buckley of the National
Aeronautics and S p a c e
Agency, and Thomas F.
Conlin of the State Department
The wives of all these gentlemen, except Conlin 's
went along — at their own
expense — on the festive
trip which covered half the
globe. It started in Alaska ,
then jumped over to Tokyo,
then went all the way to
Australia and New Zealand
with a stop at Manila en
route. The party is returning
by way of sunny Hawaii .
Those who accompanied
Van Pelt on his "going
away " tour are: Reps. Olin
league , D-Tex., Bob Casey,
D-Tex . % and Joseph Karth ,
D-Minn.
Chances are that the men
won 't suffer from fatigue
while inspecting s p a c e
"tracking sites " in the Far
East, which is the official
purpose of the junket. For
they can relax in the finest
hotels and foreign embassies, also shopping centers ,
with the taxpayers footing
most of the bills.
THE jrNKETEF.RS return to the USA , Dec. 9 ,
at which time Van Pelt , who
was defeated in the November election , can go hack
to Wisconsin somewhat consoled by the farewell largesse of the space committee
Emmett Thornhill , the big
Mississi ppi oil man . who
phoned me to say he had
renounced the Kn Klux
Klan after it started bombing Negro homes and
churches , did not respond to
my suggestion that he join
the Negro comedian. Dick
Gregory, in raising money
for 20,000 turkeys for Mississippinns at Christmas
I phoned him to extend
the invitation personally.
Hut Mr. Thornhill declined
He re-emphasired his denunciation of the Klan . for

OPINION WISE

which he had once put up
a lot of advertising money,
and repeated his statement
that he had never beat up
Nigras or believed in beating Nigras.
However , I am glad to
report that Sammy Davis
Jr., is joining with Dick
Gregory in holding a big
benefit performance in McCorrnack Place , Chicago,
Dee. 20, to raise money for
"Christmas for Mississippi"
with the hope of sending
20,000 turkeys to that state,
for both white and Negro
citizens.
IN CHICAGO. Mary Lou
Hamer of the Democratic
Freedom Party stated that
during her 47 years she had
eaten only one " Christmas
turkey and it had been paid
for on the installment plan.
I can also report that
many of the chain stores
have responded generously
to help relieve racial tensions in Mississippi through
bi-racial contributions of
turkeys . Lou Stein of Food
Fair responded immediately
with a contribution ef 1.000
turkeys. Emmanuel Cohen
of the Giant stores was
equally generous, as were
Safeway and the DaitchShopwcll chain in New York .
It looks as if the bombs
of bigotry might be offset
by Christmas dinners in the
atmosphere of better understanding w h i c h
Christ
preached but which so many
people have forgotten .
Note — Rergarding ExKlansman Thornhill. I find
that the municipal court
records of McComb , Miss.,
for September 1963 show
Emmett Thornhill Sr., and
his son paid fines of $150
and $50 , respectively, for
beating up with bladejacks
Larry Rodgers, a Negro
employe of a McCornb motel , They alleged that Rodgers has made indecent telephone calls to Mrs . Thornhill Sr, Rodgers denied the
charge but the judge gave
him 30 days in jail.
MEXICO , which has Intricate relations with the
United Slates , makes it a
practice to send outstanding
ambassadors to Washington.
But seldom has it sent an
ambassador with such understanding as Antonio Cnrrillo Flores , who now retires . He grew up in Brook ly, sometimes starved in
Brooklyn, where his father
was a struggling musician

with a large family to feed.
That's how the ambassador
came to know the United
States so well. Its glamor,
and its poverty , its splendor
and its pain. That's also one
reason he did such a good
job for better understanding. Carrillo Flores will be
missed in "Washington.
The list of 650 residents of
bomb-torn McComb, Miss.,
who signed a petition for law
and order and equal treatment of Negroes is quite
significant, not only because
of the fact that they signed
it but because of the names
on the list.
'
One significant fact is
that only six ministers of
the Gospel signed the
pledge, even though there
are 29 churches in McComb.
MOST OF the signators
are businessmen, many of
them very small businessmen — barbers, plumbers,
beauticians , painting contractors , small merchants,
also lawyers, secretaries,
and salesmen . The list represents a good cross-section
of McComb .
Significantly, the leaders
of this movement now hope
to go about registering Negroes to vote — something
which the Freedom Workers have not been able to
do but which the leaders
of the community obviously
can do.
Note — The most courageous churches in Mississippi
have been the Presbyterians
and the Episcopalians . However , they are small in number compared with the Baptists and the Methodists
which predominate.
•IN WHITE AMERICA "
NEW YORK (fl - Three
over-seas English-language
productions are planned this
season for the off-Broadway
hit, "In White America. "
The cities to get presentations arc Rome, Milan , and
Paris .
¦
'POOR RICHARD NEW YORK itf - Movie
rights to "Poor Richard . "
Jean Kerr ' s new comedy,
have bee n purchased by
Warner Bros.
Under the sliding scale
contract , Mrs. Kerr can receive n maximum of $500 , 000 for the screen rights , depending on the length of tho
play 's Broadway stage run .
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ALL THAT pathetic past
is about to end , now that
Ihe female has achieved full
equality. Perhaps the judge
will rule that , all things being equal, Mama must leave
Papa the flat , and go hunting for a fresh dwelling of
her own . If she does not
actively contribute to Father 's support , she can at
least pay ner own way.
8y j ^"
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DEAR ABBY;

Some Dog 's
Gotta Give

¦

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY : My problem is a very dear friend whom
I ve had for many years. She recently lost her husband and
lives alone with her small dog. When my husband' is on the
road, I invite her to spend the night with me. We ha<ve a
one-bedroom apartment with a laige double bed. This
friend lets her dog sleep with her at home, so naturally when
she s here she does the same. 1 fixed up a "bed" for the
dog on the floor, but he wouldn't sleep
there. My bed has begun to take on a
doggy smell and my husband is complaining. My friend is very sensitive so I
have to be careful not to say anything that
might hurt her feelings. What can I do?
I wouldn't give up her friendship for the
world.
TRUE FRIEND
DEAR FRIEND : If your friend enjoys sleeping with her dog, that's HER
business. And if you don't mind sleeping
with her AND her dog, that's your business, But you owe your husband more
ABBY
than you owe your friend, and if you don't know that, you
belong in the doghouse. I admire your loyalty, but your
husband's complaint is legitimate, so tell your friend
she can 't have her dog in YOUR bed, or you'll "lose"
YOUR husband.
DEAR ABBY: Is there anything wrong with a girl
going with a man who is LEGALLY separated from his
wife ? I am almost 19 and my parents have told me that they
do not want me to go out with this perfectly wonderful man
fhe is 27) because, as far as they are concerned , he is still
MARRIED and will be until he is DIVORCED. They say I
will hurt my reputation if I am seen with him. Abby, he
is working on getting a divorce and he says that he is sure he
can get one eventually, so I don't see WHY I shouldn't date
him In the meantime. I would like your opinion.
TROUBLE AT HOME
DEAR TROUBLE: If you have marriage in mind,
you could wait a long time before this man's divorce
comes through. And it may never happen. Your parents are thinking of your welfare and future happiness.
I agree with them.
DEAR ABBY: I am 21 and am engaged to a young man
who is away in the service. I work and keep myself busy
and would never think of going out on him , but I get ntany
chances. My fiance could not afford to buy me an engagement ring, but that didn't matter. We love each other and
have plans to marry as soon as he gets back. My problem
is trying to convince other men that I am engaged. They say
that since I have no ring I am NOT engaged , and if I don't
want to go out with them why don't I just say so? Does a
girl need an engagement ring to be officially engaged? How
can I convince these persistent men?
ENGAGED BUT RINGLESS
DEAR RINGLESS : Ring or no ring, if you and your
voting man have agreed to marry, you are indeed
anyofficially engaged. It's not necessary to convince ¦
one that you are engaged. Just convince them that you
aren't interested in dating them.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "C" AT HALL HIGH : A good friend
of taine said, "A team is where a boy can prove his courage
on his own. A gang is where a coward goes to hide. " The
friend is an authority on teams. He is Mickey Mantle.
Problems? Write to ABBY , Box 69700, Los Angeles ,
Calif. For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, selfadressed envelope.

Big Change in
Russian Courts

MOSCOW (AP ) - Soviet
courts henceforth will presume
a defendant innocent until he is
proved guilty , Justice Aleksander Gorkin stated Tuesday in an
article in Izvestia , the Soviet
government paper.
Gorkin turned aside a view of
conservatives , published last
summer by a prosecutor , that
"the court only verifies to what
degree an accused person who
has been brought to court by the
prosecutor is guilty, and whether this criminal deserves punishment. "
Instead, Gorkin cited the Soviet criminal code stating that
only legally constituted courts
can find accused persons guilty
or innocent in criminal actions.
¦

Six Indonesians
Killed in Clash

KUCH1NG , Malaysia (AP ) A British Gurkha patrol killed
six Indonesian guerrillas in a
jungle clash in Malaysia 's Borneo state of Sarawak , a military
spokesman said today.

Cey lon Cuts Castro
Slap From JFK Film

move by Lerner's estranged
wife, Micheline , who lives in
California with their son , Michel, 6.
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Buying a Color TV
on Terms?

COLOMBO . Ceylon (AP ) Ceylon's Foreign Ministry has
cut references it considers uncomplimentary to Fidel Castro
from the Kennedy memorial
film "Years of Lightning, Day
of Drums. "
The film is being shown by
the U .S. Information Agency
The ministry also cut sections
depHng with the Berlin situation
and events in Southeast Asia
which were considered antiComnnuni.st.

NFTW YORK (API - Alan Jay
Lcrner , the lyricist for "My
Fair Lady, *' "Gigi , " and
"Ciimelot . " w«.s cited lor contempt ot court Tuesday and
faces a possible jail sentence
unless he pays $16, 500 in back
alimo>ny and counsel fees.
Stale Supreme Court Justice
George M. Carney acted on a
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GASOLINE STATION
& DISCOUNT STORE

Second & Main, Winona
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Belles,Beaux
To be Feted
At Ca thedral

Miss Chouinard,
Mr. Grabowenskl
Exchange Vows
The Cathedral of the Sacred
Heart was the scene of the Nov .
21 wedding of Miss Madelyn
Ann Chouinard, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Marcel T. Chouinard, 4145 W. 9th St., and Delhert
Edward GrabowensM,
Waukon, Iowa. The groom la
the son of Mrs. Alberta Martin, Faribault, Minn., and Edward Grabowenskl. St. Paul.
The Rev. Anthony Chouinard,
Blchwood. W. v., cousin of the
bride's father, officiated. Mrs.
Joseph Orlowske was organist
and Francis Guy sang.
THE BRIDE wore a gown of
peau de sole , styled with a
medieval look , with a bellshaped skirt and detachable
train. A matching pillbox hat
held her silk illusion veil . She
carried a bouquet of white duchess roses.
Mrs. Dale Olson was matron
of honor and Miss Carolyn Karasch was bridesmaid. They
wore floor-length gowns of
bronze-colored peau de sole.
Their headpieces were matching pillbox hats and silk illusion
veils. They carried ball bou(Wehrenberg Studios]
quets of bronze and gold pomMr. and Mr§. Frank Krimmer Jr.
pons with bittersweet.
Best man was the bride's
Shirley Ann Passe, brother,
David Chouinard, and
Frank Krimmer Jr. groomsman was Ronald JohnNew Richmond, Wis. UshWed at Wabasha son,
ers were Michael Carver, MinWABASHA, Minn. — Miss neapolis, and Howard Curtis ,
Shirley Ann Passe, daughter of Rockford, III
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Passe,
RING BEARER was Michael
Wabasha, became the bride of
Karasch.
CinFrank A. Krimmer Jr.,
cinnati, Ohio, son of Mr. and A reception and dinner was
Mrs. Frank A. Krimmer, Sat- held at the Oaks in the afterurday at St. Felix Catholic noon.
After a wedding trip South ,
Church, Wabasha.
the couple will be at home at
THE RT. REV. Msgr. John Waukon.
P. Gengler officiated, St. Felix The bride is a graduate of
Choir sang and Miss Patricia Cotter High School and prior
to her marriage was a teller at
McDonald was soloist .
The bride wore a floor-length Merchants National Bank. The
gown of slipper satin, styled groom is a graduate of Eau
with a sheath skirt and chapel Claire High School and is a
train, and a fitted bodice with Watkins Products, Inc., dealer
long, pointed sleeves. Her veil in Waukon.
MISS ELIZABETH ANN was held by a crown of cryERICKSON'S engagement stals and pearls. Entwined with ON THE EVENING of the
the groom's mother
to Darell Sorenson, Eau her bouquet of feathered car- rehearsal,
entertained
bridal party at
Claire, is announced by her nations and an orchid, was a a dinner at the
the Hot Fish Shop.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mel- rosary sent with a lace hand- Prenuptial parties were given
v i n Erickson, Whitehall, kerchief from Japan by her by Mrs. H. J. Langer, St. Paul,
Wis. The wedding will be brother.
and Mrs. Delia Schroder, MinThe bride designed -her gown,
Dec. 19 at Our Saviour's
Lutheran Church Chapel, which was made by Mrs.

Whitehall.

Judith Smith,
Gerald Wohlers
Repeat Vows
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
— St. Joseph's Catholic Church
in Red Wing, Minn ., was the
jetting of tbe Nov. 21 wedding
of Miss Judith Anne Smith . Red
Wing, and Gerald Wohlers.
Lake City. The Rev. Derham
Ryan officiated.
Mr. and Mrs . James G.
Smith, Red Wing, are the parents of the bride and the groom
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Reinhardt Wohlers, rural Lake City.
The bride wore a gown of
white satin with a scoop neckline, long sleeves and a full
skirt with inverted pleats at the
front and back , accented by a
flat bow at the waist and trimmed with handmade roses. Her
silk veil fell from a crown of
white satin and simulated
pearls. She carried a bouquet
of red roses with streamers of
stephanotis.

LARGE
OYSTER
STEW
Steak Shop

Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Grabowenskl

(Edstrom Studio)

neapolis, at the former's home;
by employes of Merchants National Bank at Linahan 's; and
by Mrs. A. C. Kreuzer at her
home.
¦

Bridge Players
Meet at Elks Club
Winona Duplicate Bridge Club
met Tuesday evening at the
Elks Club. Winners at four tables of Howell movement bridge
were Cortlen Hauge Jr. and Ron
Prenot, first; Mrs. Gilbert Hoes
ley and Mrs. A. W. Fair tied
with Mrs. Frank Merchlewitz
and Mrs. Leonard Merchlewitz,
second.
Richard Horst, director of the
club, announced t h e Master
Point night will be held next
Tuesday at the Elks Club. Registration is at 7:45 p.m. and the
meeting is open to the public.

engagement of their granddaughter . Miss Maren Georgina
Donaldson, Harrington, 111. She
will marry Eugene I. Lewis,
son of Martin Lewis, Philadelphia, Pa. Dec. 23. Miss Donaldson is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. George R. Donaldson.

MISS RUTH Passe was maid
of honor and Miss Mary Krimmer, Cincinnati, was bridesmaid.
They wore floor-length gowns
of sage-green faille with fitted
bodices, scoop necklines, elbow-length sleeves and gathered skirts. Their butterfly
veils were held in place by
matching cabbage roses. They
carried cascade bouquets o(
gold and bronze murns.
The bride 's mother wore a
brown suit and the groom's
mother, a gold and beige suit:
Both had corsages of white and
bronze mums.
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eight years, were each presented with a gift from the troop
and committee, with Linda,
daughter of Mrs. Peterson,
making the presentation.
The local troop visited local
nursing homes with Thanksgiving favors they made. Mrs. Luvern Scanlan and Mrs. Curtis
Loken will be volunteer leaders
for December and January.
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Furniture — Antique* — Appliance*— Furs
Old Jewelry—Store Fixtures — Toy*

"BOOK FAIR"

Thousands of Books
Ncarly-Ntw Clothing for Men, Women, Children

WINONA ARMORY
Follow Tha Crowdsl
Sponsored by th* Pink Ladias of
Community MemorialJHoagltaj
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ENGAGEMENT TOLD
WHITEHALL . Wis. (Special)
—Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Speerstra have received word of the
r** ,r ^
nteis*^*^
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Exclusive at the Calico Cat Fabric Shop! The New
UNIQUE ZIPPERS!
See Our Free Film Demonstration
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Black , whit«, cotillion, tad , raspberry, pink , gr*«n.

All Popular Colors!
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CARD PARTY, SALE
KELLOGG, Minn. (SpeciaDUnit 5 of St. Agnes Parish will
sponsor a card party and Christmas bake sale Sunday at the
new parish hall, beginning at 8
p.m. The game of 500 will be
played for prizes. Lunch will be
served. Mrs. Hartley .Mc Donough is chairman and Mrs.
Donald Peters, co-chairman.

Winona State College Faculty
Wives will meet in the Smog,
Somsen Hall, at 8 p.m. Thursday.
Joseph L. Orlowske of the
West End Greenhouse will present a program on "Yuletlde
Use of Flowers and Greens."
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HOSIERY
49c Par

R# B . $3.95

BRAS
99c Each

COME IN AND BROWSE AROUND FOR
YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING!
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FABR,° SH0P
66 W *»* Third
(Bo,ow Slebrecht 'a)
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- Ready-to-Wear Specials-

SOPHIA LOREN,
THE ACADEMY AWARD
WINNING STAR OF
"TWO WOMEN"
IS FEATURED WITH
MARCELLO ("S' i")
MASTROIANMI
IN
VITTO RIO Da SICA'S

LANESBORO, Minn. (Special )
—Mrs. Robert D. Peter«on, retired Girl Scout leader, conducted the tovestitur* ceremony
Monday when the following girls
received their wings, Girl Scout
and World Association pins:
Barbara Johnson, D e b o r a h
Drake, Judy Wangen, Lori Overland, Beth Herrick and Michelle
Scanlan.
Mothers were guests and
lunch was served with Mrs.
Harris Overland in charge.
Mrs. Peterson, who served as
a leader for the last seven
years, and Mrs. Clifford Strom,
retired troop organiser and
committee chairman the last

SWSSftSaiMBBMBiaSaW^^

Wayne Passe.

JOE B. Krimmer. Cincinnati , was best man and Richard F. Welz, Cincinnati, was
groomsman. Ushers were James
Moose
Lake,
Christenson,
Minn., and Arthur Rink Jr.,
Minneapolis.
Dinner was served at noon
at the Idle Hour Restaurant and
a reception was held at the
bride 's parents ' home in the
afternoon.
The couple went to Southwestern Minnesota for a wedding tri p. They will make their
MRS. ANDREW Gerbory, St . home in Cincinnati.
Paul, was matron of honor , and
THE BRIDE is a graduate
Mrs, Walter Suchy, St. Paul ,
bridesmaid. They were dressed of St. Felix High School and
in Poor-length gowns with scoop before her marriage was a
necklines, elbow-length sleeves civil service employ e at Fort
and bell skirts of cherry red Richardson , Anchorage, Alasbrocaded satin with flat bows ka. Her husband i.s a graduate
at the waists. Their headpieces of Purcell High School. Cinwere of matching roses and cinnati , and works for Avco
ribbons and they carried bou- Electronics , Cincinnati.
quets of white pompons with
Prenuptial parties were givcherry red ribbons.
en by Mrs . Wayne Passe and
Laurie O'Brien, Red Wing, Mrs. Walter Wilson in Anchwas flower girl and Bradley
Wohlers, Lake City , ring bear- orage and by Misses Diane
Schuth and Hut It I- 'a^sc and
er.
Mrs.
Donna Rink at Wabasha.
Byron Wohlers, Lake City.
¦
served his brother as best man
BAND
MOTHERS
and Richard O'Brien, Red Wing.
RUSHFORD. Minn i.Spec mli
was groomsman. Ushers were
—Rushford
Hand Mothers will
,
John Smith Red Wing, brother
of the bride, and Mike Beck, meet Thursday at tho Rushford
High School activities room.
Lake City .
A BRIDAL dinner and reception were held at the VFW hall
in Red Wing after which the
coup le left for a wedding trip
in Southern Minnesota .
The bride is a graduate of tbe
Villa Maria Academy, Fronte
nac , Minn ., and was formerly
employed as a proof operntor at
the First National Bank . Red
Wing. Her husband is a graduate of Lincoln High School.
Lake City, and is currently
farming near Lake City
Hostesses at prenuptial parties were Misses Carol Oberg
and Kathy Knopick nnd Mmes.
Andrew Gerbozy and Walter
Suchy.

The annual Christmas party
for the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart Senior Citizens (Silver Belles and Beaux ) will be
held Sunday from 1:30 to 3:30
p.m. in Holy Family Hall.
Guests of St Anne Hospice
and all Senior Citizens of the
Cathedral Parish are invited
to attend.
The Most Rev. Edward A.
Fitzgerald, bishop of Winona,
will be present to greet the
guests.
After the serving of dessert
and coffee, a program will be
presented under the direction of
Mrs. Hubert Weir. There will
be organ selections by Mrs.
Joseph Orlowske and vocal
numbers by Mrs. Eugene C.
Young and Mra. Joseph Orzechowski.
General arrangements are
in charge of the standing ^ committee: Mmes. James T.
Schain, C. W. Rogers, Robert
Horton and Miss Margaret
Voelker.

WSC Faculty Wives
To Hear Florist

Girl Scouts Get
Wings and Pins
In Investiture
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• FINE QUALITY , LEADING BRAND NAME FABRICS . , . NEW TEARDROP
OTTOMANS . WARM MELTONS . RICH PLUSH TEXTURES. UNUSUAL IMPORTED TWEKDS , AND OTHER LUXURY LOOMED WOOL FABRICS .
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- • SMART SUEDK CLOTH . . . OR CROMPTON'S CORD UROY FABRICS.
• SOME WITH RACCOON COLLARS . . . OTHERS HOODED.
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• NOVELTY RUCKL E FASTENERS . . . ZIP OR RlXil LAIl BUTTONS.

• LA RGE ASSORTMENT OF COLORS .
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• DRESS COATS WITH BEAUTIFUL MINK COLLARS . . .
OR UNTRIMMED.
• ALL WOOL INTEItUNING 'S . . . SOME LINK! ) WITH MARK Vt ALPACA
• NEWEST SILHOUETTES AND STYLES.
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Newlyweds
Will Live
4n Kenosha

Deasy-Melby
Grandchild ren Host Joseph Lucases
Vows Exchanged
Mrs . Jennie Welch Note Anniversa ry
' TREMPEALEAU, Wis. - Mr. In New York City
On 95th Birthday

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— Miss Ruth Karen Thorson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Thorson, Whitehall, and
Richard Marvin Skogstad, son
of Morris Skogstad, Blair , Wis.,
were married Nov. 21 In the
Chapel of Our Saviour's Lutheran Church here. The Rev. 0. G.
Birkeland performed the ceremony.
The bride wore a royal blue
velvet street-length gown. Her
short veil fell from a headband
and she carried a bouquet of
white carnations and red roses.
Mrs. Earl Thorson, Minneapolis, was matron of honor,
She wore a medium-blue taffeta gown and a pillbox hat
with a short veil and carried
a bouquet similar to the bride's.
Mr. Thorson, Minneapolis,
was best man.
The mother of the bride wore
a blue dress and had a corsage
of white carnations with red
roses.

A wedding luncheon for members of the immediate families
was served in the church basement. Assisting were the Mmes.
Knute Thorson and Oswell
Fremstad, both of Whitehall ,
and the Misses Eleanor and
Marian Thorson.
Following a short trip into
Minnesota the couple will live
in Kenosha, Wis.
The bride is a graduate of
Whitehall High School and her
husband is employed at American Motors Company, Kenosha.

Orris Olson s Note
25th Wedding Date
BLAIR , Wis. (Special) - Mr.
and Mrs. Orris Olson, rural
Blair, observed their silver
wedding anniversary Sunday
afternoon with an open house
at Zion Lutheran Church, Blair.
The event was attended by 145
guests, who came from La
Crosse, Eau Claire , Racine ,
Holmen, Chimney Rock, Black
River Falls, Arcadia and Whitehall, Wis. and Winona.
Everett Olson, La Crosse,
was master of ceremonies at a
Erogram which included a '#Mk
y the Rev. L. H. Jacobs.1.!.
Mrs. LeRoy Haug, Whitehall ,
served the anniversary cake

MABEL , Minn. (Special ) Mrs. Jennie Welch was honored on her 95th birthday at an
open house Sunday at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Lorren Tengesdal, Mabel. Her grandchildren were the hosts.
She was the recipient of a
large number of congratulatory
messages, gifts and a corsage.
Mrs. Welch has two children;
Mrs. Oscar Olson, Caledonia ,
Minn., with whom she has lived
the last lew years, and Myron,
Mabel. There are nine grandchildren, 34 great-grandchildren
and four great-great-grandchilTHE ENGAGEMENT of dren.
¦ The former Miss Jennie Allen
. Miss Sandra Jane Borreson was born Nov. 28, 1869 in Bedis announced by her par- fordshire, England. At the age
ents, Mr. and ,Mrs. Edner of four years she and her parBorreson, r u r a l Ettrick, ents came to the United States.
Wis. She will be married to She has lived in this area since
Ronald Kretlow , son of Mr. that time.
and Mrs. Elvin Kretlow ,
Mrs . Welch possesses a keen
Spring Park , Minn. No date mind and enjoys good health.
has been set for the wed- Her hobby is needlework.
ding. Miss Borreson is a
1963 graduate of Blair Guy Nelsons
(Wis. ) High School and is
employed at Investors Div- Wed 40 Years
ersified Services, Inc., MinMABEL , Minn. ( Special) —
neapolis. Her fiance is a Relatives and friends gathered
1060 graduate of Columbia at an open house at the GarHeights (Minn.) High School ness-Trinity Lutheran Church
and is employed at Donald- Sunday to help Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Nelson observe their 40th
son's Minneapolis.
wedding anniversary.
COLOR-CODED WATER
Sylvan Nelson was master of
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. wi - ceremonies at a program which
Fire plugs in Hopkinsville come included devotions by the Rev.
in a variety of colors — red, N. K. Estrem, and musical segreen and yellow.
lections and readings by their
It's not the decor, but rather children, grandchildren and ala code to let firemen know the so Odell Haagenson. Corsages
size of the water main serving were presented to the couple.
the hydrant.
Assisting were the Mmes. OdPlugs served by large mains ell Haagenson, Henry Knutson,
are green, the ones on medium Eldred Gerard, Sylvan and Masize lines yellow and those on chel Nelson, Warren Rasmussmall lines are red.
sen, Melvin Mathison, Andrew
and Mrs. Alfred Everson pour- Folkedahl, Clifford Erickson.
ed. Corsages and the guest Clara Feldman and Mervin
book were gifts of the couple's Vatland.
only child, Miss Judy Olson, a The couple has three chilregistered nurse at Stanford dren ; Sylvan and Michael , both
University Hospital , Palo ' Alto, of Canton, Minn., and Mrs. Eldred Gerard, Mabel. There are
Calif.
Mr. Olson and Verna Carlson 13 grandchildren.
were married Oct. 21 , 1939, at Mr. Nelson and the former
Zion Lutheran Church parson- Miss Stella Baarsgard were
age. They have farmed in the married Dec. 3, 1924 at the
Fly Creek area since their mar- Riceford Lutheran Church parsonage.
riage ,

and Mrs. Joseph Lucas were
honored recently on their ,57th
wedding anniversary . Otfer 23
members of the family attended a party for the couple. Outof-town guests were from Galesville, Wis.
Mr. and Mrs. Lucas were
married Nov. 18, 1907, at Hart ,
Minn. They have 7 children , is
grandchildren and 10 greatgrandchildren.

MABEL, Minn. (Special) The marriage vows of Miss
Claudia Melby, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Grant Melby , Mabel,
and John R. Deasy, New York
City, formerly of Denver, Colo.,
were solemnized Saturday at the
Holy Family Church In New
York City .
The bride is a graduate of
D e P a u w University, Greencastle , Ind., and has taught English at Cambridge, Minn., Baltimore, Md., and Denver, Colo.
Tickfer-Erickson
Her husband is a graduate of
Auxiliary Unit
Regis College, Denver, and is
advertising manager of the
Sets Yule Party
Chemical Construction Company
ARCADIA, Wis. -( Special) - of New York.
Tickfer-Erickson Unit 17 of the The couple will live in New
American Legion Auxiliary will York City .
hold its monthly meeting and
Christmas party Monday at the PAST PRESIDENTS
Willie Wirehand Room of the RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
Trempealeau Electric Building. —Past Presidents Club of the
A program sponsored by American Legion Auxiliary will
Trempealeau Electric Coopera- meet Monday at the home of
tive will consist of "Christmas Mrs. Cora Blanchfield. AssistLighting and Safety ," presented ing hostesses will be Mmes.
by Cal Meury and James Krau- Jack Keeler, Alfred Cordes,
se.
Marvin Manion and Miss Alma
Guests of honor will include Swenson.
Gold Star Mothers , Girl Scout
leaders and Junior Auxiliary of the child rehabilitation promembers.
gram.
The Christmas party will inMrs. Gile Herrick and Mrs
John English, co-chairman of clude a potluck lunch served by
the membership drive, report the officers of the auxiliary:
that the unit registered 108 Mrs. Clarence Misch, president;
members with the state de- Mrs. Norbert Fetting, first vice
partment Nov. 10. The unit has president; Mrs. Edward Kaiser ,
the honor of going "over the second vice president ; Mrs.
top" by Veterans Day.
Jean Everson, secretary, and
Members are asked to turn in Mrs. Paul Sobotta, treasurer.
their coffee coupons at the Members will exchange 50-cent
meeting. This project is a part gifts.
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Beck Getting
Parole Dec. 11

Students Try
Shelter Life

By C. GORDON HOLTfc
dangerous fallout was drifting
Dally News Staff Writer
toward Winona .
TWwMks el llff In a nuclear The first group of students
dliMter- area were telescoped fas directed immediately to the
into a JO-mlnute period in a fallout shelter where they were
clvu defensefurvival frepatred- niet by Gordon Ferguson of the
nn§ demonstration. Tuesday A r e a Vocational - Technical
School faculty who had been
moratofat Winona Senior High designated
as shelter manager
School. .
for the experimental test.
Staged by 33 high school stu- As the students reached the
dtotsi selected from a group of shelter each was assigned a
107 Junior*and aenlori who ear- duty for the period during which
lier this fall volunteeredfor at- they'd be within the confines of
tendance at a preparedness the room.
cburse during their daily study Two radiological monitors
period, the exercise simulated were appointed to man equipvirtually every condition that ment designed to measure demight be expected during the gree of fallout. Others were put
period Winonans might be con- in charge of food and water supfined in a fallout shelter in the plies, a first aid director was
days following a nuclear attack. appointed and others were told
shelter registraTHERE WERE refugees to to supervise
, safety, commu,
recreation
tion
be admitted, medical treatment nications and other
details inadministered, a case of hyster- volved in shelter living.
ia encountered , radiological
tests to be conducted and oth- SOON' AFTER the . students
er emergency measures under- had arrived the first "emergentaken in the demonstration ar cy " developed when lights went
ranged by Lewis H. Schoening. out and shelter residents were
public schools guidance direc- told that the outage resulted
tor who this fall was appointed from a temporary power d isrupcivil defense director for the tion at the local power plant.
public schools.
Four flashlights were used to
T h e t e s t demonstration , illuminate the room during the
Schoening explained, was a pre- three-minute interval of darkliminary to other exercises in- ness until the "damage " was
cluding a large-scale drill plan- repaired and lights restored.
ned later this month. Used this At about 10 a.m. announcerooming as a "fallout shelter" ment was made that word had
for the demonstration was the been received -that the fallout
faculty dining room at Senior shelter at the A & P Store in
High — a room that isn 't an of- the nearby downtown area had
ficially approved shelter area become overcrowded and some
for civil defense purposes but persons there were being sent
chosen because activites there < to Senior High.
would least Interfere with reg- A group of 10 students , repular school routine during the resenting this overflow , arrived
morning project.
a short time later but before
While the demonstration was they could be admitted to the
in progress, school officials , ' shelter they were subjected to
civil defense personnel Includ- j radiological tests by the moniing Ray Johns, Lewiston, coun- j tors.
ty director; school principals One of the arrivals was found
and teachers visited the room | to be radiologically contaminatat intervals to witness the acliv- ed , simulated tests indicated
ities and be briefed on proced- the source to be his pant leg
and the youth was instructed to
ures by Schoening.
THE EXERCISE began at
s:30 a.m. when the selected
students during the break between classes were advised that
the city civil defense director
had received word that a nuclear attack had been made in
the Twin Cities area and that

cleanse the contaminated area
before being admitted to the
shelter.
When he returned and was
found to be "clean " he was admitted .
AMONG THE new arrivals
was one person who affected a

'77'"""" -—-—-—-
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WASHINGTON (AP ) - Dave
Beck, onetime Teamsters Untyn
head who has served nearly half
of a five-year prison sentence
for income tax fraud , will be
freed on parole on Dec. 11 from
the U.Si penitentiary on McNeil
Island near Tacorna, Wash.
Parole was granted Beck
Tuesday.
Beck, now 70, was fined $20,000 in addition to his jail sentence in Tacorna, Wash., on
Feb. 27 . 1959, on charges of fil-

SHELTER EXERCISE . . . Senior High
School students who partici pated in a test
survival preparedness exercise Tuesday
were registered as they entered the simulated fallout shelter in the basement of the
high School. Leonard Dienger signs in with
James Kulzer while Jerry Trocinski mans
a telephone at the registration desk. Standing

safe!

"Compact" Hat Box Doer
at an Amazing Low Meal

Favorite box style, looks Jike bone
colored leather. Two heats; extra
large hood.
1A99
\
H
I

CONTAMINATION TEST . . . Each student entering the shelter area was tested with
a G'eiger counter to determine whether he

— --|
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Ringo Has
Tonsils Out

case of hysteria.
!
Another of the fallout shelter
residents was told to calm her
and during these attempts her
attendant suffered a broken
arm which then required the
first aid crew to swing into action to treat the casualty.
1 LONDON (AP) - Ringo
In all of this excitement another girl "fainted" and atten- Starr, the Beatles ' drummer ,
t ion was directed to revival of had his tonsils removed today.
1 A hospital spokesman said his
unconscious persons.
Schoening explained that al- condition was satisfactory.
Hundreds of fans of the 24most every situation that could
year-old
mophead telephoned a
reasonably be expected to arise
during an emergency situation special number — Covent Garof shelter confinement was sim- den 2:132 — for news of their faulated during Tuesday morn- vorite. The recorded voice of
Anne Collingham , an employe of
ing 's demonstration.
Cards were distributed to stu- the Beatles ' manager , told them
dents — as would be the case the good news.
in the event of a real disaster [ Ringo expects to be in the
— for sending to parents to ad- hospital about 19 days.
"One thing is certain ," he
vise them where their children
were receiving care, a program said. "Nobody is getting my
of recreation to relieve boredom tonsils as a souvenir. Believe
was developer ' and food and wa- me, I'm going to have them
ter distributed.
burned. ''
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had been contaminated by radioactive fallout. John Morse, one of the monitors at the
shelter, tests Ruth Ann Speltz.

WATER WAS served from
special containers on the as- ; 'Walk-in Peace Corps
sumption that the regular municipal water supply was con- Test Slated Monday
t aminated during this period .
Shortl y before 11 a.m. the ra- The Peace Corps placement
diological monitors made anoth- test to be given at the post
er test, announced that condi- j' office here Monday will be a
t ions h;id improved to the point "walk-in " examination , with
whore shelter residents could go no advance registration needout side for a brief period and ed.
Persons wishing to take the
Ihe .students who had participated in the exercise were dis- j test , however , are advised by
Peace Corps officials to commissed.
Schoening explained that the plete the corps questionaire
exercise wasn 't r e<h e a r s e d first. It should be brought to
iihe nd of time. Schoening had , the test if i! has not already
raids numbered to correspond ' been tiled with the corps.
with numbers assigned each ot The test , wliicli will be givI ho students and as each situa- en at ;i p.m., will be the first
l inn anise u number was call- to he administered in the afed out and the student was in- ternoon or on any day but a
j structed to respond to t h e Saturday.
emergency.
I.A CRESCENT I.EtilON
LA CRESCENT , Minn. ( Spe1,A ( KI :SLI :NT BEAN FEKIJ
cial ) —Commander Hugh F«v
I.A CKKSCENT . Minn. ( Spe- and Stuart Clark, adjutant , will
cial )
La Crescent Cub Scouts report on the American l^Rion
will sponsor their annual bean fall conference at St. Paul
feed Satur day (rum 5 to 7 p.m. when (Jittcns-l^idel Post 5U5
.•I the public schoo l cafeteria. meets Friday at fl.;Sfl p.m. TickThis is their only fund raising ets it 10 available ai Ihe club
project of the year. Everett and f rom Legionnaires for the
llarlos Is chairman .
annunl turkey stun Doc 11
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WASHINGTON (AP - A
State Department spokesman
said Tuesday that the United
States is not trying to get other
African nations to come to the
aid of the central Congo govern*
ment in Its fight against Congo
lese rebels.
Press
officer
Marshall
Wright, asked about a New
York Times story that the Johnson administration thinks troops
from other African nations are
needed desperately to restore
stability , said:
"I am aware of no current
diplomatic efforts directed to
this end."

Lighi, Portable Mixer

Favorite
Hair uryer
Drver
favorite nair
Whizz! You're dry! Four heats ior
fast,gentle drying. Quiet,compact,

SALE—SALE—SALE
3 DAYS ONLY -STARTS TOMORROW
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"Bettina" — America's

!>

.

at the rear , from the left , are Ray Johns,
Lewiston, county civil defense director who
observed the demonstration ; John Morse , a
student participating fn the exercise; teacher
Gordon Ferguson , who was designated as
shelter manager , and Lewis 11. Schoening,
public schools directo r of civil defense training. (Daily News photos)
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Plea for Troops
To Aid Congo
Denied by U.S.
)

GIFTS BY UNIVERSAL
l
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TOPCOATS - I
OVERCOATS - I
TOPCOATS!

5

ing fraudulent tax returns for
the union's Joint Council Building Association in Seattle,
Wash.
He> began serving the sentence
June 20, 1962, after* he lost his
appeals fight.
LA CRE8CHHT TREE SALE
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Spe
cial> - Boy Scout Troop 33,
sponsored by Prince of Peacs
Lutheran Church, will hold a
Chrintmaa tree sale In the
church parking lot beginning
Friday, All varieties and a
large assortment of selected
nursery stock will tie available
week days f rom 7 to 9. p.rn
and Saturdays and Sundays
from 2 to ( j>.m: Adults will
supervise the lot A 10 percent
discount will be given, to persons buying before Dec. 15.
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Children (under 12) 25«*
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital
Visiting hours: Medical and surgical
patlknti: 2 lo 4 »nd 7 to 1:30 pm. (No
child ren under 12.)
Malarnlt Y pattentt: 7 fo J:30 and t 4d
-""
8 30 p.m. (Adulti only.)

TUESDAY
Admlstiom
Mrs. Dominic ' Pelowski , 32fl
Main St.
Robert Mrozek , 701 E. 2nd
St.
Mrs. John MacLean, Rushford, Minn.
Donald Orr. 117 Stone St.
John Quinlan, 1603 W. 5th
St .
Stanley Bond, Fountain City,
Wis.
Michael Bronk, 524ft E. King
St.
Miss Bonny Oevering, 366 W.
Mark St.
Robert Stueve, 620 E. Howard
St.
Ervin Ressie, Fountain City,
Wis.
Discharged
Ervin Ressie, Fountain City,
Wis.
Harry Hund, Fountain City ,
Wis.
Robert Stueve, 620 E. Howard
St.
Mrs. Sam Morken, 617 Terry
Lane.
Baby girl Hegard, 615 Dacota
St.
Mrs. Michael Knapik, 729 E.
Broadway .
Mrs . Charles Stephenson and
baby, 410 W. Broadway.
Births
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Schank ,
Winona Rt. 3, a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Kruger,
259 Olmstead St., a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Campbell, 467 Main St., a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wenzel,
Winona Rt. 2, a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Orval Loven,
Peterson, Minn., a daughter .
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
BLAIR, Wis. (Special). — Mr.
and Mrs. Lenus Berg, Blair, a
daughter Nov. 23 at Lutheran
Hospital, La Crosse. Mr. and
Mrs. Sophus Berg, Blair, are
paternal grandparents.
KELLOGG, Minn. (Special )
—Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Lobland
a daughter Friday at St. Olaf
Hospital, Austin, Minn. She is
the former Judith Pavelka,
Kellogg, daughter of T.Sgt. and
Mrs. . Francis Pavelka.
TAVLOR, "Wis. (Special) Mr. and Mrs. David Johnson,
a son Sunday at Black River
Community H os p i t a 1. Mrs.
Johnson is the former Charlotte
Bue , Taylor.
STILLWATER, Minn. — Mr.
and Mrs. Allan R. Stevens, a
daughter Nov. 30. Paternal
grandmother is Mrs. Lester H.
Stevens, 939 W. King St., Winona. Maternal grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Schwantz , Plainview, Minn.
TODAY'S BIRTHDAYS
Danny Ward, 606 E. Wabasha
St., 5.
WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
Flow — 7,800 cubic feet per
second at 8 a.m. today.

School Petitions
Continued by
Wabasha Board

Laotian Army
Recaptures Post

WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 2, 1964

Winona Deaths

Two-Sta re Deaths

William Gatea
William ( Bill ) Gates, 54, 1301
Parkview Ave., was found dead
Tuesday morning in a Lake City
motel where he was staying. He
had been a salesman for the
Hormel Co. for 27 years and
was employed by Swift tc Co.
prior to that.
He was born Oct. 25, 1910, in
Rochester to George tnd Forests Santee Gatea. He married
Bernice Erickson Jan. 21, 1934,
at Rochester and had lived in
Winona 28 years. He graduated
from Rochester public schools
where he was active in athletics. He was a member of the
Winona Elks Club, Winona Athletic Club and Westfield Golf
Club and was active in bowling
and golfing circles.
Survivors are: His wife; three
daughters, Mrs. Gerald (Marlene) Cerise, Moorhead, Minn.;
Mrs. Michael ( Sharon ) Hull,
Bayport, and Miss Joan Gates,
at home; three grandchildren,
and two sisters, Mrs. James
(Marion) Bell and Mrs. Charles (Jane ) Lowrey, Rochester.
Funeral servicies will be. Friday at 2 p.m. at Central Lutheran Church, Dr. L, E. Brynestad officiating. Burial will be
in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Friends may call at Fawcett
Funeral Home Thursday from 7
to 9 p. m. and Friday at the
church after 1 p.m.

Dewey Tackaberry
LAKE CITY, Minn, - Dewey
Tackaberry, former telegraph
operator here , died recently at
Corona Del Mar , Calif.
Survivors are: His wife, the
former Alberta Schmidt ol
Frontenac; two sons and two
grandsons.

WEATHER
EXTENDED FORECAST
MINNESOTA - Temperatures through Monday averaging 6 io 10 degrees below normal. Normal highs 22-28 north,
18-32 south. Normal lows 4-10
above north, 10-15 south. Continued cold but not quite so cold
Sunday and Monday. Precipitation averaging about .10 inch
melted, occurring as snow
mostly about Monday.
WISCONSIN - Temperatures
will average near 8 degrees below normal. Normal high 25
northwest, 34 southeast. Normal
low 10 northwest to 20 southeast. Little temperature change
until wanning trend about Sunday and Monday. Precipitation
will total one quarter inch or
less north to around one half
inch south in snow again about
Friday and possibly late Sunday or Monday.
OTHER TEMPERATURES
BY" THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High Low Pr.
Albany, clear . . . 25 15
Albuquerque, cloudy 54 44
Atlanta, clear . . . . . . 42 28
Bismarck, snow ... 13 -4 .04
Boise, cloudy
. 54 39 .39
Chicago, snow
26 24 .19
Cincinnati, cloudy . 29 25
Cleveland, snow ... 24 21 .01
Denver, clear . . . . . 56 27
Des Moines, snow . 30 24 .05
Detroit, snow
26 24 .08
Fairbanks, cloudy . -21 -33
Fort Worth, cloudy 60 55 ..
Helena, cloudy
37 15
Honolulu, clear
81 73
Indianapolis, cloudy 27 25
Jacksonville, cloudy 48 36
Kansas City, rain .. 42 35 .01
Los Angeles, cloudy 66 55
Louisville, cloudy . 34 30
Memphis, cloudy .. 44 39
Miami , cloudy
71 69
Milwaukee, cloudy 23 21 .10
Mpls.-St. P., clear . 19 6 .05
New Orleans, cloudy 53 40
New York, cloudy . 28 23
Okla. City, cloudy . 52 43
Omaha, snow
29 20
Philadelphia, cloudy 30 23
Phoenjx, cloudy .. , 69 44
Pittsburgh, cloudy . 24 17
Ptlnd, Me., clear .. 26 ll
Rapid City, snow .. 39 5 .09
St. Louis, cloudy ... 30 28
Salt Lk. City, rain . 52 36 .55
San Fran., rain .... 60 56 .14
Seattle, cloudy .... 54 47 .27
Washington, cloudy 33 . 25
Winnipeg, snow
3 -24

WABASHA . Minn. (Special)The Wabasha County Board of
Commissioners Tuesday continued two school petitions until a
Feb. 2 meeting.
Attorney Robert Dunlap, Rochester , was spokesman against
Munici pal Court
dissolution of Hyde Park Dis- |
trict 2395 north of Hammond.
WINONA
Speaking for dissolution were
Attorney Martin J. Healy, Wab- ! Scott C. Gerson, 23, 355 E.
asha, and John Tighe and Nor- Mark St., pleaded not guilty tc
a charge of careless driving and
bert Riley, Hammond.
¦
Reuben Gary petitioned out requested a jury trial. Trial
of District 2393 into Hammond j was set for 9:30 a.m. Dec. 16 ,
District 2374. Thirty-five per- I Police arrested him at 1 :4fi
sons were present for the hear- a.m. Nov. 21 at Service Drive
and Kraemer Drive. He posted
ings.
bond
of $30.
of
the
The five managers
Cook's Valley Watershed Dis- Clayton D. Burt, 21 , 4150 8th
Goodview, pleaded guilty
tri ct were reappointed to stag- St.,
to charges of speeding 42 miles
gering terms. Frank Spooner , i per
hour in a 30 zone and to
Kellogg, was appointed for a driving
without a valid MinneDrysdnle,
W.
C
one-year term;
.
sola
driver's
license. He waj
W-abasha , and Roy Kennedy, ' fined $25 on the speeding charge
Kellogg, two years , and Arthur : and $15 on the license charge.
Graff and Quentin Dildine , Kel- ! He was arrested by city pollc*
logc, three yeans.
at 11:15 p.m. Tuesday on GilMrs. Kathleen Flesche, Lake more Avenue between CumCity, was reappointed to the mings and Junction streets.
Hiawatha Valley Mentnl Health
The court entered a plea o(
Board. She was appointed for a not Ruilty for Fred Bambenek ,
three-year term.
56, Winona Rt. 1, who was arCounty Auditor Wilbur Kocl- rested by city police at 8:45
m«*l was authorized to advertise a.m. today at police headquar
for the official newspaper for . tei s on a complaint issued by
1965 — Plainview News in the Melvin Praxel, 507Vfc E. Sancurrent publication , and for gas, j born St. Bambenek is charged
diesel and heating oil needs of 1 in the complaint with failing to
the county beginning Feb. 1. stop for an authorized emergency vehicle. His trial was set
Bids will be opened Jan. 5.
Bert Pinsonneault, county en- for 9:30 a.m. Dec. 18. He postgineer , was authorized to attend ed bond of $25.
WABASHA
the state institute tor engineers
WABASHA , Minn. ( Specill)at the University of Minnesota
Jesse Edelbacb, 18, Kellogg,
Dec. 7 10.
pleaded guilty to careless drivDODGE BOV Ht'RT
ing in municipal court before
DODGE, Wis. (Special) - Judge K e n n e t h Kalbrenner
13-year-old
Jerome Jereczek ,
son of Mr. and Mrs . Hubert Tuesday afternoon. He waa senJereczek , broke the middle bone tenced to pay a $25 fine or
in his left elbow Thursday while serve 10 days in jail, He paid
tobogganing. He was in trac- tho fine, lie was arrested Montion at St. Joseph's Hospital , day by Deputy Sheriff Robert
l/occhler.
Arcadia , until Saturdaj'.

Mrs. Richard Gerken
LAKE CITY, Mian. (Special)
—Mrs. Richard Gerken, 68, 816
N. High St., died Tuesday morning at Lake City Municipal Hospital, where she had been a patient since August.
The former Johanna M.
KJindworth, she was born in
Bear Valley Dec. 1,4896, to Mr.
and Mrs. Claus Klindworth. She
was married to Richard H,
Gerken at Bear Valley May 10,
1916. The couple farmed in
Hyde Park Township until 15
years ago when they moved to
Lake City. She was a member
of Trinity Lutheran Churcn,
Lincoln, and its Ladles Aid. Her
husband died Dec. 16, 1959.
Survivors are: One son, Richard Jr., Zumbro Falls; two
daughters, Mrs. Charles (Dorothy ) Springer, - Millville, and
Mrs. Guy (Violet) Haessig,
Lake City ; 10 grandchildren;
one great - g r a n d c h i l d ;
four brothers, Alfred, Zumbro
Falls; John, Denver, Colo.,
Clarence, Wheaton, Minn., and
Rayniond Klindworth, Colton,
Calif., and one sister, Mrs.
Rudy (Esther) Mohr, Pine Island. Two sisters have died.
Funeral services will be Friday at 2 p.m. at Trinity Lutheran Church, the Rev . Harold
Schwertfeger officiating. Burial
will be in the church cemetery .
Friends may call at Peterson-Sheehan Chapel, Lake City,
today after 7 p.m., all day
Thursday, Friday to noon and
at the church after 1 p.m.
Mrs. Frederick M. Olson
LAKE CITY, Minn. ( Special)
—Mrs. Frederick M. Olson, 71,
Holly Hill , Fla., formerly of
Lake City, died Monday at her
,
home.
:
•
The former Isabelle L. Laqua, she was born April 9, 1893,
at Wheaton , Minn. She was
married to Frederick M . Olson.
The couple lived in Lake City
until 10 years ago, when they
moved to Florida. She was a
member of St. Paul's Catholic
Church, Daytona Beach, Fla.
Survivors are: Her husband;
one son, Lt. Col. Frederick 0.
Olson, Cherry Point, N.C.; five
grandchildren and one sister,
Mrs. Teckla Wyckoff , Holly
Hill.
Funeral services will be Sat-

2 Lake Citians
VIENTIANE , Laos (AP) - Out of Hospital
The Laotian army recaptured
Tuesday the positions lost Monday to the Pathet Lao in the Tha
Thorn sector and killed 37 Pathet Lao soldiers in the battle,
Western military sources reported.
Tha Thorn, is a small town on
the road from the Plaine des
Jarres to Pak Sane, a Mekong
River community below Vietiane.

New Cuban Books
Criticize U.S.

MIAMI, Fla. (AP ) - New
efficial public school textbooks
in Communist Cuba , say exiles
in touch with sources there, conproblems such
tain arithmetic
.as this : ;
"Of the 180 million inhabitants
of the United States, one-ninth
are discriminated against for
being Negroes and one-sixtieth
for being Latin Americans. How
many millions of Negroes suffer
discrimination hi the U.S. and
how many Latin Americans?"
urday at 11 a.m. at St. Mary's
Catholic Church, Lake City, the
Rev. Henry Russell officiating.
Burial will be in St. Mary 's
Cemetery.
Friends may call at Peterson-Sheean Chapel after 1 p.rn
Friday until time of services.
Rosary will be said at 8:30.
Mra. Wilmer Rosenow
WAUMANDEE ,Wis. - Mrs.
Wilmer Rosenow, 68, died at
10:30 a.m. today at Community Memorial Hospital, Winona, where she had'been a patient 71 days. Cause of death
was cancer.
The former Dorothea Baumgartner, she was born Dec. 1,
1896, at Fennimore, Wis., to
Peter and Mille Dufner Baumgartner.
She attended Platteville Normal. She taught rural school
four years in Dane and Grant
counties and worked as a practical nurse 3V& years in Illinois
and Wisconsin.
She was married Sept. 6,
1928, at Dubuque, Iowa, and for
36 years lived on the Rosenow
farm in the Town of Montana,
Waumandee area.
Survivors are : Her husband
and two brothers, Robert, Clinton, 111., and Raymond, Fennimore, Wis. One sister, Helen,
has died.
The funeral service will be
Friday at 2 p.m. at Killian Funeral Home, Arcadia, the Rev.
James Coke, Waumandee, officiating. -Burial will be in Waumandee Public Cemetery. Friends may caff at the funeral home Thursday evening.

LAKE CITY, Minn. - Two
Lake City persons injured in an
accident near Sparta , Wis., Nov.
20 have been released from hospitals.
The third persons injured. Arthur Kujak , 36, Beloit, Wis.,
waa moved Saturday by ambulance from the Sparta hospital
to a hospital in his home city,
according to his mother-in-law,
Mrsdu Viijce Zientek, Winona.
Mrs. - Clyde Merrell , Lake
City, died as the result of the
collision between the car driven by her husband and the
Kujak vehicle. The accident occurred in a heavy snowfall as
Merrell proceeded east and Kujak west.
Mr. Merrell , treated for a
fractured jaw at Methodist Hospital, Rochester, and Mrs. Merrell 's daughter, Julie Kenall, 12,
who was a patient at Lake City
Municipal Hospital with facial
lacerations, w e r e released
Thursday.
Kujak, Mrs. Zientek, said , will
be confined to bed for some
time, having received a back
injury involving a possible fractured vertebrae. His leg is in a
cast because of a splintered
ankle.

Fountain Lilian
In Fair Condition

FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. Stanley Bond, 50-year-old Bohri's Valley fanner whose car
went out of control on an icy
highway and struck a stump
about 12:30 p.m. Tuesday, was
reported in fair condition. this
morning at Community Memorial Hospital, Winona.
He received fractures of a
knee cap, upper jaw and in the
hip area, his doctor said. He
received extensive bruises, contusions and lacerations of the
head area and is suffering from
concussion.
Bond was driving easterly toward his home and had a quarter of a mile>to go when his 1962
tar slipped, went down an embankment, and hit the stump,
about four feet in diameter.
The impact "pushed the front of
the car so far back that it took
Praxel Ambulance attendants
about half an hour to extricate
him and get him into an ambulance. The front seat was removed to get him out.
The accident happened at the
foot of /the Bohri's Valley dugVr-ay on Buffalo County Trunk
P.
¦
Churches own 18 percent of all
the property in New Jersey .
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Believing as we do that our homemaker
friends and neighbors appreciate knowing
about the best things incident to the
occupnt ion of homemaking, we have arranged to have a MONARCH factory representative with us all day Thursday and
Friday, Nov .
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Newfoundland has 6,000 miles
of coastline.
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Baked In A New

THURS. & FRI., DEC. 3 - 4
We will bake 10—one-lb.
loaves of bread in a,

road being built down a steep
hill into Lanesboro. A workman
said blasting of rock for the
new right of way is starting
from the top of the hill.
The driver and the heavy machine was said to have been
hired from Rietmann Construetion Co., Mazeppa.
Eight-tenths of a mile of construction is in progress just
west of Lanesboro to eliminate
a series of hairpin and sharp
curves to the top of the steep,
bluff , The tractor fell to tha
old roadbed of County Road 8,
which has been closed to traffic
since blasting out the new road
began.
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hillside, landing on old County
Road 8, 150 feet below.
Workmen found Oelkers about
a third of the way down the
hill. A doctor said Oelkers was
severely injured, and he was
given last rites by the Rev.
Donald Zenk , Lanesboro.
Another workmen at the scene
LANESBORO, Minn. (Special), said he had a broken leg' and
—A Ma?eppa man narrowly es- chest injuries but was conscicaped almost certain death this { ous. He was sent to St. Mamorning as he jumped or was ! ry's Hospital, Rochester, by
thrown from a bulldozer on ai ambulance.
road project here.
1 Oelkers was clearing a path
Lloyd Oelkers was pushing 1 to a new location where the
down a tree at the cliff 's edge |contractor , Hector Construction
when the tractor apparently ! Co., Caledonia, would taken an
slipped on cold, icy ground and 1 air compressor and, drill for
went hurtling down the rocky ' blasting out rock for the new
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Road Worker
Badly Hurt
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Hatfield Says
Department
Shows 'Profit'

ST. PAUL (AP) - State Tax
Commissioner Holland Hatfield
said Tuesday his department
collects tn additional $5 for
every extra dollar spent for added personnel in the income tax
audit and collections division.
He made the statement at a
budget hearing presided over by
Gov. Karl Rolvaag.
Hatfield submitted a budget
request for $11.1 million for the
next two yean, an increase of
$2.3 million over the 1963 appropriation. His request included
money for 71 new employes,
many of them in the audit and
collections division.
WUle the governor and Hatfield have frequently been at
odds over revenue matters,
Tuesday's meeting was friendly.
It was the first time in a considerable period that the two
bad sat at tbe same table.
Tbe governor, a DemocratlcFarmer-Laborite, once asked
Hatfield to resign, but the commissioner refused. Hatfield was
appointed by former Republican
Governor Elmer L. Anderson.
Of the total proposed increase
in the tax department budget,
$969,780 would cover salaries
and other costs related to additional employees.
Hatfield aald another 1708,110
was beyond department control,
covering the general pay increase proposed by the Civil
Service Department, higher
costs of services and Increased
rentals.
"We are a revenue collecting
agency, not a spending agency,
and we can demonstrate an increase of $5 Ji* collection for
every dollar we ask for," said
Hatfield. "We'd like to have our
request considered in that
light. "
"He added that the necessity
of using regular personnel on
checking income ta* returns
during peak periods slowed the
special auditing and collections
program, and that this could be
avoided by authorizing additional personnel.
There was a slight exchange
between Hatfield and Stephen
Quigley , State Commissioner of
Administration, at one point.
Hatfield said the 38-man collections staff had been cut "back
four positions as a result of the
five per cent spending cut ordered by the governor.
Quigley broke in to say that
it was money, not positions,
that had been cut back.

Fight Shark
With Shark

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) The Flodda Board of Conservation is pitting shark against
shark in an effort to alccr them
away from commercial fishing
rets in the Florida keys,
Sharks are caught wilh heavy
baited hooks and a flat board is
attached to the line . The board
slows the wounded shark and
tires him. Other sharks , smelling blood, attack their weakened comrade.
Commercial fishermen on
both the Atlantic and Gulf sides
of the keys have reported uncommonly big schools of sharks
tearing Into their nets in search
of food .

|

Dean Jaggcr Taking
Leave From 'Novak'
LOS ANGELES (AD - Actor
Denn Jaggcr Is taking an indefinite medical leave from MGM
Studios nnd also is abandoning,
temporarily, his role wi the hlRh
school principal In the "Mister
Novak" television series.
A gpokesmun said Tuesday
thnt Jaggcr, 81, wu« advised to
take a rest after he was
bothered by a recurrent ulcer.
¦
The Tomb of Hadrian in Rome
¦was begun in 135 A.I).
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More State
School Aid
To Be Sought

Family With $60
Weekly Takes
In Four Orphans

PINE BLUFF, Ark . ( A P ) - A
Salvation Army family of four ,
living on $80 a week, has taken
four orphaned children into
thei r home.
""We want to be able to give
thorn the love they need and
wonl ," said Capt. Bill MoFarland .
" Anyone would have done the
same thing. It's .something you
don 't have to think nhmit. You
just know what (o do. "
McFarlnnd and his wife took
the children after they found
the youngsters ' 71-year-old father , « retired laborer , dead on
Thnnk sgivlnn Day.
"They didn 't luiow who to
call , so they called me ," McFiirl/nifl said.
"I was tliuir pastor. They had
rel atives here bill they didn 'l
know bow to get in touch with
Ihem right away, "
MrFaiianrl refused lo name
tlie children nnd would not allow
the m to be photographed. He
woul d say only that the two
lm\ ,s were II and 14 years old
mti l ihe girls were 15 and ltl.
Mr«. MrKarlnnd s;iid their
own children, a girl , 7, and a
I MI \ , :t, loved having the four.
/Vsked how she felt abou t suddenly doubling the size of her
f-unllv , Mm. McFarland ' replie d. "I'm used to it. I wan
rai.spr} in u large family. "
I lie IM C I' HI I HIH I H live In ¦
ll'uv-lK *di'oc>m house provided
hy the Salvntion Army. McFnrI nd, :I0, I I :» H charge of all the
m'rtiy ' B activities here.
McFarl iMul said there would
he no financial prohlcmH bec unc the eliildren would receive Social Security benefltd
vliich would care for them until
the v finish school .
"The only tiling I' m worried
nliout is being equi pped lo bundie leen-iigrrs ," lie Niiid , "espcvia Hv teen-nged girls and their
buytrletidB , "
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MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - The
Minnesot a School Boards Association will seek a substantial
$55 million boost in state school
aids lor the 1965-66 biennlum.
That was the verdict Tuesday
of tlie organization's 121-member delegate assembly , which
voted to ask the 1965 legislature
to support elementary education
at 44 per cent of school operating costs.

Under the proposed Increase,
the present Formula A base
figure would be hiked to 9339
from the present $315 for the
next year and be boosted to $351
for the 1966-67 period. The 1983
legislature made a total aid
grant of $201.7 million for the
current biennlum.
The B Formula for flat-grant
districts, including the larger
ones, would be boosted from the
present $95 plus $10 census paymettt, te $103 the f irst year, $10?
the second, While retaining the
census outlay.
MSBA delegates also went on
record asking the lawmakers to
restore, immediately they convene in January, the 4ft per
cent across-the-board cuts in aid
ordered* by Gov , Karl Rolvaag.
They also asked for laws making such reductions by the governor illegal in'the future.
The assembly asked, too, that
legislators call a halt to diversion of income tax receipts to
other than school purposes. It
also supported a resolution
calling for "an equitable tax
increase or tax reform, whichever is necessary to provide for
primary and secondary educational support."
Delegates voted down measures which sought to be more
specific, such as a sales tax
reference and repeal of the personal prdperty tax.
As a means of aiding the
larg er districts to meet growing
costs, a resolution was introduced calling for transportation
aids for such cities as Minneapolis, St. Paul , Duluth, Rochester, South St. Paul and Winona. But this was defeated
whe n rural members shouted
their opposition.
While the actions are not binding upon delegates to the general MSBA convention , coming
next month, assembly recommendations usually are favored.
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Scouts at Eitzen Red Cross Blood
Eat Wild Game Unit Slated for
EITZEN , Minn. (Special) — Houston County
E^itzen Boy Scouts and parents

King Meets
With Hoover
WASHINGTON (AP) -- ' J.
Edgar Hoover told Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Tuesday that
the FBI lias infiltrated the Ku
Klux Klan and other racist
groups much as it did the Communist party, it was learned
after the two had chatted in the
FBI director 's office.
And. King told reporters after
the m-hour session . Hoover ;
indicated arrests will be made
in me next few days in the slay- j
ing of three civil rights workers
near Philadelphia , Miss.
King requested the meeting
and Hoover agreed to if. There
was no comment from the FBI
director afterward , but King, a
leader in the Negroes' drive for
equal opportunities and rights ,
told newsmen : "I might say the
discussion was quite amicable."
Last month , Hoover departed
from his general practice of not
granting interviews and told a
group of women reporters King
was *'the .nost notorious liar in
this country. "
King, a minister and a winner
of the Nobel Peace Prize, had
claimed FBI agents in Georgia,
because they were Southerners,
did not investigate complaints
from Negroes.
Later, the Negro leader said
Hoover "has apparently fal-

dined on wild game at the Eitzen community center.
Byron Bunge, E5tzen's chei,
prepared elk from Colorado and
antelope from Wyoming, donated by Harry Kruse . Scouts and
tered under the awesome bur- their fathers furnished squirrel
den, complexities and responsi- : and wild duck they bagged In
! this area.
bilities of his office. "
'
Special guests were Paul
Hoover's disclosure of FBI ; King, La Crosse, district repreinfiltration into racist organiza- j sentative, and* John Weymiller,
tions is the first to this effect, j institutional representative, and
His comment that arrests in the I his wife.
Philadelphia slayings will be j Scoutmaster Leroy Meiners
made in the next v few days fol- ' presented these awards :
lows an FBI announcement of! One-year service star—David Bulman,
Thieln and Bobby Persons,- tenderlast week that "we know who is David
foot and one-year service star—Rick
second class and servi<e
responsible. "
; Denstad , and Bisplng,
Cary
Densta-d,
Last Aug. 4, FBI agents found : star—Mark
Dwayne Ktmpf, Ricky Staggemeler, Richthe bodies of the three rights ard Meiners, Ronnie Meiners, Gregory
Meyer, Keith Myhre, Stanton Paul, Torn
workers — Michael H. Schwer- Pottratt,
Karl Stokman, John Stokman
ner, 24, Andrew Goodman, 20, and Jerome Gibson.
and James E. Chaney, 21 — in a j
recently built earth dam five J Liquor, Beer Tax
miles southwest of the Missis- 1
sippi city . They had disap- Collec tions Hiqher
peared June 21.
ST. PAUL (AP)—Liquor and
Last week an FBI spokesman beer tax collections during the
said "it has not yet been possi- first fiv e months of this fiscal
ble to obtain evidence or confes- j year are up $551,088 over the
sions that would insure success- previous year, William H. Joyce,
Tuesday state liquor control commissionful
prosecution."
spokesmen for the FBI refused er, said Tuesday.
year have
to pinpoint the day the arrests Collections this ,411
amounted
to
$8^42
Hoover spoke of would be made. with $8,391,323 a year compared
earlier.
Otherwise, it was learned that liovember collections totaled
in the talk between Hoover and $1,871,855, an increase of $10,307
King:
over November 1963.
—King expressed appreciation
to Hoover for what the FBI has of the FBI in the South helps
accomplished in the South and deter further civil rights violasaid it had overcome many ob- tions and that he is urging his
followers to work closely with
stacles.
—King said the very presence the FBI.

HOUSTONfMinn. ( Special) The Red Cross bloodmobile will
be in Houston County Dec.
21-23, Mrs. Hazel Olson, Houston, chairman, said.
The unit will be at St. Mary's
auditorium , Caledonia, Dec. 21,
1 to 7 p.m., Mrs. Robert Zimmerman ,and Mrs. W i l f r e d
Schmitz , chairmen ; La Crescent
Public School Dec. 22, 1 to 7
p.m., Mrs. Wayne Loltes in
charge, and Houston Elemen¦¦"-

I

*

—

tary School Dec . 23, 9, a.m. to Dec. 12 from 9 a.m. to noon and ert Heth was chairman. Leon3 p.m. Mrs. Sigurd Vathing is 1 to 5 p.m. Trees must be ' cnj ard Palubicki of Northern
by the person purchasing tiiem States Power Co., John Mueller
recruiter.
¦
and must be from the area des- and the Ace Telephone Co. crew
ignated by the school represen- were in charge of the work.
Santa at Fountain
tative on hand. The school will Tony Tschumper Jr. and Exhave saws available. Cost will plorer post , members Cliff GuFOUNTAIN, Minn. (Special) be $1 per tree.
zowski, R o n a l d Ronnenberg,
¦
—Businessmen, with cooperaDennis Yeiter, Vaughn Heeter,
tion of the Fountain Study Club,
Bernard Buehler, Tim Eorton
are planning for the annual vis- La Crescent Lighting and Joel Bay assisted.
¦
it of Santa Claus. This year he
is expected Dec. 12 at 2:30 p.m. LA CRESCENT, Minn. ( Spe- *50O INDEPENDENCE GIFT
to distribute candy.
cial) — The La Crescent Cham- INDEPENDENCE, Wis. (Spe¦
ber of Commerce will meet cial ) — A donation of $500 from
Dec. 9 at 8 p.m. following a Independence will be given to
Osseo Tree Sale
dinner at 7 at the DeJar- Tri-County Memorial Hospital,
0S.SEO. Wis. (Special) - lais Supper Club. The chamber Whitehall, to help furnish a
Christmas trees from the Os- decorated and lighted the busi- room. Presented in the name of
seo school forest will be sold ness area for Christmas. Rob- Ss. Peter & Paul's Catholic

.
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Entomologists with the Florida Agricultural Ex&nsion Service say insects comprise about
80 per cent of the world's lower
and higher animal population .
Bugs have been on earth an
estimated 450 million years —
far longer than man.
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GAINESVILLE, Fla. to - If
the population explosion troubles
you, just think about the in-
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Parish, $290 was realized from
special collections at all Masses
Sunday and $210 was voted by
the Knights oi* Columbus Tuesday.
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Still Seems Like
Inflation to Us

By SAM DAWSON
AP Business News Analyit
NEW YORK (AP) - The cost
of living continues to rise but
the government assures us that
this isn't inflation.
This can be confusing to multitudes of Americans who look
upon inflation in terms of consumer prices. When the cost of
goods and services goes up they
call it inflation, Or, put the other
way sround, when the dollar
buys less than last year, to them
that's inflation.
But government economists
are saying, with considerable
evidence to back them up, that
times are different now and so
are the terms to describe conditions.
The real Inflation took place
during and after the war. It was
considerable and painful. Today's slow' if steady creep of living costs to higher ground is just
part of the continuing upswing
of business activity, of personal
incomes, of general prosperity.
Everything is bigger , but not inflated.
The same thinking applies to
the current attitude toward business cycles. The economists are
saying that wide and often sharp
swings up and down were the
traditional marks of an economy
adjusting itself after a war. Today's peacetime one is different
and the causes of former overheated rises and disturbing tumbles aren't present now or have
little punch.
All of this also Is tied Into the
new think ing on federal financing which will influence the
budget now taking shape. Taxes
can be cut when the Treasury
is running a deficit, and the
economy will be healthier for it.
The federal debt will rise, and
the annual interest on it, but the
general prosperity makes up for
It.
The cost of living, »s measured by the government's consumer price index, rose on almost all fronts in October to hit
a record 106.5 per cent of the
1957-39 average. This was 1.2 per
cent higher than in October 1963.
But the Hse held within the
range that has characterized it
for most of the last four years.
The government expects the rise
to continue at about the same

rate the rest of this year. The
index means that it takes-$I08.S0
now to buy what you could get
for $100 in the 1957-59 period.
It li the steadiness of the rate
of rise as much as the smallness of it that comforts the
economists. To them inflation is
something sharp and marked
' CUT CLASS
and implies real deterioration
.
in the purchasing power of the
^
^0
dollar.
Wm\ - A _M _ ^_ \ NtCKUCE DESIGN
But in the current type of
rising cost pf living there is no
general increase in prices, just
an advance in some and a drop
jn others, marked up charges
here and there for services.
Business is still too competitive for any general price rise
to have developed in recent
Additional H.IHKH
months. Industry is expanding,
but there is still enough idle
capacity to prevent any shortage o/ goods or crimping of
services.
^^^^H9H F^^^^H
Labor costs are going np, bat
¦w
m m WITH COU »ON
so is the efficiency of making
PLOS 2 MOMET SAVIHf COUPONS FOI lANfttJET IINMEIS *M
goods, so that unit costs stay
I«B FAIIVAT nmi mm aKiM iii . STUB um _ _ _ _ _L
remarkably stable. Tbe number
AB WHICH DIE IN sTEM«i« f uuM mMmr
of unemployed also acts as a
governor on the demands of
labor, especially in the lower
skilled fields.
All of this could change, and
then there would be a chance
for inflation of the size and
speed that broke out several I
I ^I
H m ^Taam m\mm\M-Wmm W
times in the postwar years. But
just now, the economists insist,
there are few signs that it will
—and many indications that it
won't for some time to come.
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Settlement Reached
In Profumo Estate
LONDON (AP) - Former
British War Minister John Profumo, 49, who resigned last year
after admitting he lied to cover
a liaison with call girl Christine
Keeler, will be able to pocket
$1,680,000 under an agreement
announced today in the High
Court in London.
His brother and two sisters
get similar sums. In return they
forfeit life interests in trusts of
$11.2 million set up by their father, the late Baron Albert Profumo.
¦
New York City averages 169
fires a day.
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Blue Devil Rally Scuttles Redmen 71-66

MENOMONIE, Wis.-Stout
State University overcame
a 34-28 halftime deficit to
outscore St. Mary's College
in the second stanza and
take a 71-66 non-conference
victory here Tuesday night ,
The game was the opener
for both schools.
Stout actually won the
game in tbe final minute of
play when forward Jim Conley flipped in a pair of baskets tram underneath and
a foul shot to up a precarious two-point margin to seven points.

St. Mary 's trailed the
Blue Devils , members of
the Wisconsin State University Conference, most of the
first half , but grabbed the
lead with 4:12 left in the
period.
Roger Pytlewski and Jerry Sauser combined to give
coach Ken Wiltgen's crew
the six point halftime lead .
Pytlewski, a rangy 6-5 junoir forward, and Sauser , a
sophomore guard , hit back
to back two-pointers to put
the Redmen within one point

at 23-22. With 3:35 left , Pytlewski hit on a jumper to
put St, Mary 's ahead.
In Ihe second half , St.
Mary 's held leads of up to
eight points until the 16' minute mark , when Stout
made its move . At that
point , the score was 41-33.
Stout with Willie White ,
a sharpshooting guard , firing at will from outside, cut
the visitors ' margin to four
and six points until the
clocked showed 8:14 left. At
this point , Stout tied it 50-

50. The Blue Devils! went
ahead on a three-point play
on Jim Buffo 's foul.
Stout held two- and fourpoint margins from here on
in until there was just over
a minute remaining. Sauser
had made a pair of free
throws making the score 6260, and after getting a jump
ball , St. Mary's called a
time out.
A Stout player then dropped in a pair of free throws,
and co-captain George Valaika made it 66-64 with a
layup. Conley flipped one in

Kundla Wary
After V Wins

Wlmmmmm\
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Homuth Totals 48 But
Harmony Trips Grovers
/

The Gophers were on top 32Harmony and Lanesboro set j Homuth came up with a 20-ofthe stage for their crucial 27 performance from the free 14 at half time and 52-32 with
eight minutes left .
Maple Leaf Conference clash j throw line .
Friday hy securing non-confer- i Bill Barrett paced Harmony
Doug Rowland dropped 22
ence wins Tuesday night.
j with 22. dim Willford hit 19 and points for the winners. Dan
Both teams will take unbeat- | Mike E rickson 18 as the Cardi- Scott and Ed Tuoh y 12. Wayne
en records into the Friday tilt nals held quarter leads of 18- Mees was high for Elkton with
scheduled for the Lanesboro 17, 43-28 and 62-44 .
19.
gym.
Harm ony also won the preChatfield won the "B" game.
Harmony fought off a 48-point liminary by 43-40.
HOUSTON 76
scoring spree by Spring Grove 's
CHAJHELD 69
Mel Homuth to take a 76-67 vicPRESTON 56
j
ELK
TON
50
tory.
Firing
five men into doubl e
(
AP)
WASHINGTON
- What
Chatfield spanked Elkton 18-7 figures , Houston snorted past
do Olympic athletes talk about Homuth had totaled 31 points
when they get together at the when Murton Boyum of ,Peter- \ in the first period and then Preston 76-56.
son set the District One scoring | kept ro lling to a 69-50 win.
Doug Poppe took honors in
White House?
i
The answer is simple. .After record by totaling 51 points
the balanced parade with IS.
the initial nervousness wears against the Grovers last TuesSteve Bremseth was right beoff , and the "ohs- ' and "ahs " day. His mark is the second
I hind with 17, Bob Bremseth
1 ' ith 1-1, Rick Schnaufer with
have been said , they talk about highest in district histjory.
the Olympics.
Lanesboro ran past defend13 and Bruce Carrier with 10.
President Johnson was unable ing Root Rj ver Conference
In addition , Schnaufer and Carto attend the luncheon because champ ion P?Ferson 71-54 .
rier were praised for fine deof an important conference with I Houston , a definite Root Rivfensive perfj r nances.
Ambassador Maxwell Taylor , er favorite after a Inst week
Houston led 20-15 , 36-27 and
and Cabinet members on the j victory over Rushford , kept mi51-42 at the quarter turns.
rsubject of Viet Nam . Later he l ling with a 7fi-56 romp past
Mike Knies got 15 from Prestold the athletes :
Preston.
ton
and .lerry Rislove 13. The
"You exemplify the ideal of
In other games , Grand MeaBlue J a y s did win the prelim
our nation for all phases of the dow ni pped Spring Valley 4Hinary 44-24.
public life . . . you have sym- 1 4(5 , Wykoff outlasted I.cHov 67bolized for all of us Americans ; 54, Chatfield topped Elktnn (iflROSE CREEK 77
what taking part — a genuine, 50 and Rose Creek dropped
CANTON
70
dedicated all-out part — can Canton 77-70.
Canton
't cope w i t h
couldn
produce , and we salute you for
Rose Crook and the scoring of
it with a pride that carries a full
HARMONY 76
Dave Schmit and fell 77-70.
measure of gratitude. "
SPRING GROVE 67
Schinit came up with 34
Harmony gave Mel Homuth
points — 24 in the first half
his 4R points Tuesday night , hut
i as Rose Creek built a 37 30 h alf[ clamped down on the rest of
MKL HOMUTH
Ihe Grover team for a 7(i-f>7 vic- i
(Continued on Page 22)
Scores 48 Points
tory nnd consecutive win No. 3. I
I
IIOMI TH

Oh, We Just
Sat Around and
Talked Olympics

Walker,Pastrano
Receive Awards

NEW YORK (AP ) - Mickey
Walker ,
one of the swashbuckling sports idols of the
Golden Twenties, and lifihl heavyweight champion Willie
Pastrano were selected toda y
to receive two of boxing 's most
prized awards.
Walker , the (53-year-old former welterweight and middleweight champion who feared no
one and took on heavyweights,
V/ R H chosen for the James J .
Walker award for "long nnd
meritorious service to boxing. "
He k » member of Boxing 's
Hall of Fame.
Pn str ano, the 2!>-year-old kin g
of the 175-pound division , w»s
p icked for the Edward J. Neil
nward as the Boxing Writers '
Associations Fighter of the

Year .
The first iccognued miie
rcoordholder was Charles Lawes
of England who ran the disanrt*
In 4:66.0 In 1864.

St. Mary 'a (ii )
I . II pi ta
Pytliwiki 7 t (!)
Bulls
a 0 ,4 4
Ktanm
0 t t a
Vafilka
1 1 4 3
Hodir
3 3 4 1
Malcnty S I in
Luddan
• • 1 •
Saustr
< 3 4 15
Tatala 14 11 14 ii
ST. MARY'S
STOUT

Stout (71)

lg H
Nayhurtt 3 3
Conlay
4 1
Porch
• I
Ia
Oi«a
KHiman 1 S
Wtffla
« »
Humpray 1 3
Thompan 1 4

pi ta
1V
3 It
fl t
j ,
3 7
1 33
1 i
4 1

ToUli M 31 I
I 71
34-4i
14
I
I
43-71

Mondovi Stops Osseo,
Stanley Nips Durand

In Wisconsin non-conference
Page 20
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)—CoacJi from underneath with 20 seconds
John Kundla e a u tiously ap- left , then canned two free Wednesday , December 2, 1964 action Tuesday night , Durand
lost and Mondovi won in games
praised his Minnesota Gophers' throws with two seconds left.
101-55 romp past South Dakot a
State in the season basketball
opener Tuesday night, and pointed to a pair of weekend games
as better tests for his highly-regarded crew.
"Generally, it was pretty
good," Kundla , said. "But two
games this weekend are going
to show MS a lot more about this
team." The Gophers play at
Drake Friday night and at low a
State Saturday night.
The Gophers blew hot and
cold in routing the South Dakotans. They spurted in front 9-0,
saw that margin eroded to 13-10,
then blitzed the Jackrabbits for
a 47-27 halftime bulge.
After that, it was just a question of whether the Gophers
could hit 100 points, and they finally did on four points in the
last 20 seconds by sophomore
Paul Presthus of Rugby, N.D.
Kundla was happy with the
play of "Presthus and junior Dennis Dvoracek, both counted upon
to lend strong bench strength.
"They did fine jobs ," Kundla
said. "I like the attitude that
EVERYONE HAPPY . .' ; This was the Buddy Young, former NFL star. Young is
those kids have. They're going
scene in Chicago Tuesday night after fleet credited with luring Sayers into the Bears'
to help us."
halfback Qale Sayers, right, signed fold after a "flirtation " with the Kansas
Kansas
Presthus scored 11 points and
led the Gophers in rebounds contract to play for Chicago Bears of the City Chiefs of the American Football League,
with 14 grabs. Dvoracek also National Football League. His wife, Linda , backed by Texan Lamar Hunt's millions.
contributed Ik points.
stands next to him. At left . Bears coach Young is employed by the Baltimore Colts of
Senior forward Terry Kunze George "Papa Bear" Halas puts arm around NFL. (AP Photofax)
topped the Gophers with 18
points, hitting 8 of 12 shots from
the field . Lou Hudson and Archie LANESBORO, HOUSTON COP V/fNS
Clark added 13 more, while Mel
Northway got 10 and Don Yates
South Dakota State got 12
points esich from center Ron Otterness and guard Maurice
White, but a shooting percentage
of 27.3 killed the Jacks. Minnesota shot 45.1 per cent and outrebounded the visitors 66-30.
The Gophers' biggest advantage was 49 points, at 97-48 with
two minutes left. Then Minnesota cooled until Presthus hit

The Redmen open their
home season Thursday in
an 8 p.m . game with Stevens Point State at Terrace
Heights. L o r a s College
comes to town Friday.

FAIRCHILD FALLS IN TWIN OVERTIME

WEEKEND TO TELL TALE

nine.

from underneath at this
point , and Pytlewski hit on
a jump, making it 68-66.
With :23 seconds left, Conley laid another one up from
underneath , was fouled in
the process, and dropped the
free toss.
Pytlewski wound up as St.
Mary 's high scorer with 23
points. Sauser added 15 and
guard Mike Maloney, who
fouled out with a minute remaining, had 13.
White paced Stout with 25
markers, and Conley got
ten.

Badgers Turn ' Trotter ,'
Ease Past Houston '5'

MADISON i /l*- • Wisconsin , a race lior.se
turned trotter , let Houston set a slow p,icc
and stormed home wilh a 76-65 victory over
the Cougars Tuesday night in a 1964-65 basketball opener.
The Badgers , who employed Ihe fast
break while sagging lo an fi !(> record last
season , displayed Coach John Erickson \s new
tactics to outclass a group of old h.*\rj< ls ;it
-/
ball control.
With added height a n d some r e s e r v e
strength , Wisconsin shot n sparkling 46 .fi percent by hitting on 27 of 51) f ield goal attempts.
The Badgers also controlled the hoards, collecting 42 rebounds to 31 for Houston
Ken Barnes , a (5-foot -1 junior who (allied
I
\ only 411 point s all l;ist year , led the H a dtf ri s
j wilh Tl points . Another junior , fi-fool•« Mark
1 7,ubor, contributed. 17 points and grabbed 13

re hounds. And junior Ken Gustat son, Wisconsin ' s most valuable p layer last year as a
forward , added 14 points from his new post
at guard.
Houston jumped off to an early lead , but
W isconsin went ahead to stay after 4'.* minut e.s of play. The Badgers opened a 37-28
a d v a n t a g e as Houston took only 20 first half
shuts , cashing six , while Wisconsin shooters
lu *. on half ot their 28 attempts.
Houston finished with a field goul shooting
m a r k of 36.4 percent , hitting on 20 of 55 altempts. The Cougars attempted to up the
p l a y tempo in the second hall aiul <!ary
U n d e r hit on t w o layups . t r i m m i n g Wisconsin ' s load to nine points , (57-5M. However, tha t
v n s as close as Houston could get the rest
ot the way,

'¦

featuring Mississippi V a l l e y
Conference teams.
Meanwhile , Alma Center and
Augusta of the Dairyland were
hanging up victories while
Fairchild of the West Central
was bowing to Cadott 57-59 in
a doubles-overtime thriller.
Durand was nipped 60-58 by
Stanley while Mondovi was
nudging past Osseo 53-52.
Alma Center bagged a 64-59
win over Taylor and Augusta
bounced to a 64-54 whipping of
Fall Creek.

CADOTT 57
FAIRCHILD 50
Cadott and Fairchild fought
to a 44-44 standstill at the eVid
of four quarters and were tied
48-48 at the end of the first
extra session before Cadott
went on to a 57-50 victory.
Gary Licht led Cadott with
19, Dowing got 12 and Woodford 11. Vern Marysik and Randy Julien were high for Fairchild with 15. Mike Laffe totaled 11.
Fairchild salvaged a 28-23
"B"/ game triumph.
MONDOVI 53
OSSEO 52
After leading 9-7 and 29-18 at
the end of the fi rst two quarters Mondovi was forced to rally in the fourth period before
copping a 53-52 victory over Osseo.
Bob Barneson 's Buffaloes
were down 38-37 at the end of
three periods.
Bill Hehli and Steve Kent
each got 11 points for Mondovi. Lyle Sell netted 17 and Darrell Hanson 14 for Osseo which
nipped the Little Buffaloes 3230 in the preliminary.
ALMA CENTER 64
TAYLOR 59
Alma Center led all the
way, gaining a 64-59 triump h
over Taylor and its balanced
scoring attack that fired four
men in double figures.
The quarter scores favored
the Hornets by 18-17, 34-29 and
48- 45.
Dave Meyer led the winners
with 19. Garry and Dale Cummings hit 15 and 14. Jerry
Chrisinger was high for Taylor
with 14, Maynard Krai chipped
in with 12 and Duane Steien
and Larry Mitchell 10 each.
Alma Center eked out a 3028 "B" game win.
STANLEY 60
DURAND 58

.
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Basketball
Scores
LOCAL SCHOOLS—
Stout Stat* 71, St. Mary 'i it.
HIAWATHA VALLEY—
Laka City M, Zumbro!» I S .
MINNESOTA NON-CONFERENCE—
Wykoff 47, LiRoy 54 .
Lanesboro 71, Pcferson 54.
Chatfiald «», Elkton 50.
Houston 74, Preston 54.
Harmony 74, Spring G rev* 47.
Grand Meadow 41, Spring Valley 44

Elgin 40, Dover-Eyota JO.

Ro<tit(ter Lourdes 47, Wabasha If.
Felix 43.
Fairmont 85, Mankato 74.
Lewiston 45, Caledonia Lorctto 55.
Fatrnington ii, Cannon Falls St.
Rose Creek 77, Canton 70.
WISCONSIN NON-CONFERENCE—
Onalaska 70, Onalaska Luther 44.
Alma center 44, Taylor Sf.
Cadott 57, Fairchild 50.
Stanley 40, Durand St.
Mondovi 53, Otseo 52.
Altoona 54, Eleva-Strum 53.
Augusta 44 , Fall Creek 54.
Hudson 50, Menomonie 41.
COLLEGE
EAST
VlllariOiCS- ta, Scranton 43.
Providence 71, Catholic U. 42.
Pitt. (3, Carnegie Tech S3.
Dartmouth 73, Vermont, 47.
Mass.. 93, Boston (J. 89.
Colby 77, New Hampshire (l.
Main* 103, Norwich I).

ouka- n,

VPI

SOUTH
«3.

Davidson 95, Wake Forest 81.
Citad el 75, West Virginia 73.
North Carolina State 73, Furman 40
Cincinnati 10, George Washington 72
Aiibu rn 40, Georgia Ttch 51.
Memphis Sta te 12, Texas AIM 71.
Miami )34, Tampa lit.
Louisiana college U, Tulane 74 .
Nortti Carolina 77 ., Clemson 5».
South Carolina 74, Erskini 59.
Virginia 72, William & Mary St.
Alabama 114, Hoard (Ala.) 57.
LSU tl, N. Orleans Loyola 71.
Una 11, Rust 45.
MIDWEST
Mich igan 92, Ball State 70.
Indiana II, Ohio U. 70.
Purdue 14, Detroit tl.
Minnesota 101, 5.D. State 55.
Wisconsin 74, Houston 45.
Chicago Loyola B7, SW . Mo. ll.
DePaul U, NW. Missouri 40.
Bradley 97, Northern Mich. II.
Notre Dame W, Lewis 17.
Northwestern K, West . Mich. II.
Iowa 93, South Dakota 41.
St. Louis 114, N.D. State 50.
SOUTHWEST
Kimai 45, Arkansas 40.
SMU 19, Oklahoma City 74.
Texas 104, Texas Wesleyan 14.
New Mexico 72, Colorado Col. 30.
TCU fl, Austin 46.
Baylor 103, Arlington State IS.
FAR WEST
San Francisco 14, Oregon State St.
Utah State 107, Idaho Slata to.
Stanford 49, Santa Clara 40.
Utah ft, New Mexico Stale 65.
Arizona 74, Seattle 71.
Colorado 14, Denver 74.
Air Force 45, Carol! (Mont.) 51.
Idaho 74, Washington State 54.
WISCONSIN] COLLEGES
Marquefta 49, St. Thomas (Minn .) 49
Loras 92, Platlev.llt 56 .
Milton M, Hertford (III.) 51.
Stout 71, St . Mary 's (Minn.) 44.
Lakeland 91, Northland 71.
Oihkssh 70, Ripon 41.
St. Norbert 90, Michiqan Tech 41.
Milwaukee Tech 103, Illinois Tech 95
Norttiern Illinois If, Whitewater 10
Stevens Point 77, Lawrence 43.

LIMBO? MAMBOr RHUMBA? A .. . Take your pick ; it
depends what generation you're in when you peek at this
shot of Winona State 's Dave Goede in mid-air between two
Oshkosh State players last Saturday night. Warrior center
Dave Rosenau (34) observes the proceedings in amazement. Winona State is propping for a Monday game at
Platteville State, while the city's other collegiate team , St.
Mary 's is at home Thursday and Friday against Stevens
Point and Loras, respectively . Winona High is readying
itself for Friday 's tilt with Albert Lea, and Cotter is at
home Saturday against Benilde of St. Louis Park . (Daily
News Sports Photo)

Where Will Howa rd
Belinsky be in 65?

HOUSTON (AP) — 'Baseball's
ranking intellects have resolved
the momentous question of what
constitutes a legal catcher's
mitt. While nothing is likely to
overshadow the celebration that
will surely follow such an event,
there is still some curiosity
about where Frank Howard and
Bo Belinsky, among others,, will
be playing next season.
Despite expressions ol doubt
by some club executives, these
rumbles persist at the winter
baseball meetings:
— Howard , the 6-loot-7 outfielder of the Los Angeles Dodgers, will be traded to Houston
for third-baseman Bob Aspromonte and pitcher Ken Johnson ,
or to Milwaukee for third baseman Ed Mathers , or to Kansas
City for outfielder Rocky Colavito.
— Belinsky , the calamityprone left-hander of the Los Angeles Angels , will be traded for
one or more Philadelphia Phillies.
There was also a rumor Tuesday that San Francisco would
trade pitchers Bob Shaw and
Billy O'Dell to the New York
Yankees (or catcher-outfielder
John Blanchard. But that one
^TTTT frTn ^
IV 1I I ITJ k f l 1
1k mmlW^iJMf U }

was vigorously denied by both
clubs.
About the catcher's mitt:
The playing rules committee
outlawed the Big Berthas used
to catch some knuckleball pitchers. The committee decided the
mitt may be no more than 38
inches in circumference.

2nd Quarter
Fells Eagles

ELGIN, Minn. — A poor second quarter proved lethal to
Dover-Eyota High School's basketball team here Tuesday. Tho
Eagles scored only four points
in the period, and were beaten
60-50 by Elgin.
The score at the end of the
first quarter was 15-10, but the
Watchmen led at the half 3414.
Lon Richardson got 23 for Elgin , with Tom Tucker netting
17, and Gary Scheuneman 13.
Doiffiierbaum and Tom Keefe each flipped in 15 for the
Eagles.
Elgin also won the "B" game
2S-21. Elgin is now 3-1 on the
year.
EVENINGS: 7:15-9:15
ADMISSION : 91.00
PA SSES NOT HONO RED

Durand rallied in the fourth
quarter , but it wasn 't enough
as the Panthers fell 60-58 to
SEE IT NOW • IN COLOR
Stanley.
Durand was in front 18-13 at
the end of the first period and
33-30 at halftime before slipping behind 47-44 with eight
minutes to go.
Dale Harschil p was high for By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Durand with 21 , Wayne Kra lewMinnesota teams won five of
ski bagged 17 and Dale Walk- seven games with out-state river l l .
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Durand pulled a 35-15 win in 115-71 , Hamline bounced
Valley
the "B" name .
( City ,
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Augusta led nil the way- 17- and Ilethel of St. Paul clipped
9^y__
^
15, 31-27 and 51-40 at the quar- Luther of Iowa, 76-75.
ter breaks — in subduing Fall
On the debit side, St. Thomas
Creek 64-54.
lost 69-49 to Marquette nnd St .
Dick Osborn led the Beaver
Mary 's bowed 71-66 at Stout ,
attack with 16 points and Vic Wis.
Picl came up with 10.
In , inter - s t a t e warring,
Butch
Sommerfeldt
netted
15, Chuck Kramer and Hob Moorhead State defeated Concordia 92-82 , while Macalester
Henning 13 each and Wall v
dropped St. Olaf 112-78 and
Walter 10 for Fall Creek
Carleton downed St. Joh n 's, 86Augusta made il a double
7:i.
victory with a 3(5-2 1 "B" game
JOSEPH LlfVINE ^*
Augisbtirg was prob ably the
decision.
most
impressive on
opening night. The A uggies , expected
Bronc os Woo Jerer
to challenge again for the Minnesot
a Intercollegiate ConferAway from Packers
ence championship, once led
DENVER an - The Denver Wheaton by 16 points. Dan AnBroncos of the American Foot- derson got 31 points for Augsball league announced today burg and Steve Stromen 24.
triple-triumph of modern love and laughter...
the signing of Eugene Jeter ,
In the closest game of the
linebacker
from
Arkansas night , Morris edged Augustnna
AM&.\.
by rall ying behind Roger SchnnJeter was the Broncos No. 10 ser , who led nil scorers with 24
draft choice and No. 12 of the points , Schnaser ' s basket at the
Green Bay Packers of the Na- buzzer tied it 77-77 and gained
the overtime.
i tional Football league.
Cannes tonight have Minneso' The fir.sl all-America football ta-DuIuth maki ng its season de- j
; loam in IHIi ti had five players hut at Superio r , Wis ., State ,
from I'ri nceton, three from liar-, while Macalester visits Kiver j
vnrd and three from Yale.
Falls , Wis., Stale.
!

State Teams
Win 5 of 7
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BALL STAT E 92-70

CLOBBER

Eleva-Strum
Bows 54-53

Wolve s Open Impressively

Bv THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The University of Michigan
Wolverines, ranked No. 1 in The
Associated Press pre-season
poll, opened the college basketball season impressively Tuesday night with a 92-70 romp
against Ball State.
The . fourth-ranked Davidson
Wildcats , the fifth-ranked Duke
Blue Devils and the ninthranked San Francisco Dons, the
only other teams in the Top Ten
to see action , similarly got off
nn the right foot.

Dtvidson time from behind
to defeat Wake Forest 95-88 ,
Duke whipped Virginia Tech 9863 and San Francisco downed
Oregon State 66-58.
Oregon
State's
setback
marked the coaching debut of
Paul Valenti for the Beaver*.
Johnny Oldham also suffered a
defeat in his coaching debut at
Western Kentucky. The Hilltoppers were upset by Belmont,
Tenn., 52-&0,
Other new coachee won their
first games. Notre Dame beat

Bi-Sta te Teams
Suffer Defeats

Three Bi-State Conference
teams were in action Tuesday
night and all three were beaten after throwing up stiff
fights.
In the night's headline atraction , Wabasha St. Felix was
nipped by Rochester Lourdes
67-63 after rolling to a six
point lead in the fourth quarter before losing three starters to personal fouls.
Onalaska Luther pushed In
front of its cross-town rival
Onalaska High by 12 points in
the first half only to see Chuck
Deeth's Hilltoppers climb back
In the second 16 minutes to cop
a 70-66 win.
In the other game, Lewiston
had to fight off Caledonia Loretto and a pressing defense in
the fourth quarter before nailing down a 65-55 victory.

LOURDES 67
ST. FELIX 63

Wabasha St. Felix took the
fight to Rochester Lourdes
Tuesday night and had the Regi on Six favorite Eagles rattled before dropping a 67-63 decision.
The Yellowjackets lost starters Doug Kennebeck , Tom Foley and Mike Cichanowski to
fouls in the fourth period and
lost the services of Bill Glomski for extensive p e r i o d s
throughout the game because
of a knee injury.
St. Felix led 11-9 at the quarter before Lourdes took a 3028 intermission lead. The Yellowjackets were back on top
45-44 with eight minutes to play,
pushing the margin to six
points at the beginning of the
final period .
"We lost it in the first half"
summed up Coach Duke Loretz. "We threw the ball away
so many times when we had
chances to score. "
Dexter Riesch paced Lourdes
with a 28-point spree. Jim Galuska totaled 14 and Larry Koshire 13.
Gene Wodele led St. Felix
with 15 , Glomski got 14 and
Kennebeck 14. Lourd es copped
the preliminary.

ONALASKA 70
ONALASKA LUTHER 66

After falling behind by 12
points in the first period , Tom
Evert and Bob Berg went on
second-half scoring binges to
pace Onala.ska High to a 70-66
win.
Berg counted 14 of his 25

SAVE $3.00
Per Pair

_________________

}

mm

points in the second half and
Evert 12 of his 18. John Netwal finished with 10 for the
game.
After an 18-18 first-period tie ,
Onalaska was (behind 42-31 at
halftime. The Hilltoppers outscored their foe* 24-8 in the
third eight minutes to bomb into the lead.
Ken Stratman speared 22 for
Luther , Dennis Lemke 16 and
Don Larson 12.
Onalaska 'g "B" team came
from eight points back in the
final three minutes to win 3937.

LEWISTON 65
LORETTO 55

Lewiston led 16-14 , 32-19 and
53-36 at the quarter turns before Caledonia Loretto turned
its pressing defense loose to
cut the gap to a final of 65-55.
Roger Kolack hit 20 points
for the winners , Jim Ihrke 15
and Jerry Mieller 12.
Loretto, which climbed to
within nine in the fourth quarter, was led by Mike Mulvenna 's 22.
Loretto won the "B" game
33-24.

Cal Hints at
Big Deal/
Mention Hall

HOUSTON (AP) - President
Cal Griffith indicates that a
"big deal " involving his Minnesota Twins is in the making but
he would give no hint of what
player or players it might concern .
If the thing jells , details are
expected to come out during the
winter baseball meetings now
under way in Houston.
Much of the talk surrounds
outfielder Jimmie Ball, reportedl y sought by both the Baltimore Orioles and Chicago
White Sox.
The Maryland club reportedly
is dangling relief pitching, an
infielder or catcher as its- bait.
The Sox are said to be emphasizing pitching in their bid for
a swap.
The Cleveland Indians also
are in the Hall picture but are
said to be reluctant to consider
parting with catcher John Romano, the man Griffith is known
to want fiom them in any swap
In another Tuesday development , the Twins signed a working agreement with Denver of
the Pacific Coast' League.
That setup will replace last
year 's, when the Twins worked
with Atlanta of the International League. The Milwaukee
Braves bought that franchise
earlier this week .
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Smart
Shoppers
Always
Read

T BARGAINS T

Foot comfort fo 20 doo/»»i
below z e r o . . . the ORIGINAL
Thermob oot
by
Oriitolit* .
Construct«d
wilh loya r of
dead air space bclw p on inner
and outer shell to k?ep body
heat in, keep cold out . Original dtii pjn feature * by Bnv
tolite for the armod force i
to prevent fros tbite in Korea.
Re>0ular $16.95

$13.85
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14) E 3rd SI.
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DAILY NEWS
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Before Going
Shopping

Lewis 99-87 for Johnny Dee,
South Carolina downed Erskine
76-59 for Frank McGuire , Iowa
trampled South Dakota 93-70 for
Ralph Miller and Marquette
drubbed St. Thomas 69-49 for Al
McGuire.
C'a2ie Russell with 33 points
led the Michigan attack that
crushed Ball State . Big 6-loot-B
Fred Hefzel tossed in 28 points
as Davidson wiped out an early
10-point Wake Forest lead to
down the Deacons. Hack Tison 's
24 points sparked Duke over

Fran Hengel
Whips 268 to
Tie for Sixth

Virginia Tech and Russ Gumma
led San Francisco over Oregon
Staterwlth 21 points.

Minnesota, expected to provide stern opposition for Michigan in the Big Ten , crushed
South Dakota State 10J-55. St.
Louis , favored to win the Missouri
Valley
Con ference,
slaughtered North Dakota State
114-50 . Kansas, the Big Eight
favorite , came from 14 points
back to defeat Arkansas (55-60
and North Carolina, expected to
contend with Duke for the
Atlanti c
Conference
Coast
crown , overcame Clemson 77-39.

NOT COL TS, BUT
HOUSTON ASTROS

ALTOONA . Wis. - Eleva- 1
Strum High School was sutpris- j
ed 54-53 in a non-conference \
game here Tuesday night by
host Altoona.
The loss was the first of the
year for Coach Dick Salava 's
crew , which was picked to walk ]
away with the Dairy land title.
The Cardinals led 31-19 at the ;
ha lf , but Altoon a app lied a fullcourt press much of the second
half to win.
John Dinkel had 16 for Central, while Tim Bue got 12 , and
Roger Tolles fon 10. Schroeder
and Peterson totaled 14 each for
Altoona.
The Altoona junior varsity
squad won 45-41. The Cardinals
meet Blair Friday.

Lake City in
HVL Top Spot

HOUSTON i*l - There Is
no longer such a tea m ai
the Houston Colt .45s.
Now they 're the Houston
Astros .
Club President Roy Hotheinz announced the name
change Tuesday night.
"W'e think it h in keeping
with the situation In -which
we are the space capital of
(he world, " he said. "The
name was taken from the
stars and indicates we are
on the ascendency. "

HIAWATHA VALLEY
Lake City
Kenyon
Cunnon Fallt
Zumbrota

W
1
1
1
1

L
a
*
•
1

W.
Kacion-Mant. »
Plainviaw
0
e
Stawa rtvllle
St. Ctiarlat
•

Sports Scores
NBA

L

TU ESDAY'S RISULTI
Cintinnatl m, Ditrell t«t.
Boiton 117, Naw Yerk 11) (OT),
LM An«tlat lit, Phlladalphla 117.
San Fr«neliea> 117/ ¦¦Itlmara 114 (t
OT).
TODAY'I OAMBS
Nfw York al Button.
Cincinnati at Ditrolt.
Lot Anqclet at St. Laun.
Baltlmora v«. San Franclteg at San
Jaia.
THURSDAY't QAMIt
No aannn »eH«<tulaMl.

]

1
1 :
1j
1

NHL

TU ESDAY'S RISULT
tikt city H, Zumbrota H.

LAKE CITY , Minn. - Lake
City zoomed to a ten-point firstquarter lead, then increased it
by 19 . at halftime to take an
82-65 victory over Zumbrota.
The Tigers were ahead 18-8
at the first quarter mark , and
39-20 at the half.
Jim Abraham flipped in 25
points (or the Tigers , followed

ONE OF BEST
ST. PAUL (AP ) - The St.
Paul Open June 24-27 will offer
SIOO .000 in prize money, thus
becoming on« of the nation 's top
10 tourneys , pursewise.

TODAY'S OAMIS
Cfilcaao at Naw York.
THU BSOAY'S OAMBS
Toronto at Monlraal .
Boiton at Oatroll.

by Tom Greer with 20. and
Jerry O'Brien with 17. Zumbrota was paced by Dean Nelson
with 22. Larry Smith with 16,
and Rod Buck with 11.
The Tigers also won the "B"
game 41-22 .
^_

Fran Hengel , last season's
average champion in the city,
splattered 268 for Westgate
Bowl in the American League
there Tuesday night .
That tied him for sixth place
on the city list with Cl arence
Rivers

Hengel open- 1
ed with a spare, \
ran off eight
straight strikes
and spared in
the 10th.
Tha t g a m e
led to a 654
errorless series
for Hengel and
produced a 2 ,836 f o r the
Hengel
Westgate five.
Bub's crashed into league highs
with 1,014.
Al Feltz tagged 223-183-204—
610 in the Four-City League at
Hal-Rod to lead Centra! Motors
to 2,848 while Golden Brand was
notching 969.
In the Ladies City League at
Hal-Rod , Helen Nelson spanked
558 to lead Pool's to 2,644. Elsie
Dorsch rapped 204—542 for Haddad's and Buok 's Camera totaled 930.
Lucille Weaver spilled 556,
Leona Lubinski 551, Betty
Schoonover 518 errorless, Dorothy Beynon 510. Ruth Hopf 510 ,
Irene Janikowski 502 and Eleanore Stahl 501 .
WINONA AC: Classic — Dick
Jaszewski ripped 595 to pace
Buck 's Camera to 1,077—2.977.
Bob Ahrens of Emil's Menswear
rapped 221 .
Elks — Home Furntiure came
up with 99^—2 ,873 with Lloyd
Walling spilling 223—587 for
Main Tavern .
RED MEN'S CLUB: Tuesday"nite, — Charles Beckman with
188 and Morton Ouren with 477
paced Mahlke 's Bakery to 2 ,713.
Goltz ' Pharmacy came up with
951 .
WESTGATE BOWL; Hiawatha — Jim Boynton 's 587 paced
Kujak Brothers to 2 .804 while
John Sherman was tipping 214
for KAGE and Tri-County Electric 1 .048 .
National — Cozy Corner swept
team highs with 981—2 , 751 and
Orv Henderson of Skelly toppled
225—5118.
Working Girls — Doris Bav
cli pped 182—509 for Hi-Pockets
and Leaguettes and Bowlerettes
divided team honors with 515
and l ,4.'W respectively.
Wenonah — Ann Lyn ch produced 209-516 to lead ' Alley Capers to 2,537. Lucky Five struck
for 877 .
HAL-UOD LANI?S : Lucky Ladies — Coca-Cola blazed 2 . 487
behind Martha Richtman 's 1R9—
501. Standard Lumber tagged
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Oscar Shows
What He Means as
Royals Keep Pace

By THK ASSOCIATED PRESS
Ray Crowe , the hasketball
coach at Indianapolis Attacks
High School , has a new hook on
his shelf today but he won 't
have to read it to get t he message Oscar Robertson, Crowe ' s
star pupil , has seen to that.
Robertson returned to Indianapolis Tuesday night and
gave his former coach the book
"Play Better Basketball " before
lending the Cincinnati Royals
past the Detroit Pistons 129-IOfi
in a National Hnskctlmll Association game.
Oscar , who paced At tucks to
Indiana high school championships m 1955 jind 1956, connected
on 11 of 18 shots from the floor
and three of four free throws for
a g;mie-hifih 25 point 's as the
Roy:ils kept pace with Boston 's
Eastern Division leaders .
The ('cities topped New York
in overtime 117 -li:i
behind
sharp- '.hooling Sam Jones and
held their ;t' ^-game Eastern
bulge , The 1/Os Angeles Lakers ,
Western Division front runners
ni pped Philadel phia 11R - II7 and
the San Francisco Warriors
edged the Baltimore Bullet * in
double overtime 137-136 in other
games.
¦
\V< HK I\ liny o.«> i« the senior
Mi/,' Ten foot hall coach with 13
years at Ohio State.
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DONT MISS OUT!

865.

Tw ilight — Gretchen Koehler
laced a .'lOfi two-game set to
pace Gutter G,-ils to 482—929.
Suzanne Schneider of Pin Dusters came up with 176 .
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Sayers Signs

Finks Decides
Snow Knows More
Than Football

MINNEAPOLIS ns * - The
Minnesot a Vikings ^ efforts to
sign Jack Snow of Notre Dame
had hit some snags today and
another hi gh draft choice, Jim
Whalen of Boston College, was
already lost.
Whalen threw in with the
Boston Patriots of the American
Football League Tuesday. The
Boston receiver was one of the
Vikings two fourth-round choices
in the National Football League.
and the fourth player the Vikings selected .

Football League a split Tuesday
with the rival American League
as the multi million-dollar pro
football war continued.
Sayers and DeLong — both
picked on the first round of the
NFL draft by the Bears — went
different ways. Chicago won the
battle for Sayers against the
Kansas City Chiefs but lost DeLong to the AFL's San Diego
Chargers in the first major
breakthrough for the younge r
league.
Meanwhile , b o t h
leagues
came under fire from college
coaches for signing futures —
players who still have a year of
college eligibility remaining but
whose college class has graduated and thus are ,eligible to be
drafted.
The two cases involved Los
Angeles State tackle Walt Johnson, signed by the NFL's Cleveland Browns , and Arizona State
halfback Larry Todd , signed by
the Oakland Raiders of the
AFL. Coaches from each team
said they were considering official protests.
"They don 't have any business signing a boy when he has
a year to play, " said Los Angeles State Coach Homer Beatty. "They waved so much money in the boy 's face he couldn 't
turn it down. They have no regard for the boy or his coach. "
Browns President Art Modell
said "it's ridiculous " to the
charge of waving money at
Johnson and said Cleveland
"found out he had no intention
of going back to school. The
Browns never have and never
will take people out of school to
play football. "

Jim Finks, Vikings general
manager , said he and Coach
Norm Van Brocklin conferred
for three hours Tuesday with
Snow, the Vikings' number one
choice, in South Bend , Ind. They
made Snow an offer Finks described as "outstanding. " Snow
indicated he might not make a
decision until Christinas.
The Notre Dame end told the
Vikings' bargainers he wished to
hear the offer of San Diego, of
the AFL, before making a decision. He acknowledged , however, he- would prefer to play in
Todd' s coach, Frank Kush ,
the NFL "everything else being charged the Raiders talked to
•qual."
the player throughout the season and implied this was unethiknows
"The boy obviously
he's in a good bargaining posi- cal since the coaching staff was
tion ," Finks said , adding, "He not contacted.
The American League, meanhasn 't gone to school just to
while , signed its first No. 1 pick
take his lunch."
Viking Paul Flatley, a stal- in direct competition with the
wart at end, was philosophical NFL when DeLong agreed to a
San Diego contract. DeLong
about the club's draft of top
said he was "very honored to be
collegiate receivers.
"Either they run you off the considered by both clubs. The
team or make you a better ball- offers were about the same but
I decided to go with San Diego. "
player ," he ' mused. "Let them
The split kept the NFL out
come. We'll be glad if they can
front
of the AFL in signing firsthelp. "
round draft choices. NFL clubs
have signed five No. 1 selections
and lost only DeLong. The AFL,
meanwhile , has signed three of
its top picks and also lost three
to the National League.

Griffith Stops
Charnley on TKO
In Ninth Round W-K, Jeffs Win
LOND ON (API — Welterweight champion Emile Griffith In Heavyweight

heads for New York today with
another easy victory over a
Briton , another fat purse and a
miner gripe over officiating.
The 26-year-old rCevv " Yorke r
floored Dave Charnley three
times in stopping the British
lightweight charrfpion in 1:56 of
the ninth round of a non-title 1 rounder at Wembley 's indoor
stadium .
Griffith, a native of the Virgin
Islands , completel y outclassed
his lighter , 29-year-old opponent.
For his efforts — which were
booed at times hy the crowd of
about fi . 000 - Griffith collected
about $20 ,000. Only l ast Sept. 22
he earned $5fi .000 in the same
arena for soundly drubbing
Welshman Brian Cur vis in a 15round title defense.
The h usky, hard-hitting world
champion dropped the left-handed Brit on twice in the third
round — for a count of eight and
a no- count at the bell -- and for
nine with a bolting left honk to
the jaw in the ninth round.
When Charnley , bleeding from
cuts under bot h eyes, staggered
to hi.s feet after the th ird knockdown, referee Frank Wilson
ended the slaughter .

JUNIOR HIGH BASKETBALL
HEAVYWEIGHTS
Washjngtoii-K.
Jefferson

W L
1 0 Central Soldi
1 0
Phelps

W L
0 1
• 1

Washington - Kosciusko and
Jefferson won opening rounds in
junior high heavyweight basketball play Tuesday.
W-K beat Central Golds 37-31
in overtime with Steve Strelow
getting 14 points. Jerry Urness
meshed 12 for the Golds.
Jefferson ni pped Phelps 49-40
behind Joe Helgerson 's ten
points. Gary Egge popped in 25
for Phelps.
LIGHTWEIGHTS
Central Gold
Phelps

W L
1 0 Washington K.
1 0 Je'lerion

W L
0 1
» 1

Central Golds heat W-K 44-24
and Phelps ni pped Jefferson 12H27 in the lightweight division.
Roh Massie had lit for Central , and Zero Bosteler scored
12 for W-K . Gary Bauer was
high for Phel ps wit h 11 , arid
Scott Hazclton added nine Jeff
Percy counted IK for Jefferson
¦
The MOO meters , the so railed
metric mile , is lid yards , one
foot , nine inches short of a mile
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With Chicago

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Money talks — and makes
college coaches scream .
It spoke to Kansas halfback
Gale Sayers and Tennessee
guard Steve DeLong, giving the
Chicago Bears of the Nationa l
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Baker Refuses
To Turn Over
Documents

WASHINGTO N (API - Bobby Baker , former secretary of
the Senate Democratic majority, refused today to turn over
subpoenaed documents to senators investigating an alleged political payoff irom a government contract. He said they
"mig ht tend to incriminate
me. "
Insurance man Don B. Reynolds in sworn testimony Tuesday pictures himself as the
"bag man " for Baker and politician Matthew- H. McCloskey
in a deal to secretly funnel
money from a stadium construction contract here into the
1950 Kennedy-Johnson campaign
fund.

Winona Co. Voiture
To Meet at Wabasha
WABASHA , Minn. — Th« Winon a County Voiture of tlie 40
& 8 will meet at the Idle Hour
Cafe here'1 at 6:45 p.m. Thursday.
Reservations for the dinner
are not required , said "Howard
W. Clark , Winona , correspondent.
Chef de Gare Harold Poppe
of Houston will preside at the
business meeting at 8 p.m.

lowan Pleads
At Caledonia

CALEDONIA , Minn.—In Houston County Court before Judge
Leo F. Murphy Tuesday, Malcolm Grossheirn , 247 Waukon,
Iowa , pleaded guilty to forgery
He was placed on probation
and ordered to report back to
the court Dec. 21.
One jury case was continued
[to the next term and another
[ dismissed for settlement.

Board fo Set
Standards for
Teachers Asked

ST. PAUL (AP) - Ethical
standards for teachers would be
set by a 12-member board under
a proposal advanced Tuesday
by the Minnesot a Education
Association.
The organization is mapping
plans to have legislators approve a bill which would permit
instructors to govern their own
ethics, such as the medical profession now is doing.
The bill arose from a two-year
study of the question , undertaken by a subcommittee under
chairmanship of Dr. Glaydon
Robb ins, dean of education at
Moorhead State College.
It will be suggested that the
board have powers to suspend
teacher permits of those found
guilty of violations of the codebut onlytfafter duly prescribed
hearings where evidence would
be submitted .

1 P.M. New York
Stock Prices
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28 Rex Drug 56% steep loss to anxiety over tightDow Chm 79% Rey Tob 40% er money and the international
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Steels showed strength today
East Kod 137% Shell Oil 59
Ford Mot 55% Sinclair
53% and U.S. Steel, Bethlehem, ReGen Elec 91 Socony
87% public and Jones & Laughlin
Gen Fds 81% Sp Rand 13% registered gains of about halt
Gen Mills 45% St Brnds 82% a point.
Gen Mot 94% St Oil Cal 693/, The motors also firmed with
Gen Tel
36% St Oil Ind 42% Chrysler and Ford showing half
Gillette
28% St Oil NJ 87% point gains. Chrysler had been
Goodrich 57% Swft & Co 58% ahead more than a point ea rGoodyear 45% Texaco
88 lier.
Gould Bat 37% Texas Ins 87% Chicago & Great Western ,
Gt No Ry 60 Un Pac
43% which was hard hit Monday and
Gryhnd
22% U S Rub 64% Tuesday, gained nearly 2 points.
Gulf Oil
59% U S Steel 52%
The Assiciated Press 60-stock
Homestk 47% Westg El 43%
IB Mach 407% Wrworth 29% average at noon was ahead .2
Int Harv 81% Yg S & T 45% to 322.7 with industrials up .3,
rails up .3 and utilities off .1.
The Dow Jones average of 30
PRODUCE
industrials at noon as up 2.82
to 867.25. This as slightly beNEW YORK (AP)-Canadian low its level earlier.
dollar .9301, previous day ,9300.
Pj^ices advanced in moderate
CHICAGO (AP) - Chicago trading on the American Stock
Mercantile Exchange — Butter Exchange.
Treasury bonds improved
steady; wholesale buying prices
unchanged ; 93 score AA 62%; slightly and corporates were
92 A 62t 4; 90 B 61%; 89 C 60; mixed.
cars 90 B 62; 89 C 61.
Eggs steady; wholesale buyGRAIN
ing prices unchanged to % highMINNEAPOLIS (AP)-Wlieat
er; 70 per cent or better grade
receipts
Tuesday 167; year ago
A whites 31; mixed 31; mediums
237;
trading
basis unchanged;
a
23 4 ; standards 28: dirties unprices
Is
lower;
cash spring
quoted; checks 22^.
wheat basis, Nol dark northern
NEW YORK (AP)-(USDAV- ue'/s-l.TB'/i; spring wheat one
Butter offerings more in bal- cent premium each lb over 58-61
ance with present needs. De- lbs ; spring wheat one cent discount each V-i lb under 58 lbs;
mand fair.
Cheese offerings irregularly protein prems: 11 to 17 per cent
distributed. Demand irregular. l.VeVa-l.SSls.
<^
No 1 hard Montana winter
Prices unchanged.
1
Wholesale egg offerings' fully 1.74 /8-1.80,/8.
Minn. - S.D. No 1 hard winter
ample. Demand fair today.
Wholesale
selling
prices 1.71VS-1.77VH .
No 1 hard amber durum ,
based on exchange and other
choice 1.73-1.75; discounts, amvolume sales.
New York spot quotations ber 3-5; durum 7-10.
Corn No 2 yellow 1.16-1.17
follow : mixed colors : standards
Oats No 2 white 57'!s-66% ; No
31-32; checks 25-26.
3
white 55V8-63%; No 2 heavyWhites : extra fancy heavy
5
weight 47 lbs min 35-37%; fancy white _64 ,8-681 '/8; No 3 heavy
white
62-'
J
8-66 /8.
medium 41 lbs average 25%Barley , cars 136; year ago
26%; fancy heavy weight 47 lbs
min 33-34V-.; medium 40 lbs av- 1.77; good to choice 1.02 • 1.36;
erage 25-26; smalls 36 lbs aver- low to intermediate 96 - 1.26;
age 23»-2-24%; peewees 31 lbs feed 92-95.
Rye No 2 1.14-1.18.
average 20-20%.
Flax No 1 3.17.
Browns: extra fancy heavy
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.74.
weight 47 lbs min 37%-38%; fan¦
cy medium 41 lbs average 26%27%; fancy heavy weight 47 lbs
LIVESTOC K
min 35' 2 -36%; smalls 36 lbs avSOUTH ST. PAUL
erage 24-25: peewees 31 lbs av- SOUTH ST.
PAUL, Minn. !tf -(USDA )
erage 20-20%.
— Cattle 6,500; calves 2,000 , slaughter

The Senate Rules Committee
had served Baker with a subpoena commanding him to
bring to its hearing any documents which would shed light
Tentative plans call for the
on the allegations.
board
to be made up of seven
In a strained voice, Baker \ JURORS WERE called in teachers, two superintendents ,
testified that he had complied I again this afternoon to hear the two principals and one other
W.
L.
33
10
by
bringing the documents to j $10,000 damage suit brought by school administrator.
10
13
the hearing, but that he must ] Ann Esch against the village
M
1*
It
13
"respectfully refuse" to sur- of Caledonia for injuries alleg17
1*
[ edly received in a fall at a
render them.
11
1»
dance in the municipal auditor11
l»
"I specifically invoke this ; ium Dec. 28, 1963, at 11:30
10
11
(constitutional) right against
p.m.
Points
self-incrimination
." Baker sajd , ! Grossheirn , represented by
44
\
36Mi
and invited the committee, if ii I William V. Von Arx, Caledon30
has any evidence of unlawful i ia , and Arthur Jacobson , an
31
actions on his part , to turn it i Iowa attorney , was charged
I
Kellys
J S' J
over
to a grand jury "sitting with forging a $19.65 check in
35
Skeliys
three blocks away."
11
Morken ' s
Caledonia Aug. 11. It was made
HIAWATHA
i
MADISON , Wis . w — Robert
out on the Eitzen State Bank
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from
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's
atHuber, a polished product of
T.
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44
Midland
torney, the lights for television [to Jeromy Rofabinos , signed by eight sessions, looked back at
M
Kulak Transfer . . .
33Va
KAGE
were turned out before ques- • George Wilkins , and endorsed his 16-year fight to the State
30Vi
Tri-County Electric
j prior to cashing at the Hou- Assembly speaker 's chair today
tions were put to Baker.
:
30
Norm's Electric
ser Hotel by Jeromy Wilkins—
3t
House of Hellemm'ss
i Attorney Edward Bennett Wil- ; all fictitious names. The names and sighed , "it was a long haul ,
Speltz Impl.
3*
but it was worth the effort. " .
13
|liams argued that the lights
Schmitty 's Bar Jeromy and Wilkins appeared
TUESOAr NITE
Huber was named Tuesday to
served
as
a
distraction
and
a
L.
Red Wen
W; twice on the check. This was the powerful position by his
harrassment of Baker.
13
13
Golti's Pharmacy
. one of several checks passed in
It
17
Mahlke 's Bakery
Baker , former secretary to ' the county. L. L. Roerkohl , Democratic colleagues, who will
ll
11
Braves
hold a 52-48 majority when the
the Senate Democrats, gave county attorney, prosecuted.
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name and address be- The $300 suit brought by 1965 sessions convenes Jan. 13.
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Home
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! among committee members.
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The television lights were was continued because Arnold cratic floorleader of the 1955-57WINONA CLASSIC
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Old Style Lager
chief clerk of the Assembly. He
1
Duluth - Superior (Detroit TiHumble Oil Co
formerly was deputy state Demgers i , Grand Forks (Los Anocratic chairman .
geles Dodgers ) and Winnipeg
Tom Brown was named ser(St. Louis Cardinals ) lost their
major league connections in Sep- Slippery driving conditions geant at arms , the same post
(Continued From Page 20)
were a factor in three auto ac- he held during the 1959 session
tember.
cidents in the city during the when the Democrats held, their
time lead and led 52-47 with a
All have met turndowns in at- past 24 hours.
last majority.
WINONA MARKETS
quarter to play.
tempts to line up major league
Republicans will control the
Norm Gillund blazed 29 for connections in Houston this More than S100 damage reSwift & Company
sulted from a two-car accident State Senate.
Canton , Dean Jones 15 and Don week.
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17
hut fell 41(-4fi before a (Jrand ing meters in the water depart- Goctz ' car received $50 damage was finally selected.
(W a n e n
20
ment recommended Ihe en- and Cole 's more than $100.
Ot her inspect ors are Hollis
G i a d e C.
Meadow victory charge .
12
...
The Wolves also held first-per- tor cement of Ordinance 55.
I An intersect ion accident at Larscn . Winona , who represents
Bay Sialf Milling Company
iod and halftime edges of 12-6 This ordinance states that 10:()fi p.m. Tuesday caused Quirin , and Harold Krieger , Ro- No.
I nrif lher n ^prlng wheal
.. t .hi
water service to any customer ! more than $200 in damages. chester , representing Fisher.
and 27-14.
No. 7 norlher n s pring wheat
1 ,M
No
i
norlhe
rn
s
pring
wheat
Ufl^T
D OUR (l lynn was the big cul- i.s to be discont inued , after a I David F. Siebenaler , 22, Founlt is estimated thnt the re- (Jo 4 n o r l h r r n spring wheat
.y ^ l -5?
prit for the Larks , hanging Ion day written notice , for non- tain City , Wis., was traveling count - which will check about
No . I hnrrt winter fthinl /
1 .5'
1 .55
home two tree throws to win payment of water bill within 10 north on Grand Street and 5 .000 paper ballots as well as No , l Imrrt winter wfieaK^
tin 1 hnril winter wli*»l
1.51
the n ame and leading his club day s after it becomes due.
1. 47
| David A. Boy urn. 20 , Adams . voting machine tallies from Ro- Nn . 4 rmrd winte r wWe af
No. I r y e
with 1-") points.
Mayor William Mishler ex- ; Minn., was going east on West chester — will take several
1. 17
....
/.
No. J rye ..
1. 15
Cra i« Churchill was high for pressed his gratitude for the Sanborn Street . Both saw each days . Results will then he sub¦
I
Spring Valley with l:t .
many kindnesses shown to him ! other but wore unable to slop mitted to District Court for rul( irand Meadow made it a two- nnd his family during his re- because of slippery conditions. ings on disputed ballots.
VOTK FOR DRAFT
¦
HOUSTON <*> — The minor
game sw eep with a .'ifi ,\4 "B" cent stay in the hospita l.
| Royum 's vehicle struck the
Allan Staide;, , defen.sem .m for leagues voted unanimously to1 side of the Siebenaler car. Damsquad v erdict.
•
First basem an Bill White of age to each vehicle WHS more the Toronto Maple Leafs of the day for a free aflcnt draft of
National Hockey League ,is the high school and college players
WYKOFF 67
Hit' Cardi nals made one hit in than $100..
his first I!) official tri ps to the
nephew of Harney Stanley , n togeth er with an unrestricted
¦
LE ROY 54
Kick
l\nlniann scored 21 j iUite in the World Scries. He The world produced 5:(, 9flfi ,000 member of the hockey hall of draft of all players not on major
f 1 1 in t »
tons of sugar last vear .
points came within one of that finished with ;t for 27 .
league rosters.
in llu- rebounding depa rtment
MARY
WORTH
BV Saundon and Ern.t
and paced Wykoff to a H7-;>4 vic___Z_ I_
tory over Le Roy .
The Wykats barged in front
10-10 at the erv\ of the first
quarter and increased that to
40-211 »\ halftime helore settling
(or a third -period edge of r<!i-42.
Cars Nor dho rn and Steve
BickiN 'M 1 |il;iv«'d
supporting
roles lor Ihe \s tune rs with 14
and i:i . (i at v holm was high
for l.e Ftov with lfi.
W yk o fl won t lie "R" game
W.
L.
13
H
11
17
17
11
ID
1*
»
1*
17'i ll'/j
17
11
13' i 23' j

Robert Huber
To Be Badger
House Speaker

Northern League
Has Faded Out

HOMUTH

Police List
3 Collisions

Recount Begins
in Rochester

Since IH4.V member s of (he
Rig T«-n have w<»n ;i2K , lost 144
and I HH I 2.0 in mm conference
football competition.

Some Gains
After Six Days
Of Stock Dips

sleers and heiters rather slow; fully 25
cent s lower than Tuesday 's best time;
cows tairly active, f ully steady; bulls,
vealers and slaughter calves and fe ed er*-—
steady; high choice 1,150 1,225 Ib steeVj
23.7V 24.00;
moil choice 9501,250
lbs
23.00-23.50; mixed floo.-l and choice 22 5023.00; average to high choice 925-1,023
Ib heiters 22.75 23.0O; most choice 8501,050 lbs 21.75-22.5 0 . mixed goed and
choke 21.25-21.75; utility and commercial
cows It.00-12. 50; canner and cutters 9.0011.50 ;
utility
and
tommrrcial
bulls
16.00-17 50; canner and cutters 9 .00- 15.50;
choice v/r-alers :M .0O-2« 00; low high choice
27.O0 -2B.OO;
good
20.00 24.00; ' cholct
sMuohfer calves 16.0018.00; good 14.0016.00; good and choice 600-850 Ib f«eder
Moors 17.00-21.00 . slandard and good 13 50
to U00.
Hogs
10,000 ; fair ly active;
barrow * '
nnd gilts steady lo 25 ri-nts lower, snw s
fully steady, feeder nigs stea dy; I ? 200220 lb barrows and gills 1.5 50. olhcr I
And 2 190 230 lbs 15.00-15.25; mixed 1-3
190-240 lbs 14.75-15.00; 240-760 lbs 14.2315.00; medium 1-3 160-190 lbs 14.00-15.00;
1-3 270-350, Ib sows 12.50 13,25; 2-3 360400 lbs 12.00-12.75 ,- 400 500 lbs 11.J0-12 V);
Choice 120- MO It) feeder pigs 13,50- 14.(10.
Sheep 3,300; all classes active , jfeiarjy;
choice and pr|mc 80-105 Ib wooled sMuqhter lambs 21.50-21.75; good and chnlca
75 85 lh 19 .00-20.00; ¦ utility and
good
slaughter ewes 5,00-6 00; choice and fnncy 60-80 Ib wooled feeder lambs 19 li20.00 ; good and choice 50 60 lbs 16 0019.00.
CHICAGO
CHICAGO *
(USDA)
Hogs 7,500;
butchers, steady to 25 cents higher , V?
190 220 lh 1 .5 . 50 16.00; mixed 1-3 190 2 30 lbs
15.00-1.5 50; 2JO -2 .50 lb', 14.50 15.00 ; 1-3 250270 lhs 14 00 14 50 , 1 3 ,'150-400 / lb
SOWS
12 25 1275; 400 500 Ib-s It 50 12. 25; 2 1 5O0600 lbs 11.25 11.75 .
Cattle 10,000; calve?. 20; slauq htei sl«r»
steady to 25 cents higher; halt
* doitn
loads prime .225-Knflfl__Jb 26.00 ,
high
chojta—««(—BTtTTTt^Tl 50 i%50 lhs 21 007575; choice 1,000-1 .400 llr\ 24 0025 .00;
choice
900 1,000 Ibi
2375 24 25i
high
choice
and prime 950 1.025 lh heiifrrs
23 75-24 00; choice
800 1,050
lhs
33.0023 50) good and choice 32 ',0 23 75,
Sheep 1,100; woolrrt siaugine, um hi
fully steady lo slronn; choice and prime
M-103 II) wooled slaughter lainh' 21,00
21. 50; good and choice 20 .0021 00; good
19 00 20.00; ewes 5 50 6 50

(Fir st Pub Wednesday, Nov. 33
Stole ol Minnr - .otfl I ss .

**

IW4)

Count y ot Wlnnnn
> In Pinhole r nuri
tin I s o- |<
In Ri E state ol
Emma Frances Baimann, Decedent .
Order lor Hearing on Petition lor Probate
of Will, Limiting Time to File Claims
•nd lor Hearing Thereon
Frederick
Wllll/ im
nmmmnn hiving
tiled a pelltlnn (nr Itie pi'itiele nf the
Will ol sold rirccdml and inr the- n|>polnlmcnl ol Winona National end Savings H AII IC us Fare II I or. whirti W ill is cn
file In tills Court nnrt open lo Inspection;
IT IS O R O H R K D , Th nt the hearing
thereof he had on December !(, |fa< ,
at ll;O0 o' clock A M , helore this Court
In the sirobnte court room In the <mirt
house In Wlnouu, Mlmuisot n, and that
ohlecl/ons to Ihe Allowan ce nf snld Will ,
It any. tie nirri helot « wild llnie nt iinmIng. thnt Ihe time wilhlo whi ch rrers llori
ot >»lrf trcritem niny (He their r I alms
be llmlled to lour
months i,o m the
cla,l« hereof, and ihnt Ihe claims 10 filed
be heard on March Ik. IMi, al 11'00
o'clock A. M., belore this Courl In Ihe
probuta tovirt room kn the court house In
Winona,
Minnesota,
and
that oollre
hereot ha given by publication of Ihll
oedfr In the Winona Dally News arw)
by
mulled notice as provided by law
Dated November J |, tp<n
t , D I list RA,
frobata Jurtoi.
(Picb at e Lourl s^eti
Mreeler , Murphy & Crnsniihan,
Attorneys lor Pellllornr .

Holp Wa n!»d~yaU

Want Ads
Start Here
N OII Ci
TMi rtwipapev will bt rnponilbl*
tor wily cnt inwrrKt inivriion ot
«ny MIMlMt* •dVtrtlMintflt put
iithtd in «it mnt *4 lectiof.. cute*
your at IM Mil Mil If a carre*
tion mull kt waejt.

¦tlND AO» UNCALLED POP.-.
t-M, It. ]). M. il, 40.

______Cird of Th«nk«___

COUNTERMAN
To sell (arm Implemoiits
parts at Mtabllehed dealeramp. Prefer young married ''
man with tome farm background. Write E-42 Dally
Nfws.

BOYS
. AGED 15 to 17

HENGEt.We wish to extend our heartfalt thanks
and approclallon for lri» acts ol kindness, meaiaoes ol tympathy, beautiful (It ral and iplritual offerings received from our many frlenda, neighbors and relatives In. our ltd bereavement, the losi of our bajoveri wife
and mother. We especially ttiank Rev.
5. N. Maljrus , Dr. Paul Heise. pall,
bearcn, Mas» servers, , choir. Rosary
society, ladles who served lunch, those
who donated Ihe use of their eau and
anyona, who may have assisted ui In
any way.
Ftmll y at Mrs, Mettle Hengel
.

WTT2 EVKA IRUP

Wt wish to extend out heartfelt thanks
to those who sent messages of sympathy, fiowa rsi memorials and food
at the time of Ihe loss of osjr Mother
and Grandmother, Mrs. Elsie WetzelKaarup,
Special thanks to
Pastor
Schowalter, tht pallbearers, choir tnd
all who assisted In any other way.
Roy vyelrel Family
Ted Braalz Family
Ervin Ressie Family

Experienced
Turret Lathe
Operator

¦

Hay, Grain, F«#d

92

WANT BIDST on 40 Jicres ot timber near
Chatfield, Minn. Write Box 446 , Chatfield.

V/orner & Swasey Co.
Badger Division
"An equal opportunity
employer "
Female

28

,
~
"'
"T a»par» EAUiriCiA'N WANTED-staie
lence, school attended and references.
WrlH e-H Daily News.
_

Situations Wanted—F«m . 29

Situation Wanted—Mile 30

-

LOANSl^l6'"
PLAIN
NOTP5-AUTO-rFURNITURB
WP e Ird
Ifl. WIS

Hra. * a m . lo i p.m., tal . * a.m. lo noon

Loans - Insurance Real Estate
FRANK WEST AGENCY

^RllfMAr alterations should not b«
delayed; or they won 't be reedy when
Aula; Lanfl Syne
Is playid. Belslnger.
_
BRA<;E yeurse"if for a thrTirthtTtlrattime
171 Lafayette St.
Tal . ««
you use Blge Lucira to clean rugs. Rent
(Noi<l ta Telephone Ottlce )
electric jhampoper, $1. R. D. Cone Co.
"
"
rEE T HE NEW"lM^ns57e crai'»~iviaster
42
kits, lust »fc , at our store. Numbered Dogs, Pets, Supplies
glitffr kits, stained glass and tile kits.
^DbG^r*a"raaTi7T»7
"w.
CH
iHUAiTUA
Everything you need to make an atSarnla.
tractive picture. PAINT DEPOT, 167
Center St.
AKC RBGISTERlb while French poodles.
t W . Eldon Thomai. Tp|, MW» ofter
ARJT'YOU * PROBf EM 0B INK«iRT^
6 p.rn
__
Man pr woman your drinking creates
~
numerous problems. It you need and PU PS fGR SALE—vwegls1ered <emale
want help, contact Alcoholics Anony
Golden Ralrlevers, 2 months old, JIB.
Tel, HJ«J pr Cochrane 2JM.
mou>. »*|oneer Group c/o General De
livery, Winona, Minn,
PUPPIgS — 3 German Shepherds, j
^
^
^
^
*""Tha "CooK' s" BesTFrlanc)!
".
months old. Jim Miller, Dover, Minn.
RUTH'S RESTAURANT
Tel. St. Charles 931-3660.
1J4 E. 3rd. (Right downtown 1
PEKINGESE PUPS—Ideal"foTchrlstmas.
•Ilpen 24 hours a day, excep t Mon.
Mrs. Eldor Rutlchow, Rt. 1, Alma/
—

YJTO58B»^ABD0MINAt BBLTr~
•4ACROII IAC SUPPORTS

GOLTZ PHARMACY

JTj E, Jrd

Tal. Si«7_

IMPORTANT
\ m i . 'ii" ¦¦¦'<' ' * v ¦ "-*" <>**,
tm+ 'm v '» M "i" 1!' »mi'i"ff '

¦j .
V}

P .y
<> * —

Items for sale gt
Pink Lady Flea Market
100 Hospital Beds
Bedj side Cabinets
Over bed tables
Dormitory Beds
Easy Chairs
All in excellent condition.
em

i> n

i i i

i

II

i

i

i

Excellent Values!

¦ -p»— ¦¦' ¦ -¦¦
"" "
"

¦
¦
" -^' - -

¦¦¦¦ ¦
¦ ¦t
i i ii I

Dec. 3, 4, 5

Sale starts b a.m.

Winonq Armory
Buajnoss Services .

14

FOR" RUGS ns fresh as. new (ollon snow.
WINONA RUG CLEANING li fhe plnce
to pa. IM W. 3rd, Tel 37S2 for all your
dear covering needs.

Plw mbina, "Roofing -

FRONT END snowplow blade, can ba
mounted on pickup or jeep: S20. Tel.
8687-M31.
BROWN nearly new davenport and chair.
H7I ntw, now I1O0. Tel. 476s altar J
p.m.
CAR INSURANCE OUE? "Yave money.
Tel. 8-4364, 5 lo 11 p.m., for a recorded message.
—
~
"
HCTTralns"l)r with"!plkeTTel. 3012.

sTx

6NOWPLOW—blower typo, 7 h.p.» power
driven, suitable fpr yardi and driveways . Almost new. Tel. Lewiston 4601.
'
"
MEN' S A ND LADieS rFiciure skates . S«i
al BAMBENEK'S. «th t, Mankato.
"
"
EMERSON 17" TV 7"J lihori' wave radios,
console and table models; 1 amplifiers,
public address. Tel. 47|».
DOLL CLOTHEg^forTarble and Kan

por dogger) sewers and drains
I year guarantee
Til, 930* or 6434

KUKOW SKI
JCALL SYL
"

KNfep-DEBF~ ln w «tor v/n rs? Well , our
pfi^piblnn innrrls ' n-.t oll r.unlllv llxluros
right the first lime, sq you 'll spend
lest money and lime on lulu ro repairs
Far perfect plumhlna service . . . call
oqr number now.

Frank O'Laughlln

M.UMBING'1 HFA T I N f ,
Tel . 1701
JO? E. Jrd

Jerry 's Plumbing
ttl

WH_
SEWER AND D R AI N C L E A N I N G .
R X P EP T IU.UAAHING PFPAIRS.
4th

SANITARY

Pl.UMniNG & HEATIN G
Tel. J73 »
lit B. 3rd 51.

Hold Wanted—Female

28

~
YO*JNG OIR|. wanted fnr hookkeoplnn
and general e'flce w o r t , tiotxl pay, excellent benefits . Appl y In pnrson. See
Jerry ClemlnsM at Nelson Tire ,
"
Tired knocking on doorr ? Slay home.
We ctiiTie lo you. Inlnrvlnw In privacy
ol your home to are If Vo" nuall'lr
• » a TunoerWiire ilnaler. For full
time or spare. Need car, but not experience , 'Make vour own hours.
Let' s talk. Call your nearest distrainor:
M ft, M SA1 I S
10) 5. Wabash, SI Paul,
l n l . ,J/- ?»MI
RAINbOW SAI PS

J30» Bleomlnplofl Ave ,, Av SpI s,
Tel. PA I 3411

27
Hi p"wVnted—Male
MARRIED MAN
TO DIStRHI"'! t' lltornliire nnd pick up
orejeri. «fl «|ops a day. Top pay plus
libera! fringe H«n«tlli Send resume to
>ex B '0 Dally News ,
^
^

Telephone Vour Want Ads
to The Winona Dally N PWS
Dial 3321 tor an Ad f alter

PLAiN OR TREATED sand for slippery
ROBB
walks or autom-j blla balait.
BROS STORE, 574 E. 4th. Tal. 4007.
"^Bli7minum IranTe, soft
ir7fTEELCHAiR
cushions, ed|u:tqble back rest , Will sell
for {60. inquire Merchant'! National
Bank, Trust Dept.
US E p ^TVs, pertapjeir^at*! consoles i
1$ B
ais.a used
refrigerators. B
ELECTRIC CO., 15$_ E. irfl.
"".
TRO plC-AIRVHUMiDIFIER
Special Price . . . S3» ,M
SCHNEIDER SALES, 3130 6th St., Gdvw.

We Buy
We Sell
Furniture-- A nllques^-aoe ta
and oit«er 'terns
¦
Iel. 9-3701
^

Houston,

Minn.

Tel.

FEEDER PIGS-20O head, t ta 13 weeks
old; also 2 yearling Poland China boars.
James Ellestad, Hwy- 43, i miles N. of
Mabel, Minn,
G I L T S AND BOARS—purebred meat type
Durocs. M. Bakken 8. Son, Chatfield,
(.1 miles N. ot Pilot Mount)).
~
"
PIGS PbR 6ALE—37, weened end castrated . Kennolh Markeaard, Rushford,
Mlnn_ Tel._ 864.7H4 _
—
"
""
P U R E B R E D Poland Chine boars and
pills , meat type. Henry Holmpn *< Son,
l_anotbQro, Minn. Tel, 467-3387.
~
~
"~~ _
H E RE F O R b BUU - Purebred rienrie.
Herb Haase, R t , 1, Winona, Minn.
'
HbLSTEJN Bui.LS -trom dam DHIA records up to 23,000 lhs. milk, 4 2 lest, 972
lbs. fat In 365 days, from Irl-State
breeding.
Allen Aarsvcld , Peterson,
Minn. Tol. J75-5208.
'
CHESTER WHITE boars and tred er pigs.
Granl
W nrmagt r ,
Rushford ,
Minn ,
(Bratsher fl ).

(Pilot Mound I

if OLSTEIN BULLS - purebred, serviceable arje, dam records Ufa to *94 lbs.,
herd average 5S6 Alfred Johnsqn i.
Soni , Peterson, Minn Tel. B7S S74I or
B7a-»MJ
REDEEM VALUABLE COUPONS
Or). Tj i n l Jo irn.il
(Inside back cover)

Penicillin G.
Procaine Aqueous
10 cc
100 cc

Hie
$1 50

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center

LEWISTON
LIVESTOC K MARKET
DAY SALE
Thursday

DA ILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS

85—Top II c r e ( p r d Steer
Calves . Apptfox . 480 lbs.
10— 1st ond 2nd calf Holstein
springers.
15—3rd and 4th c a l f Holsteins , springing a n d
milking.
15—Holstein steers, npprox .
1100 Ibfj.
•3—Black Angus calves , npprox . 550 lbs ,
II—whltefaccd H e r e f o r d
oalvoi , npprox . 500 |ba.
2-Reglstered Poland China boar«.
1—Registered Hampshira
buck.

LESLIE GARRISON
& SON, INC.
Owners and Managers
Ts»l. Lewiston 2067

Poultry, Egoi, SOppliti

44

'
OUHM * VP waax old ou||»ts7Vliv »ac
cmetad. ilflht csjni roilew , ralie<i on slat
flnori Available yaei arosimt 4Pf :l 1 1
CHICK M A TC M E fV , Rolllnottona, /Winn

-J«I . im uii.

HURRY-HURRY-HURRY
to the
PINK LADY
FLEA MARKET
Furniture , appliances, dishes, houseware items, antiques. Excellent buys.
Bowling ball and case; %
electric broiler rotjasarles;
10 large show cases, in excellent condition; 5 life size
mannequins: stojfe fixtures ,
all new; aivtitjiie jewelr"
Excellent buys!

Dec. 3-4-5

Hardt'5 Music Store

Open at 9 a.m.

59

~~

'
FOLDING HIGH CHAIRS , »l?. »5,
STRO LL e RS II? '5 ,
BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE,
Open evenings
30? Mankato Ave.

Bocks, Periodical*

60

DON'T MISS
PINK LADY
FLEA MARKET and ,j
3rd annual
BOOK FAItt SALE
Ptudents-Teachers-Parent s
Wonderful values In hooks
of every description , all In
good condition. Rook lovers
begin and build your library. Thousands of books.
This sale is too important
to miss.

Dec. 3-4-5

Open at j) a.m.

Winona Armory
'

3rd St.

Complete Guitar
Instruction
Program
*

Class or Private

• Country Western

$2 per half-hour
For further informatioi
contact Mr. Kruger

HAL:^^fARD
64^d

71

HAVE YOU SEEhl ihe'liTw 1965 Phllco
TV jets at Firestone? It not, come in
now for the best deal in town. No
money down, take months to pay.
FIRESTONE STORE, 200 W. 3rd.
ZENITH

COLORED TV, many

Houses for Sale

t)2

ATTE NTION
STORE OWNERS
10 large «how cases, fixtures, 5 life size moilcls tor
store window s and display,
itemfl of nil k lndfi . You enn 't
afford lo miss this sale.
Bargains galore .
Fink Lady Flea Market and
Book Fair Sale

Dec. 3-4-5
Open at 9 a.m.
Winona Armory

CMr"Wood ,nbTh»r"Fu«jPJ$

99

sett

an

WEST
CENTRAL.
Modern
home, large lot, $10,500,

"
j-bsdroom

CpltNER LOT, Belmont addition. All lm
,
provamentj In Reasonable .
HOMEMAKER'S EXCHANGE, C. ShanV
552 E. 3rd.

eur floor ready for delivery now ar »t
Chrlstme.5 time, corn* and see them.
FR/aNK LILIA 4 SONS, »1 E. 8th.
Open aveninfli.

Sewinp Machines

Speicialt uilhm Storm

bu3-TH
burner. Also a comPlata bed . Tal . 81601. 157 Lee.
FAMOUS ALADDIN blu* llama kercsane
heaters, lew cost heat for many uses
na smoke, no swell, }$ hours on t gallon , A parlact tlsh house healer, <t^m
onalrated at oyr display room, Alio gat
•r ai| healers, reno'd water heaters,
servlc* and parts . RANGE OIL fJUKN
EH CO., M7 E. 5th St. Tal , 7479.
Adolpn Michaj Biv^kI.
OIL ' BURNERS--! .lungers. Tal. 4M6. 940
44th Av* , Cell Tues. or Thurs. evening.

Typewriters

Retired?

or lust start - nq out? Then you 'll Inve
this small home In ea:. i locaiicn.
Living room, din.ng room, cute kitchen, one lovely larqe carpet ed bedroom. H.irdwcod dorr' , norch, garage . Beautiful lot . $3,900 .

VOLJ R ONE-STOP typewriter anc) Busl
tieai Machine Hendquartcrs. yV* service
*ll types ol mach ines, s tock ribbon s <or
any make and <lze typewriter. W I N O N A
T Y P E W R I T E R S E R V I C E , Ul E, 3rd
Tel 8 3!t0O .

Wearing Apparel, Furs

80

YQU CAN'T AFFORD
TO MISS
PINK LADY
FLEA MARKET SA LE
Nearly new clothing (or
mon, women. children/Ffirmflls, rock) nil d/esscs,
lovely winter coats , All
name brands and in excellent condition. Just in time
for your holiday parties.

Dec, 3-4-5
Open at 9 a.m.

Winona Armory
Wanted to Buy "~
81
¦ Mode l 1250.
MULTILITH WANTED
Give condition , luk.c, first lelkr , Write
lion 446, Chnltleld, Minn.
"
*M Mil l BR SCHAP IRON t rvlETAl
icr/ip
CO. payi> nigh»<( pnret lor
Iron, metals, hldas, vyooi ana r a t, tur
IH W. Jnd
Closed Sffurdays
~
"
"
IRON *"VF7,* L.
W A N T B D SCRAP
COW MIDPS. WOO!
HAW C UHS.
Hir.HfcSI PBK.fci fAID
W a. W IRON AND UMAI CO
}0' W Mn. across Spur Gns Station
Pof yoyr convenience
yv« Are Nov. A«ain Open on Sals.

W^t&kmwm
601 Main

"

St

Tel .

7.14*

L tL ov£ R
duon

__, -.

•| ^ C »i

Toi. ^3;n
120 C' cnler St ,

Now buy her a nou: e Now under
construction. Four hud room, two fireplrfcr coi inlal with di'ible gnraoe,
pc wcler roon^ , cn.imlc bath, kitchen
w i t h bit) cnllnn area, l e t in ^l\ow
yot, the plan. At this sMto yn,i rnay
filck your rolors In Hie, p.ilm and
Ighl llxtuns.

A Place to
Hang Your Heart .

This three-bedroom ond panelled den
home Is ready to move Into irday,
Frultwood MKtvn cabinets, hulll in
Hot Point range and oven , disposal,
benutllully
carpeted
llvlnn
room
complete
with
color
roordlnali -d
drapes. Large ceramic bath plus tmll
bath ott mufilcr bndroom, I w o c a f
gararje lamhcuprd int .

Hunters Special

No license required tn Inspect IMs All
new homo with stone fI re-p intc, big
cornrr lot, belli and three quarter s,
bi'lll In rnnne and nven anrl lots ot
cloiet ipacc, L oc/ite<l out rnr eimu 'ili
In plve you lireallrlnp i Ptt e , close
enough In be convenient.
A F T E R HOURS C A L L ]
Laura risk 31 IB
L ro Koll 4MII
W . I . (Wll) l Melicr S 2181
Hod Sflnvrr n i l

1059 RAMBLER
SUttion Wagon .
Standard transmission ,
overdrive , 6 cy linder.
v
19.->9 RAMBLER
4-door Sedan.
Standard transmission ,
6 cylinder.

mr.:5 RAMBLER

2-door Sedan.
Standard transmission ,
(i cylinder.
1951 COMET
4-door .
6 cylinder , automatic
transmis sion.

I

Htii.'i VALIANT
2-door Sedan.
n(i ,(M)0 miles left
on new car warranty,
6 cylinder, standard
transmission .

W INON A UTO

¦fr SALES ix

Open Mon. & Fri . Eve.
:ird & M a n k a t o
Tel. B-:!649

BE PREPARED
Buy A Winterized Car Now
and He Prepared for
What's Coming

1961 BUICK
LcSabre

4-door station wniion , power
steerin R, power brakes , power rear window, tinted pittas,
whitcwall tires, radio , heater , automatic transmission ,
VII , tu-tono brown and whito
with mntcliiii K vinyl interior ,
snow tines , in exceptionally
good silflJX!.

$1795 .

'59 CHEVROLET

UO

Tel. 2310
• ^\^
120 Center St,
m-. ii*ni i -mit •tssrn-furwmmr

Rooms Without Meeli

86

Apartments, Flats

90 Wanted—R*)ol Estato

"
'
ITBd^p8 Rnn^jTa*7tiident'7wlth7kltch*n
privileges. Tel. e-UBt lor a piiolnlnirnl.

Ol' STAIHj J roorii~ apt < prlv*l* "*J»trance ,
heat and water furnished. Adults. >01
~
BURN WOOIl fllCl Oll ant! «o|»y Ihe
E . lit!.
counter! ol nulr>«iintlc perianal care
'
Keep full on vlc n - completa hurner THRKB MOOM APT. , partly fur nhhed.
Availa ble by Jan . 1. Tel. >] !»« .
care, Budget plrnnert and guaranteed
"
price. Order today 'row JO SWICK' S fitTfeE rS'oNf 'tifjOMS, screenao* porch,
tSAS T (NO COA*. * OIL CO ., »01 ¦
l|r»t Hoor , private hnlh and entrance,
III), lei. U9t
hot water, Tal ,3700 or Inquire 1101
E. 7lh.
niPCH FIREPI AC E wo«l , cut to any
linflth , Fnr Inloirnnllon and prlca , Tel. FOUR-ROOM rabln, also Mietirooni up
Italra apt . Tal, Ut? Jill.
Winona »10J ar Wltok a M-31S*.

;

R A M B L E* f ~\ DODGE

You Promised
Her A Lot

Sam Weisman & Sons
fat.

ECONOMY
CAR
SALE

Bargain Buy

HIGHEST P R I C E S PAID
lor scrip iron tpe'els, rags, eiidas.
-faw furs ann »voali
iNCORaO RATKD
430 W. trd

Chrysler - Plymouth
Open Friday Nights

4 rooms and b.ith, in good east central local Ion. Large I car giiraoe.
Space her.lor anrl rj,is kitchen ilone
Included . A^.iy b<? purchased on contract like rrnl fnr |e-.s th.in $4,000,
R E S I D E N C E PHONES:
E. J. Harlert . , . 3973
Mary Lauer . . . 4523
Jerry Brrttie . . . 8 2377
Phili p A. Baumann . . . 9540

77

102

"" CASH' PRICES
PA Y " nir.nr.sT
FOR V(HI« c i t y PROPER I V

Win

"HANK" J EZEWSKI

(Winena > Only Rnai
Tal , t«l« and 'flv;i

kslata Buyer)
P o 6o» Ml

Accottoriet . Tires , P«rt$ 104
T I R E S 1 OR SAI f : M" noil IV , lllo
new. Rny ' s T railina Post, 2U E. ,1nl
Tal . r,33).

"' "¦"¦

¦» ¦ '

t

¦
¦ »> ¦

i

m

'63 FORD 6

Complete camping equip*
ment in one compact van
type unit. Camping la twica
the fun with home convent,
ences along, 2 burner atove,
link with running water,
ice box, ample work ana
supply apace. Plenty it
sleeping apace for 2 adults
and 4 children. All Interior
equipment can bt removed
and you've get a year round
family wagon or business
van . Mint condition, big
savings over new price.

Tfl. 8-2711
78 W. 2nd
Open Fri . Evenings

Anyone of the following cars can be purchased for $198.00. If
you have been thinking
about a hunting, fishing, or second car. You
wfil never again have
the opportunity to buy
at such a low price.

$2485
.^ Wt Mvertiii ovr Privet «^

(8E£3M>£)
40 Years in Winona
Lincoln-Mercury-Falcon
Comet-Fairlane
Open Friday Eveninga
and Saturday p,ra.

Auction Sslea
"
'
^AlVIN KOHNER
AUCTIO NEER, CUV ana Vet* llcensef
(Cornir
end bonne<t. lil Uturty it
E Sth end liberty! tei. -4118.
AUCTIONS ! I Householq , Ulwwrtecli tr
General i V I E l B080. R1 3. HouiHnV eh W4-1103. i\.
ton, Minn. Tei
censed t. Bonded.

Minnesota

Land & Auction Sales

Everett t Kohntr
1S8 Aelnut tei. B-3/10 titer hourt 7114
-"
~
"
'
11 ».m71' j mllii W. af
DEC 5 M .
Msnlorville Brirjr.e. Paul Kautr P'OBerty; Loo^ t, Ol-on, flulcitioneers; Chippewa Valley Fin. Co., cl<;rk.
~~
~
~
DEc7"s -iVt "'2:30 'p m77 w\\°7TCv/7al
Hou-J«ii in Loeney Valley Chrl? Miller,
own^r: Bockm^n Bros ., *uttien itr»(
Hou'lon State Bank, clerk.
^
DF-C. -7 --Mi* n.. l B.m. 11 mileiT «f7~«if
Durand on County Trunk A, Elieni
Ableidinger. owner; Jim Helke , ^uclierteer; Gatew ay Credit Inc., clerk.

AUCTION

117 - 8th Street East ,
Wabasha, Minn. Formerly
known as the old Button
Factory.

SATURDAY, DEC. 5,

42

A new gas furnace will keep you
cozy in this 1-story, completely Insulated , brick home. Two bedrooms,
living
room ,
large dlni n-3 room,
kitchen v/Hh nice cupboard', and div
po->al . New roof, qaraye. Block from
school. Undnr tlO.000.

78

"
¦

At 1:00 P.M. Sharp !
Boat Trailer ; Boat Anchors;
Tel . 2396
105 Johnson
Outboard Motors ; Fiphing
Open Friday Night Until 9:00
Tackle; Carpenter , Workshop and Hand Tools ; GarMobil* Home* , Trailers 141 den and Lawn Equipment ;
_
_
Household Goods.
RED" TOP Hwy . *! WoblH Homt 8*les
See ui oefor* you buy W« iell qualMRS. RUTH M. HUBER,
ity ind pric« JO ve» r« •• trailer deal
OWNEP,
l ne<r Gnqdvltw Wilai
inns. Hwy. i
Tpwer. TeL 1-3426.
First
State Bank,
USED CARS . OF EVERY HUNTERS, VACAT IONERS - Heated
Wabasha, Clerk
Compen ana (ravel triileri mi
AGE AND DESCRIPTION , pickup
Maas & Maas , Auctioneers
rent or iai». lEA HV'S Buffalo City
¦v
Tel. Cochrane ?48-15».
WINTERIZED
\ AND READY TO GO,

Winter Is Here

"
LUNO 'V tot)ooflanr«33.». Std cushion
frae with purchase. BAMBENBK'S, r'h
_
» Mankato.
_____
~'
EfillA o!l

VENABLES

STOP
and Shop in Comfort
at Nystrom 's
' INDOOR
Show Room

ideal for Ihe s uccessful man w(|h
a crowing family. Large living room
with fireplace, dining room, senrooms, generous kltchtn, 4 betjreoms,
21 j boths. Beautifull y landscaped lot.

74

Stoves, furnaces, Part*

DRIVING A NEW
STATION WAGON

Tel. 6-2133.

Distinguished Home

"T
' ^"
FOR ' CH 'ft'l$tMA S « " «lna ialac1|on of
tp and
machines,
used
seyvlna
fin*
up. WINONA SEWING CO,, $51 Huff
V . T»'. _ W«.

4-door,, r a d i o ,
• 11 • r, automatic tr«n«mis6ion,
whltewall t i r e s ,
V hsolid
d a r k blue
finish. No miles on
rebuilt 6 cylinder
engini.

$795

NYSTROM' S

73

1959 RAMBLER
SUPER

ABOUT

'¦' ' ' '

Econovan Travel Wagon

$198

YOU WILL LIKB this 3 bedroom home
Owns r leaving town, must suit. Hot
water heat, beau fl ful cek floors and
cupboards, 2 baths, fenced back yard,
oversized garage. See anytime at aid
40th >v». or Te|. «0B0 , _
"
IF
vou W ANT , to buy, sell or trade
ba sure to see Shank, H O ME M A K E R S
EXCHANGE, 5« E. 3rd
_
"
SqVENTH E lMl-Vroom, 2 bedrooms,
tile bath , hst v/ater hfater , furnace,
garapo. Inquire 105-4 E 'th.
—
~
*
¥ 2-$f b"RY brick house 3 bedrooms.
New gas healers. Lots of room. Large
family kitchen. May be financed Willi
H,50O down,
balance on contract,
Madison or St, Casimir 's School district. Full price $7,600. ABTS AGENCY,
INC., Realtors, 159 Walnut St. Tel
M.U5 or aftor hours: E. R. Clay
1-2737, Bill Zlebell 4254, E. A. Abts 3164.

THREg-BEDROOM home, w ith new heating system, new sewage disposal svtern, 2 acres of land on Hwy. 35, between Winena and Galesville. School
bu-s slops at front aoor. Tel . Centerville
¦
'
539-2141. _
_
""
'
HOMEMA KER't SPECIALS
EAST location. Cozy 2-bedroom home,
modern except heat, $5,250.

E. m.

Has everything you need in
a wagon available in either
2-wheel drive or 4-whteI
drive. Clean line styling plus
all new comfort and driving
ease. The Wagoneer 's family
car elegance and work wagon know-how make good
sense to all wagon fanciers.
Take the key and see for
yourself. Also available in
4-wheel drive with an autoSee one of these fine salesmatic transmission. A feal ; men, Ray Literski, Happy
exclusive feature.
Dan Petke, George Pelowski and Mark Hipps.
ALSO
'58 BUICK 4-door sedan.
2 late model Wagoneers . ?
'57 FORD Fairlane 4-door.
F. A. KRAUSE CO '57 CHEVROLET Bel Air
4-door.
"BREEZY ACRES"
'57 PLYMOUTH 2-door.
South on New Hwy. 14-61
•57 DODGE 2-door.
109 '57 PONTIAC 9 passenger
Used Cars
wagon.
FCJRb~19M 1 dooThardtopTv-S, strafjhf
•56 LINCOLN 2-door.
transmission, excellent condition . 73)
'
_W. Sth.
'56 MERCURY 4-door.
RAMBLER-1?J8- 4-door, 6-cyilnder, standard transmission. Tel. 4493.
•56 CHEVROLET Woor.
~
"
uper sports car, sacJtfT*
IMPALA—W3
tan In color, 2-door hardtop, equipped
These cars must be sold by
with rtdlo, only 16,000 m!l«s, 173 E.
Saturd ay. Dec. 5 , so don 't
_ 3rd afte r 4i4Q.
delay. First come, first
PLYMOUTH — 1955 , meter ev*rt>ig|ed,
straight stick. Tel. 8-3544 after S p.m.
served . Nothing down to
1956 FfJRD Country Sedan
qualified buyers. Payments
4-door.
of only $19.04 a month for 12
1952 PONTIAC, new tires,
months.
rebuilt motor.

OWN EH TRANSFERRED - 3-bedroom
rambler , 4 yta rs eld, kitchen has builtin sta rve and oven, basement has large
recreation, room with bar, sewing and
laun<Jrv room, large garage, full loi
comptelaly l»need In. 840 47th Ave ,
Goodviaw, alter 5, or Sun.

THRE E- OR FOUR-bedroom house , cork
and carpeted, bullt-lns, n*w furnace,
gas water heifer, central air condition'
Ing, 3 car garage, screened patio. 1
lot fpr sale, Tal. 6059.
'
MODERATELY
P H I C E tT^S-bedroorn
home, only 8 years old, city location,
with suburban atmosphere. 1}J9 Glenview Road . Tel. 4067 .
'
"
"
'
D. BUILT IN 1950. Spaclp-Js 2-bedroom,
ranch style home . Oversized oarage,
breezeway with barbecu* grill built-in.
Full basrmont with recreation reom.
AH pak flooring. Oil farced air heat.
Located In Goodview. See this fine
horn* todfly, ABTS AGEMCY, INC.,
Realtors, M» Walnut St. Tel. «-43M or
after hours: E. R. Clay 8 2737; Bill
Zieb*ll
4854) E. A. Abts 3184.
_

OLD3MOBILS-l»5e Holiday, winterized.
SI90. Tef. 30C7. Tom Keisartatl, 440ft

new
JEEP WAGONEER

~ ~
BROA(fWAY E
003 - New J-bedroom
homt vv lth garage, <«ramle file bath
with cplorao flatura*, larga Kitchen
with ilpve, finest cabintls. sink and
(tlscoail. Gas forced *\i furnace and
water heater, provisions: mad* for fu
tura toilet In basamenf, corn*r lot , immediate possession , inquire Leo G
Prochgwltl, Building Contractor, 1007
_ E, 6th, TeL 7M1.

109 Mobil* Horn.*,TniUrt 111

Und Cart

Stop
out and see the

INCOME
PROPERTY.
9-room.
2-apt. i
horn«. In good W. Broadway location
Being sold to si rti* estate. Tel, 4910 tor
acpobilment.

• Folk Guitar
• Rock 'n Roll

Radios , Television

*
INViTs'tOR'S SPECIAL-centrally local.
*d, all modern, 1-unll apt. building.
J2.?40 annual Income, only S1J.500. Tel.
777_, ask for 5 yd Johnslpna,

T Y P E W R I T E R S a nd7 adding machine
for tal* or ran). Reasonable rates
Irat delivery , tae ui tor all you r ut
. tic,* supplies, desks, flies or off ice
cnalrs. tund typewriter Co. Tel. «r,

Winona Armory

Buainoss Equipment

Dec. 3, 1:30

We Service and Stock
Needles for All
RECORD PLAYERS-

Telephone 8-2921

WILl SOQN ba here . Put your snow plow
an lay-&y now at W INONA PIPE &
5045
POWE R CO., 44 E. 2nd. Tel
(Acrpss from the new parking lot.)

Baby Merchandise

70

"
'
PLAYER PIANOSiTBaby Grand plsno j
upr ight piano. Lawrence Furniture, [72
E. 3rd.
~ _
"
SCAN DALLI 150 bass piano accordion,
1 switch, complete w ith cita and
music stand. Tel. 4393 .

Guita r Cent e r

~*~~
\SWW PLOW SEASON

FEEOeM'TGS-ziiril waakToTdTMsivin
2,

BE senile, ba kind, to that e)(p«nsjyj
carpet, clian it with Blue Lustra . Rent
electric ihampooar , ii, H. Cheita > Co.

t7j E. 3rd V

HOLSTEIN BULLS^purebrrt, servTce7lST«
age. 493 Ib. heraj average , Lester Batkman, Houston, Minn.

Rt.

~~
~
Househ^W A7trclirr
67

OlTUSEP FURUITURfi STORE

^
HOLSTEIN COWS-Tr tomlno fresh. Art
Lojcon, Rt, 1, Houston, Minn. Tel.
896-33J0.

NOTICP—Lfl nasharq Sales commlislqn's
new selling order. Veal 12 to I; hoqa
end sheep, I to 1.30 . Cattle sals starts
. prorsiBJIy at 1:30. Veal arriving late
will be sold later In sala. $ale Day
every Friday.

APPLES - AAcinioshr Cortlands, Haralsons, Dnllclous. Prairie Spy. Al reasonabla prices, f , A. Krauie Co., "Breezy
Acres ", S. on na* Hwy. i^-«i.

111 E.

ARE YOU THINKING

Bus. Property for Sale 97

69

Musical Merchandise

90

iTOOMHrTANTEly by D*C 3th. Wlttllfl
walking dlstanca of Court House, Calh«llc home prefetred. Ruth Siebenaler,
Tel. Lawtston I«l .

FURNITURE MART
East 3r<l and Franklin Sts.
- Free Parking Behind Store

97

CADY' 5 SECON"D KAN O store now open
far business. Buy and sell used furniture, ' clothing, novelty and gift Items
for Christmas. Hours 9 to 5 dally accept Sat. Open Frl. nighl until 1, Sat.
1 to J Convtnlentiy located at »1J W,
ith . oerween Holden's Drug! and Albracht' s Orpcery, iel. »71l.
—
^"
"
"
- Treverie dre w
FIRE!PLACe SET
screen, metal mesh curloins, brail
end Irons. »25. Tel. 7085.

43

R E B R E D Duroc bears, also Landraca
21 PUboars
. Clifford Hoff, Lanseboro, Minn.,

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER

W E

Horses , Cattle, Stock

Brltson,
B96-3V7.

Wanted to Rant

BURKE'S •

Articles for Sale

-

WU-

$49.95

Modern chQlr in pink, orange, beige, cocoa, black,

54 Good Things to Eat

Trucks, Tract 's, TrsiUrs 108

W l ARE CXPERTS In our tl*ld." truck
bcdlei bull), repaired, painted, lettered.
BERG'S, 3»J0 V/.j ttn. Tel. 4*33,
*^
FORO—1958 'Avion plckupi larga box ,
good Ttret, naw batt*ry, Laa Klefft r,
MARK E. MO-5-bedroom hauie. Inquire
St. Charles, Minn. Tel, tM 4S77,
•t «73 C. Mark.
"
"
"
'
CHEVROLeT, ? 94» 1-ton" trprt, ra tiav
i
AVAILABL B Imm*dlately7unrurnlthedr i
able; l?58 Nash Rambltr, angln* will
bedraomi/ 2 baths. 447 Orand, Dec. 1,
fit from ft33 to mi model car, lew
bolvvj an 1 and S p.m. and Die. 7, * ta
mileage, 12,000 miles, Lavalna Par% om.
pens, Sf . Charlea. _T«_L t37-4i34.

Th»n ever befor*

Wanted—Farm Produce

4

LOSE WEIGHT aafaly with Bex A-Dlet
tablets.
Waek's supply only 98c et
Ted Malar Walgreen Drugs.
~
^latlorsTnro Mprl(
A B10, $1LVE lf"cFngrfltu
and pvla. Hope you have another JS
years ahead of you. Ray Meyer, Innkeeper, WI LLIAMS HOJEL.

viN E <IJ—a^beareorrrmod*"! hom* , oil
heat, full basement , rec room, garage,
Tel. »W.
BUFFAi.0 CITY-5 rao'mi. t» r«* lot, garag* . Tel. tBdt ur V>n.

YOUR MONEY

47/1.

95

~

*• FOB

Jt*R*W FOa~SAL6T^'J90« bales, TaFlfYr-

Logs, Posts, Lumber

M Houses for Rent

MORE CHAIR

Tal; MM

YACKEL'
'
I wish to thank all my relatives, RelfaNSiai-E LADY Waifia HarMl ma
Iranlnji, cleaning, staying with the elneighbors and triends for the many
derly or caring tor children. Write or
tarda, gifts, iattars and flowert reIntjytlre E-0 Qally News.
_____
ceived while I was at Community
Memorial. Saeelal thanks lo Rpv. Wal57] W
dolls, Priced vary reasonable.
¦ ¦
ter Meyer for his visits and prayers,
ith
Dr. Flnkelnburp; and the nursps on ACCOlJNTX>JT 'Wlll%aerboo|(Tfor" amall
FOR THAT ARTIST en your Chrlalfiias
second floor north. I also wish to
business. Tan service Included. Tel.
Gift Li ft choose efumbacher 's Paintlnj
thank tht nurses tt Watkins Memor8-30M,
Supplies, brushes, colors, papers #nd
ial Homt for the oo«J tart I rebooks,
easels, paleljtel, gans, «k«Krilr<a
ttlved. It was vpry much appreciated. Business Opportunltlei
37
Oincili, palette and painting ' knivjs .
_rAlma J. Vackel
'
PA.INT
DEPOT , 167 Center St.
dualniasaT.
SELECT ION
of
GOOD
Laundromats, restaurants, gas sta- cTQARETTE
vendinj
ma&hlne,
lata
tions, rnotal|, lumber yards and mismodel, $33. Ray 's Trading Pnit, 21t
cellaneous.
E.
3rd.
Tel.
6333
..
FoUND-tbltck and white g:°g7 Ownar
CORNFCIRTH REALTV
may havt by Identifying and paylne tor
LLOYDS all transistor tape recorder, like
Tel. IMJIOo.
La Crescent, Minn.
ad. Ttl, H3I1.
new; Kodk Poncy JS m/m camera wills
and case. Tel. Rolllngiloni UI9<
40 flash
7 Money to Loan
Personals
7104. •

Lett and Found

Furn., Rufly Llncleum

49
80

Tel. IU _t) U

Tramptaleau. Wlr

N» me new i»~I6"madai" xlu.
HOMfUTsi CHAIN lArVI
AUTO ei BCT aic IIRVICI

Jn« _* lehnioti

Tel. 777(,
CYCLB SH0P._40l_ Mankato. Tal. Uii.
*d act,, Immediate posiasslon ,
"
ask far Syo Johnston*.
TELL
SANTA yog would Ilka V n*w roll
~"'
bar for your cycle. ROBB BROS. MoDOWNTOWN . iar8e f Jrnlsh*d apt, f* 7
,
torcycle Shop, 573 E. 4lh.
3738 Or WO.Jt W Jrd.
^

Oead *'f Mk tlilx.
BRUNKOWI SAW MILL
a, UVMBgR VARD

~
~
~
WANTED 2,00fl bate9 efml7edhey7"f«i".
RUStlf' potaloet^ w i » lull Una af
Wltoka SOU.
Christmas candy and null, Winona Potato Market, If */»rket.
__ __
J

Preferably on. saddle type
machines, heavy engine
lathes experience may be
satisfactory , Sea
Henry Przybylski
Airport Plant

Help—Male or

HOLSTEIN SPRINGING COWS end hell
irs kvapted. alM «pew eneJ traa tier*
art, I
. ¦Qremeiabtcfc. inf., lewiston
Minn, f|i am
""
"~~*
LEWIITQ N SAl l
l »APN
A rNi eoo« tutlten market tor yavt
llvaitoOt, Dairy <iHie an larva an
weak, noes »W0liff every diy
Trucks
available. Sala Thw». Tei. IM7 .
"
""
"
TOP PUAU f ' MolBftln heifers wanted.
Wfa , Pairy Raplitemsni Co-oo., c.nles_Vlll«._JfVls. Tef. CertWrwilla MM\JI.

Farm IwpUrninti

We need J boys for part
time work after school and
Saturday. $2.75 per hour
average earnings . Must be
neat and alart . For personal
interview apply 204 Exchange Bldg. 4:00 p.m.
Sharp. No phone calls.

Thank v*u IrUrtdi, ntlohbori and rtlatlvat for th« rntny gifts, cards and
good Wishes wt received on our Golden
Weddlnp *nnlvtri»ry, Nov . 11. The
memory ol lh» joyous day will ever
w ith u* •<•*/,
Mr, tnd Mrs. Levi J. Cox.

4B Coal, Woed,Other fuel 63 Apartments, Furnished 91 MotorcyclM, Blcyda» 107
CBNt RALLY LOCATE D-tnodern furnFsh- USED ncYci:«~*ir*rMi. KotYBsnT.
tiAB WOOD

2j» Wanl«d--Llv«»t6ek

Stotion Wagon

4-door , power steering, powor brakes , automatic transmission , V-ll , red in color,
This is ns sharp as they
come.

$ 1195

W A LZ

m:u :K- O I,1)S MO U U ,E ( ;MC
O IK 'II Fiiilnv Nlchts

(" Public Auction I
|Located 7 miles northwest ef Houston jn Looney Valley on I

|Saturday, December 5 1
Starting at 12:30 P.M.
Lunch Will Be Served On The Grounds
LIVESTOCK — 12 Holstein heifers , to start freshening
I
*| about Dec. 20th, real good quality heifers ; 1 Swiss heifer,
3 bred ; 1 Cross-bred heifer , bred.
7
DAIRY EQUIPMENT — Surge pump and motor; pip*
line
and stall cocks ; 2 David Bradley hang type milker
%
buckets.
%
MACHINERY — 1050 Allis Chalmers WD tractor with
wide front , fully equipped; heat houser for above tractor ;
71 2 sets of tractor chains , 11x28 and 12x38 ; AlJis Chalmers
7 tractor cultivator ; 3-bottom 14-inch mounted plow ; Min% nesota tractor mower; rubber tired wagon with box ; 7-ft.
% tandem tractor disc; McCormick Decring side rake ; David
If Bradley manure spreader, 2-wheeI ; Minnesota hay loader,
1 steel bottom; Minnesota horse mower ; Harvey hammeri mill ; 1 Grainovater; 1 old International truck ; some old
|machinery ; 1 1957 Custom Ford V-8 with straight shift
71 and overdrive , good shape.
^
$.
TURKEY EQUIPMENT - Including 10 gas brooders ;
7; 2 large electric water heaters ; several 3-gallon watcrers ;
0-- a number of feeders; 2 sectional brooder houses.
s*
SOME HOUSEHOLD ITEMS .
CHRIS MILLER. OWNER
i
'%
Rcckman Bros., Auctioneers
Houston Slate Bank , Clerk
Usual Bank Terms.
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Due to the shortage of feed I will sell the following
personal prop erty at auct ion located 11 miles cast of
'¦ Durand on County Trunk A , or 7 miles north of Mondovi
¦
,' ¦' on County Trunk H , then 4 miles west on County Trunk
7 A , on

Monday, December 7
Sale Time I' M

I .uncli will be served
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7:i HEAD OF LIVESTOCK
:> Holstein cows , j*
Wl HOLSTE1NS AND G U E R N S E Y S
]¦
fresh 2 mos , and open ; 2 llokitein cows , fresh ¦! wenks |
'
j and open ; ;i Holstein cows , Ju;;t fresh; I Ilobtcu i cow, clue it
ii by flay of sale ; 5 Holstein cows , due In Dec ; 2 Holstein $
" cows, due in Feb.; <> Holstein cows , due next spring and (,
h u m m e r ; 2 (iuernsey cows , due .Inn.; 2 Guernsey cows, £
*
milking and just bred ; 4 Holstein heifers . 18 1110s. and ;..'
.4 open; 7 Holstein heiters , IL' mos. old : 2 Charolais heifers , 7
hi 15 mos. and open ; 2 Holstein steers , 12 mos. old ; fi Holstein $
"¦)
7 heifers , 4-<> mos. old; :i Holstein hull calves , ;i weeks ¦
[ '"• old ; 1 Holstein heifer calf , il weeks old This is a young ''.
7 herd of good q u a l i t y n i l l l r . The majority of these cows ?_
jjj are 4 yean, old. If looking for .some good quality rattle „',
i'
\\ be sure to attend this sale
'ai
¦
¦Purebred
:i
lo
:>
weeks
old;
2
l!» fall p igs ,
PKiS
\
'
\. Chester White iwiar s, read y for breeding.
j
;
200
,,
good
;
liny
FEED
4O0
liii
dry
ear
coi
200
holes
n
U
Jj
'i
n bslos si raw; 2f> fl . of corn silage In 12 ft . silo.
PAlttY lCQUlPMl '^N T -- 2 Surge seamless buckets , ji
ti
!1 like new : R eini Dari-Kool side door cooler.
|
}j
MACH1NKHY - I'M!) M Internatioiial tractnr with u
'¦? live power , fluid , like new rubber , this tractor is In
$
rj excellent condition; John Deere Model N power tiike off Jf
1 m a n u r e sorender.
j.
*
TEHMS: Under M .voo cash , over that amount ' 4 k
, down , lial.mce 111 (i eipial nu iiithly linitnllmcnt s . T , added . *
?
EI.GENE A l SL E I D I N G E I t , OWNKIt
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Clerked hy G a t e w a y Credi t, lnc
i
Al l.chinan, Hep
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ly Roy Grant

BUZZ SAWYER
By Chester Gould '

DICK TRACY

By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY
By Hanna-Barbera

THE FLINTSTONES

By Don Sherwood

DAN FLAGG
6y Chic Young

BLONDIE

... when you feel like
"stepping
out" ...
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steak knife to start a set
at home! This knife is
Ki.aianleod . nnd will he replaced if detective in any
way. Complete Sleak -Pin-
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Complete Dinner
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NOON LUNCHES
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complete with Wild Hue lirev
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si;1„s am i Mushroom
minimum I/H
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Skate & Boot Thermal Sox

Baked Capon

11 A.M - W I T H DELICIOUS

SPORTS FOOTWEAR

SEE US FOR THE FINEST —

| SATURDAY

NOW OPEN MONDAY
_
THRU SATU RDAY AT

I

some
style s for
walking
problems. If you want a specialized boot ,
tomi > see ns i bailees m e we have just the
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SEE T MESE,

LEE HALL
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Dance
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Improved Holland - Rac ine Bonis for allaround wear . F.x.ra heavy duty Talon zipper .
full ankle height . (lOodyear welt constnictioh
insures better fit and longer shape retention.
Crepe outersoles with n special design for

ALL VOL CAN EAT .
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FRONT-ZIP BOOTS

vv ' ln *','<'IU' 1'1 Writ 's , Cole Slaw ,

Dinner KotIs . and Beverage
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--.*.*.-, ..-. -.*. -.-,- : Yes! We Like to Take Trade-ins!

Batter-Fried "Fish-AII"
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SARY AND BAN.
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Stcnk Dinner , the Lady
shall receive her dinner

WEDDING ANNIVER.
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Come and Enjoy a
BLUE R.BBON
D.NNER STEAK
In addition to a superb

We Cater

THE "ALL" MEANS ALL YOU
CAN E AT .
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TUESDAY
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with Dressing, Mashed Potatoes,
Rich Gravy, Vegetable , Cole Slaw ,
Dinner Rolls, and Beverage . . .
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and

BAKED "CHICKEN-ALL"
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By Al Capp

LI'L ABNER

By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON
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COME SEE THE
WONDERFUL ASSORTMENT
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